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Abstract
Research in the past decade has established capacity theorems for point-to-point
bosonic channels with additive thermal noise, under the presumption of a conjec-
ture on the minimum output von Neumann entropy. In the first part of this thesis,
we evaluate the optimum capacity for free-space line-of-sight optical communication
using Gaussian-attenuation apertures. Optimal power allocation across all the spatio-
temporal modes is studied, in both the far-field and near-field propagation regimes.
We establish the gap between ultimate capacity and data rates achievable using clas-
sical encoding states and structured receivers. The remainder of the thesis addresses
the ultimate capacity of bosonic broadcast channels, i.e., when one transmitter is used
to send information to more than one receiver. We show that when coherent-state
encoding is employed in conjunction with coherent detection, the bosonic broadcast
channel is equivalent to the classical degraded Gaussian broadcast channel whose ca-
pacity region is known. We draw upon recent work on the capacity region of the
two-user degraded quantum broadcast channel to establish the ultimate capacity re-
gion for the bosonic broadcast channel, under the presumption of another conjecture
on the minimum output entropy. We also generalize the degraded broadcast channel
capacity theorem to more than two receivers, and prove that if the above conjecture
is true, then the rate region achievable using a coherent-state encoding with optimal
joint-detection measurement at the receivers would be the ultimate capacity region
of the bosonic broadcast channel with loss and additive thermal noise. We show that
the minimum output entropy conjectures restated for Wehrl entropy, are immediate
consequences of the entropy power inequality (EPI). We then show that an EPI-like
inequality for von Neumann entropy would imply all the minimum output entropy
conjectures needed for our channel capacity results. We call this new conjectured
result the Entropy Photon-Number Inequality (EPnI).
Thesis Supervisor: Jeffrey H. Shapiro
Title: Julius A. Stratton Professor of Electrical Engineering
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passed through a differential amplifier and a matched filter to produce
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semiclassical and the quantum theories, i.e., a Gaussian-distributed
real number ao with mean acos 9 and variance 1/4. If the input state
is not a classical (coherent) state, then the quantum theory must be
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sure both quadratures of the field simultaneously. The signal field &
is mixed on a 50-50 beam splitter with a local oscillator excited in a
strong coherent state with phase 0 = 0, whose frequency is offset by an
intermediate (radio) frequency, wIf, from that of the signal. The out-
puts beams are incident on a pair of photodiodes whose photocurrent
outputs are passed through a differential amplifier. The output cur-
rent of the differential amplifier is split into two paths and the two are
multiplied by a pair of strong orthogonal intermediate-frequency oscil-
lators followed by detection by a pair of matched filters, to yield two
classical outcomes a, and a2. If the input is a coherent state Ia), then
both semiclassical and quantum theories predict the outputs (11, 02)
to be a pair of real variance-1/2 Gaussian random variables with means
(~(a), S(a)). For a general input state ý, the outcome of heterodyne
measurement (1, 012) has a distribution given by the Husimi function
of / given by Q,(a) = (ajIa)/7r ................... . 182
B-1 This figure summarizes the setup of the transmitter and the channel
model for the M-receiver quantum degraded broadcast channel. In
each successive n uses of the channel, the transmitter A sends a ran-
domly generated classical message (mo,..., mM 1) E (Wo,..., WM-1)
to the M receivers Yo,..., YM-1, where the message-sets Wk are sets
of classical indices of sizes 2n Rk, for k E {0, . .. , M - 1}. The dashed
arrows indicate the direction of degradation, i.e. Yo is the least noisy
receiver, and YM-1 is the noisiest receiver. In this degraded channel
model, the quantum state received at the receiver Yk, P'k can always
be reconstructed from the quantum state received at the receiver Yk',
PYk', for k' < k, by passing pYk' through a trace-preserving completely
positive map (a quantum channel). For sending the classical mes-
sage (mo, ... , m•_1) A j, Alice chooses a n-use state (codeword) f"
using a prior distribution PjIi,, where ik denotes the complex values
taken by an auxiliary random variable Tk. It can be shown that,
in order to compute the capacity region of the quantum degraded
broadcast channel, we need to choose M - 1 complex valued auxil-
iary random variables with a Markov structure as shown above, i.e.
TM-1 -- TM-2 - ... -* Tk -- ... -- * T1 -+ An is a Markov chain. . .. . 193
B-2 This figure illustrates the decoding end of the M-receiver quantum
degraded broadcast channel. The decoder consists of a set of mea-
surement operators, described by positive operator-valued measures
(POVMs) for each receiver; AOmo...mM _ A, m ..... {a
, 
A }
on yon, Y1n , ... , YMl n respectively. Because of the degraded nature
of the channel, if the transmission rates are within the capacity region
and proper encoding and decoding are employed at the transmitter
and at the receivers respectively, Yo can decode the entire message M-
tuple to obtain estimates (0o,..., m_-1) , Y1 can decode the reduced
message (M - 1)-tuple to obtain its own estimates (m,...,~-nl),
and so on, until the noisiest receiver YM-1 can only decode the single
message-index mM_1 to obtain an estimate iM-1j. Even though the
less noisy receivers can decode the messages of the noisier receivers,
the message mk is intended to be sent to receiver Yk, Vk. Hence, when
we say that a broadcast channel is operating at a rate (Ro,..., RM-1),
we mean that the message mk is reliably decoded by receiver Yk at the
rate Rk bits per channel use ........................ 194
Chapter 1
Introduction
The objective of any communication system is to transfer information from one point
to another efficiently, given the constraints on the available physical resources. In
most communication systems, the transfer of information is done by superimposing
the information onto an electromagnetic (EM) wave. The EM wave is known as the
carrier and the process of superimposing information onto the carrier wave is known
as modulation. The modulated carrier is then transmitted to the destination through
a noisy medium, called the communication channel. At the receiver, the noisy wave
is received and demodulated to retrieve the information as accurately as possible.
Such systems are often characterized by the location of the carrier wave's frequency
within the electromagnetic spectrum. In radio systems for example, the carrier wave
is selected from the radio frequency (RF) portion of the spectrum.
In an optical communication system, the carrier wave is selected from the optical
range of frequencies, which includes the infrared, visible light, and ultraviolet frequen-
cies. The main advantage of communicating with optical frequencies is the potential
increase in information that can be transmitted because of the possibility of har-
nessing an immense amount of bandwidth. The amount of information transmitted
in any communication system depends directly on the bandwidth of the modulated
carrier, which is usually a fraction of the carrier wave's frequency. Thus increasing
the carrier frequency increases the available transmission bandwidth. For example,
the frequencies in the optical range would typically have a usable transmission band-
width about three to four orders of magnitude greater than that of a carrier wave
in the RF region. Another important advantage of optical communications relative
to RF systems comes from their narrower transmitted beams - ARad beam diver-
gences are possible with optical systems. These narrower beamwidths deliver power
more efficiently to the receiver aperture. Narrow beams also enhance communication
security by making it hard for an eavesdropper to intercept an appreciable amount of
the transmitted power. Communicating with optical frequencies has some challenges
associated with it as well. As optical frequencies are accompanied by extremely small
wavelengths, the design of optical components require completely different techniques
than conventional microwave or RF communication systems. Also, the advantage
that optical communication derives from its comparatively narrow beam introduces
the need for high-accuracy beam pointing. RF beams require much less pointing
accuracy. Progress in the theoretical study of optical communication, the advent of
laser - a high-power optical carrier source, the developments in the field of optical
fiber-based communication, and the development of novel wideband optical modu-
lators and efficient detectors, have made optical communication emerge as a field of
immense technological importance [1].
The field of information theory, which was born from Claude Shannon's revolution-
ary 1948 paper [21, addresses ultimate limits on data compression and communication
rates over noisy communication channels. It tells us how to compute the maximum
rate at which reliable data communication can be achieved over a noisy communica-
tion channel by appropriately encoding and decoding the data. This ultimate data
rate is known as the channel capacity [2, 3, 4]. Information theory also tells us how
to compute the maximum extent a given set of data can be compressed so that the
original data can be recovered within a specified amount of tolerable distortion level.
Unfortunately, information theory does not give us the exact algorithm (or the op-
timal code) that would achieve capacity on a given channel, nor does it tell us how
to optimally compress a given set of data. Nevertheless, it sets ultimate limits on
communication and data compression that are essential to meaningfully determine
how well a real system is actually performing.
The performance of communication systems that rely on electromagnetic wave
propagation are ultimately limited by noise of quantum-mechanical origin. More-
over, high-sensitivity photodetection systems have long been close to this noise limit.
Hence determining the ultimate capacities of lasercom channels is of immediate rel-
evance. Much work has already been done on quantum information theory [5, 6],
which sets ultimate limits on the rates of reliable communication of classical informa-
tion and quantum information over quantum communication channels. As in classical
information theory, quantum information theory does not tell us the transmitter and
receiver structures that would achieve the best communication rates for specific forms
of quantum noise. Nevertheless, the limits set by quantum information theory are ex-
tremely useful in determining the degree to which available technology can approach
the ultimate performance bounds.
The most famous classical channel capacity formula is Shannon's result for the
classical additive white Gaussian noise channel. For a complex-valued channel model
in which we transmit a and receive c = ,f77a + l/ -7•b, where 0 < 7r < 1 is the
channel's transmissivity and b is a zero-mean, isotropic, complex-valued Gaussian
random variable that is independent of a, Shannon's capacity is
Cclassical = ln[1 + ,qN/(1 - rq)N] nats/use, (1.1)
when E(la12) 5 N and E(jb12) = N.
The lossy bosonic channel provides a quantum model for optical communication
systems that rely on fiber or free-space propagation. In this quantum channel model,
we control the state of an electromagnetic mode with photon annihilation operator
& at the transmitter, and receive another mode with photon annihilation operator
a = ,Fq & + Vfj-77 b, where b is the annihilation operator of a noise mode that is
in a zero-mean, isotropic, complex-valued Gaussian state. For lasercom, if quantum
measurements corresponding to ideal optical homodyne or heterodyne detection are
employed at the receiver, this quantum channel reduces to a real-valued (homodyne)
or complex-valued (heterodyne) additive Gaussian noise channel, from which the
following capacity formulas (in nats/use) follow:
1
Chomodyne 2 ln[1 + 47N/(2(1 - 77)N + 1)] (1.2)
Cheterodyne = ln[X + •/((1 - r)N + 1)], (1.3)
where (ata) < N and (Wtb) = N, with angle brackets used to denote quantum aver-
aging. The +1 terms in the noise denominators are quantum contributions, so that
even when the noise mode b is unexcited these capacities remain finite, unlike the
situation in Eq. (1.1).
The classical capacity of the pure-loss bosonic channel-in which the b mode is
unexcited (N = 0)-was shown in [7] to be Cpure-loss = g(rlq) nats/use, where g(x)
(x + 1) Iln(x + 1) - x ln(x) is the Shannon entropy of the Bose-Einstein probability
distribution with mean x. This capacity exceeds the N = 0 versions of Eqs. (1.2)
and (1.3), as well as the best known bound on the capacity of ideal optical direct
detection [8]. For this pure-loss case, capacity has been shown to be achievable using
single-use coherent-state encoding with a Gaussian prior density [7]. The ultimate
capacity of the thermal-noise (N > 0) version of this channel is bounded below by
Cthermal > g(r7N + (1 - r])N) - g((1 - 77)N), and this bound was shown to be the
capacity if the thermal channel obeyed a certain minimum output entropy conjecture
[9]. This conjecture states that the von Neumann entropy at the output of the thermal
channel is minimized when the & mode is in its vacuum state. Considerable evidence
in support of this conjecture has been accumulated [10], but it has yet to be proven.
Nevertheless, the preceding lower bound already exceeds Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) as well
as the best known bounds on the capacity of direct detection [8].
Less is known about the classical-information capacity of multi-user bosonic chan-
nels. For multiple-access bosonic communications-in which two or more senders
communicate to a common receiver over a shared propagation medium-single-use
coherent-state encoding with a Gaussian prior and optimum measurement achieves
the sum-rate capacity, but it falls short of achieving the ultimate capacity in the
"corner regions" [11]. Moreover, the capacity region that is lost when coherent de-
tection is employed instead of the optimum measurement has been quantified for this
multiple-access channel. In this thesis we will report our capacity analysis for the
bosonic broadcast channel. As we described in [12], this work led to an inner bound
on the capacity region, which we showed to be the capacity region under the pre-
sumption of a second minimum output entropy conjecture. Both of these minimum
output entropy conjectures have been proven if the input states are restricted to be
Gaussian, and, as we will describe later in this thesis, we have shown them to be
equivalent under this input-state restriction. We will also show that the second con-
jecture will establish the privacy capacity of the lossy bosonic channel, as well as its
ultimate quantum information carrying capacity [13].
The Entropy Power Inequality (EPI) from classical information theory is widely
used in coding theorem converse proofs for Gaussian channels. By analogy with the
EPI, we conjecture its quantum version, viz., the Entropy Photon-number Inequality
(EPnI). We will show that the two minimum output entropy conjectures cited above
are simple corollaries of the EPnI. Hence, proving the EPnI would immediately estab-
lish some key capacity results for the capacities of bosonic communication channels
[13].
We will assume that the reader has had some prior acquaintance with quantum
mechanics, quantum optics and information theory. We will use standard notation
widely in use in the quantum optics and information theory literature. For a quick
summary of the background material and notation, see Appendix A. Chapter 2
of this thesis reviews some of our early work on the single-mode bosonic channel
capacity, and describes capacity calculations for the free-space optical channel using
Gaussian-attenuation transmitter and receiver apertures. Chapter 3 starts with a
brief introduction to the capacity of classical discrete memoryless broadcast channels
and then walks the reader through the classical-information capacity analysis for the
bosonic broadcast channel in which a single sender communicates to two or more
receivers through a lossless optical beam splitter with no extra noise or with additive
thermal noise. We prove the ultimate classical information capacities of the bosonic
broadcast channel subject to the minimum output entropy conjectures elucidated in
Chapter 4. In that chapter we describe three conjectures on the minimum output
entropy of bosonic channels, none of which have yet been proven. Proving these
conjectures would, respectively, complete the proofs of the ultimate channel capacity
of the lossy bosonic channel with additive thermal noise, the ultimate capacity region
of the the multiple-user bosonic broadcast channel with no extra noise, and that
of the bosonic broadcast channel with additive thermal noise. Chapter 5 begins
with motivating the thought process that led us to conjecture the quantum version
of the Entropy Power Inequality (EPI), which we call the Entropy Photon-number
Inequality (EPnI). There we show that the EPnI subsumes all the minimum output
entropy conjectures described in Chapter 4. We also discuss some recent progress
made towards a proof of the EPnI. The rest of Chapter 5 delves briefly into some
interesting problems in the area of quantum optical information theory, including
the additivity properties of quantum information theoretic quantities, a quantum
version of the central limit theorem, and a conjecture on the monotonicity of quantum
entropy. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with remarks on the major open problems
ahead of us in the theory of bosonic communications and comments on lines of future
work in this area.
Chapter 2
Point-to-point Bosonic
Communication Channel
2.1 Background
Reliable, high data rate communication-carried by electromagnetic waves at mi-
crowave to optical frequencies-is an essential ingredient of our technological age.
Information theory seeks to delineate the ultimate limits on reliable communication
that arise from the presence of noise and other disturbances, and to establish means by
which these limits can be approached in practical systems. The mathematical foun-
dation for this assessment of limits is Shannon's Noisy Channel Coding Theorem [2],
which introduced the notion of channel capacity-the maximum mutual information
between a channel's input and output-as the highest rate at which error-free commu-
nication could be maintained. Textbook treatments of channel capacity [4],[3] study
channel models-ranging from the binary symmetric channel's digital abstraction
to the additive white-Gaussian-noise channel's idealization of thermal-noise-limited
waveform transmission-for which classical physics is the underlying paradigm. Fun-
damentally, however, electromagnetic waves are quantum mechanical, i.e., they are
boson fields [14],[15]. Moreover, high-sensitivity photodetection systems have long
been limited by noise of quantum mechanical origin [16]. Thus it would seem that
determining the ultimate limits on optical communication would necessarily involve
an explicitly quantum analysis, but such has not been the case. Nearly all work
on the communication theory of optical channels-viz., that done for systems with
laser transmitters and either coherent-detection or direct-detection receivers-uses
semiclassical (shot-noise) models (see, e.g., [1],[17]). Here, electromagnetic waves are
taken to be classical entities, and the fundamental noise is due to the random re-
lease of discrete charge carriers in the process of photodetection. Inasmuch as the
quantitative results obtained from shot-noise analyses of such systems are known to
coincide with those derived in rigorous quantum-mechanical treatments [18], it might
be hoped that the semiclassical approach would suffice. But, Helstrom's derivation
[19] of the optimum quantum receiver for binary coherent-state (laser light) signaling
demonstrated that the lowest error probability, at constant average photon number,
required a receiver that was neither coherent detection nor direct detection. That
Dolinar [20] was able to show how Helstrom's optimum receiver could be realized
with a photodetection feedback system which admits to a semiclassical analysis did
not alleviate the need for a fully quantum-mechanical theory of optical communi-
cation, as Shapiro et al. [21] soon proved that even better binary-communication
performance could be obtained by use of two-photon coherent state (now known as
squeezed state) light, for which semiclassical photodetection theory did not apply.
In quantum mechanics, the state of a physical system together with the measure-
ment that is made on that system determine the statistics of the outcome of that
measurement, see, e.g., [14]. Thus in seeking the classical information capacity of a
bosonic channel, we must allow for optimization over both the transmitted quantum
states and the receiver's quantum measurement. In particular, it is not appropriate
to immediately restrict consideration to coherent-state transmitters and coherent-
detection or direct-detection receivers. Imposing these structural constraints leads to
Gaussian-noise (Shannon-type) capacity formulas for coherent (homodyne and hetero-
dyne) detection [22] and a variety of Poisson-noise capacity results (depending on the
power and/or bandwidth constraints that are enforced) for shot-noise-limited direct
detection [8, 23, 24, 25, 26]. None of these results, however, can be regarded as spec-
ifying the ultimate limit on reliable communication at optical frequencies. What is
needed for deducing the fundamental limits on optical communication is the analog of
Shannon's Noisy Channel Coding Theorem-free of unjustified structural constraints
on the transmitter and receiver-that applies to transmission of classical information
over a noisy quantum channel, viz., the Holevo-Schumacher-Westmoreland (HSW)
Theorem [27, 28, 29].
Until recently, little had been done to address the classical information capacity of
bosonic quantum channels. As will be seen below, the HSW Theorem renders quan-
tum measurement optimization an implicit-rather than explicit-part of capacity
determination, and confronts a superadditivity property that is absent from classical
Shannon theory. Prior to this theorem-and well after its proof-about the only
bosonic channel whose classical information capacity had been determined was the
lossless channel [30, 31], in which the field modes (with annihilation operators {il})
controlled by the transmitter are available for measurement (without loss, hence with-
out additional quantum noise) at the receiver. This situation changed dramatically
when we obtained the capacity of the pure-loss channel [7], i.e., one in which pho-
tons may be lost en route from the transmitter to the receiver while incurring the
minimal additional quantum noise required to preserve the Heisenberg uncertainty
relation. We then considered active channel models-in which noise photons are
injected from an external environment or the signal is amplified with unavoidable
quantum noise-obtaining upper and lower bounds on the resulting channel capaci-
ties, which are asymptotically tight at low and high noise levels [9]. [We conjectured
that our lower bounds are in fact the capacities, but we have yet to prove that
assertion.] Collectively, the preceding channel models can represent line-of-sight free-
space optical communications (see [7],[9]) and loss-limited fiber-optic communications
with or without pre-detection optical amplification. Furthermore, the classical-noise
channel-in which optical amplification is used to balance the attenuation due to free-
space diffraction or fiber propagation-is the quantum analog of Shannon's additive
white-Gaussian-noise channel, thus its capacity is especially interesting in comparison
to Shannon's well-known formula.
For the pure-loss case, it turns out that capacity is achievable with coherent-state
(laser light) encoding, but a multi-symbol quantum measurement (a joint measure-
ment over entire codewords) is required. Heterodyne detection is asymptotically
optimum in the limit of large average photon number for single-mode operation [7].
The same is true in the limit of high average power level for wideband operation over
the far-field free space channel [7],[9]. However, all coherent reception techniques
fall short of the HSW Theorem capacity for the pure-loss channel in photon/power
starved scenarios such as deep space communication. We show later in this chap-
ter that at very low photon numbers per mode, the direct detection receiver along
with a coherent-state on-off-keying modulation can achieve data rates very close to
the ultimate capacity. For these applications it becomes especially important to find
practical ways to reap the capacity advantage that multi-symbol quantum measure-
ment affords. In the remainder of this chapter we review the results we have obtained
so far, towards developing these approaches, and applying them, to the thermal-noise
and classical-noise channels, and as well as to broadcast channels.
Section 2.2 provides a quick summary of bosonic channel models and the HSW
theorem. Section 2.3 presents our capacity results for the point-to-point single-mode
channels. Section 2.4 then addresses multiple spatio-temporal modes of the free-
space optical channel using Gaussian apertures, something that is easily analyzed
by tensoring up a collection of single-mode models. Finally, section 2.5 presents
our capacity results for modulation schemes using coherent-state codewords that are
geared towards achieving high data rates at very low input power regimes.
2.2 Bosonic communication channels
We are interested in the classical communication capacities of point-to-point bosonic
channels with additive quantum Gaussian noise and practical means for communicat-
ing at rates approaching these capacities. The three main categories of point-to-point
bosonic channels that we describe below are, the lossy channel, the amplifying chan-
nel, and the classical-noise channel. For each single-mode channel, the transmitter
Alice (A) sends out an electromagnetic-field mode with annihilation operator h and
the output is received by the receiver Bob (B), which is another field mode with an-
nihilation operator b. The channels of interest are not unitary evolutions, so they are
all governed by TPCP maps that relate their output density operators, ,A, to their
input density operators, SB.
2.2.1 The lossy channel
The TPCP map ,(.-) for the single-mode lossy channel can be derived from the
commutator preserving beam splitter relation
b= ~iJ&+ - , (2.1)
in which the annihilation operator e is associated with an environmental (noise) quan-
tum system E, and 0 < qj < 1 is the channel transmissivity. [See [32] for how this
single-mode map leads to the quantum version of the Huygens-Fresnel diffraction in-
tegral, and for a quantum characteristic function specification of its associated TPCP
map.] For the pure-loss channel, the e mode is in its vacuum state; for the thermal-
noise channel this mode is in a thermal state, viz., an isotropic-Gaussian mixture of
coherent states with average photon number N > 0,
= f exp(-( 2/N)Y M) (i/d2.I" (2.2)
2.2.2 The amplifying channel
The TPCP map Am(.) for the single-mode amplifying channel can be derived from
the commutator-preserving phase-insensitive amplifier relation [33]
b = v-a + V tI , (2.3)
where 6 is now the modal annihilation operator for the noise introduced by the am-
plifier and r, > 1 is the amplifier gain. This amplifier injects the minimum possible
noise when the 6-mode is in its vacuum state; in the excess-noise case this mode's
density operator is the isotropic-Gaussian coherent-state mixture (2.2).
2.2.3 The classical-noise channel
The classical-noise channel can be viewed as the cascade of a pure-loss channel Eo
followed by a minimum-noise amplifying channel AO whose gain exactly compensates
for the loss, r, = 1/1?. Then, with 77 = 1/(M + 1), we obtain the following TPCP map
for the classical-noise channel,
B _.M(A ) J exp(-A2I/M)2 D( )p•ADbt(p)d 2p, (2.4)
where D(p) is the displacement operator, i.e., b = a + m where m is a zero-mean,
isotropic Gaussian noise with variance given by (Im12) = M, so that this channel is
the quantum version of the additive white-Gaussian-noise channel.
2.3 Point-to-point, Single-Mode Channels
Let us begin with a brief survey of recent work on the capacity of the point-to-point
single-mode bosonic communication channel, done by various members of our research
group at MIT, led by Prof. J. H. Shapiro. The details appeared in several published
articles (viz. [10], [7],[9], [11], and [34]). The capacity of the single-mode, pure-loss
channel (2.1), whose transmitter is constrained to use no more than N photons on
average in a single use of the channel, is given by
C = g(q•N) nats/use, (2.5)
where
g(x) - (x + 1) ln(x + 1) - x ln(x) (2.6)
is the Shannon entropy of the Bose-Einstein probability distribution with mean x.
This capacity is achieved by single-use random coding over coherent states using an
isotropic Gaussian distribution which meets the bound on the average number of
transmitted photons per use of the channel. [Note that the optimality of single-use
encoding means that the capacity of the single-mode pure-loss channel is not super-
additive.] This capacity exceeds what is achievable with homodyne and heterodyne
detection,
Chom 2 ln(1 + 47N) and Chet = ln(1 + r7N), (2.7)
although heterodyne detection is asymptotically optimal as N - oco. The direct-
detection capacity Cdir obtained by using a coherent-state encoding and photon-
counting measurement is not known. Cdir has been shown to satisfy [35],
Cdir L ln(rqN) + o(1) and lim (Cdir) - In(rlN), (2.8)2 N--m 2
and so is dominated by (2.5) for ln(7rN) > 1. The best known bounds to the direct-
detection capacity have recently been evaluated by Martinez [8], who has shown that
tight lower bounds (achievable rates) to the direct-detection capacity can be obtained
by constraining the input distribution to be a gamma density with parameter v. For
instance, a lower bound that is obtained with a gamma density input distribution
with v = 1 is given by
1 72 2(1 
- U) U
Cdir ! (1 + r7N) ln(1 + r7N) + -1 + rN(1 - u) n(2.9)
where y% = 0.5772... is the Euler's constant. The best known upper bound to the
direct-detection capacity is given by [8]:
1 111) , -0,
Cdir < - + rN) In + rN - V Nln(?qN) - - + In 1 + 2 . (2.10)2 2 2 V1 + 27N
Employing the pure-loss channel's optimal random code ensemble over the thermal-
noise, amplifying, and classical-noise channels leads to the following lower bounds on
their channel capacities:
Sg(rN + (1 - r)N) - g((1 - 7)N) thermal-noise channel
C > g(,nN + (, - 1)(N + 1)) - g((n - 1)(N + 1)) amplifying channel
g(N + M) - g(M) classical-noise channel
(2.11)
which was conjectured to be their capacities [9]. The proof of that conjecture is inti-
mately related to the problem of determining the minimum von Neumann entropies
that can be realized at the output of these channels by choice of their input states.
In particular, showing that coherent-state inputs are the entropy-minimizing input
states would complete the proof of the capacity conjecture stated above, and lower
bounds on the minimum output entropies immediately imply upper bounds on the
corresponding channel capacities. So far, among many other things, it is known that
coherent-state inputs lead to local minima in the output entropies, and we have a
suite of output-entropy lower bounds for single-use encoding over the thermal-noise
and classical-noise channels. We also know that coherent-state inputs minimize the
integer-order Renyi output entropies [34],[36], from which a proof of our capacity
conjecture would follow were a rigorous foundation available for the replica method
of statistical mechanics, see, e.g., [37, 38] for recent classical-communication appli-
cations of the replica method. As additional evidence towards the conjecture, we
collected numerical evidence supporting a stronger version of the conjecture, that the
output-state of the bosonic channels for a vacuum-state input majorizes all other out-
put states. Our further quest into the theory of bosonic multiple-user communication
has led us to propose two new conjectures on the minimum von Neumann entropy
at the output of bosonic channels. Our three minimum output-entropy conjectures
are elaborated in Chapter 4. Proving conjecture 1 would prove the capacity of
the single-user bosonic channel with additive thermal noise. Proving conjecture 2
would prove the ultimate capacity region of the M-user bosonic broadcast channel
with vacuum-state noise. Proving conjecture 3 would prove the ultimate capac-
ity region of the M-user bosonic broadcast channel with additive thermal noise. As
evidence supporting our conjectures, we prove the Wehrl entropy versions of the con-
jectures. Also, in the thesis, we will prove that if we restrict our optimization only to
Gaussian states, then the minimum output entropy conjectures 2 and 3 are both true.
The proof of the Gaussian-state version of conjecture 1 appeared in [10]. In Chapter
5 we will report the quantum version of the Entropy Power Inequality, viz., the En-
tropy Photon-number Inequality (EPnI), and we will show that the minimum output
entropy conjectures cited above can be derived as simple special cases of the EPnI.
Hence, proving the EPnI would immediately establish some key capacity results for
the capacities of bosonic communication channels [13].
2.4 Multiple-Spatial-Mode, Pure-Loss, Free-Space
Channel
As an explicit example of the mean-energy constrained, pure-loss channel, we now
treat the case of free-space optical communication. My SM thesis [39] treated the
wideband pure-loss channel with frequency-independent loss. Despite its providing
insight into multi-mode capacity, this analysis does not necessarily pertain to a real-
istic scenario. In [39] we also studied the far-field, scalar free-space channel in which
line-of-sight propagation of a single polarization occurs over an L-m-long path from
a circular transmitter pupil (area At) to a circular receiver pupil (area A,) with the
transmitter restricted to use frequencies { w : 0 < w < w, < wo - 2rcL/1A74 }.
This frequency range is the far-field power transfer regime, wherein there is only
a single spatial mode that couples appreciable power from the transmitter pupil to
the receiver pupil, and its transmissivity at frequency w is rl(w) = (w/wo) 2 < 1.
Figure 2-1 shows the geometry, the power allocations versus frequency for hetero-
dyne, homodyne, and optimal reception, and their corresponding capacities versus
transmitted power normalized by Po - 27rhc2L 2/AtA, , when only this dominant spa-
tial mode is employed [7]. Far-field, free-space transmissivity increases as w2, thus
high frequencies are used preferentially for this channel because the transmissivity
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Figure 2-1: Capacity results for the far-field, free-space, pure-loss channel: (a) prop-
agation geometry; (b) capacity-achieving power allocations hwN(w) versus frequency
w for heterodyne (dashed curve), homodyne (dotted curve), and optimal reception
(solid curve), with w, and hwc/l(w,) being used to normalize the frequency and the
power-spectra axes, respectively; and (c) wideband capacities of optimal, homodyne,
and heterodyne reception versus transmitter power P, with Po = 27rhc2L 2/AtA, used
for the reference power.
advantage of high-frequency photons more than compensates for their higher energy
consumption.
We also explored the near-field behavior of the pure-loss free-space channel [40],
by employing the full prolate-spheroidal wave function normal-mode decomposition
associated with the propagation geometry shown in Fig. 2-1(a) [41, 42]. Near-field
propagation at frequency w = 27rc/A prevails when Df = AtA,/(AL) 2, the product
of the transmitter and receiver Fresnel numbers, is much greater than unity. In this
case there are approximately Df spatial modes with near-unity transmissivities, with
all other modes affording insignificant power transfer from the transmitter pupil to
the receiver pupil.
We also sketched out a general wideband capacity analysis for the free-space chan-
nel in [39], which applies when neither the far-field nor the near-field assumptions may
be made for the entire channel spectrum. At very low frequencies the channel looks
like the far-field channel we analyzed earlier, in which the channel transmissivity
rq(w) c w2. So in that region, we expect that the optimal power allocation uses high
frequency photons preferentially, and that the power goes to zero at low frequencies.
At higher frequencies, the channel is closer to a lossless wideband channel we con-
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sidered earlier, for which we know that the optimal power allocation goes to zero at
very high frequencies [39]. So, in the ultra wideband case, we would expect the power
allocation to vanish both for very low and very high frequencies. This intuition is
validated later in this section.
The actual capacity calculation for the general wideband free-space channel for the
hard circular-apertures case is difficult owing to the complicated nonlinear dependence
of modal transmissivity on center frequency of transmission, for which closed-form
expressions are not available. In [43], we took another approach to the wideband ca-
pacity of the pure-loss free-space channel, by employing either the Hermite-Gaussian
(HG) or Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) mode sets that are associated with the soft-aperture
(Gaussian-attenuation pupil) version of the Fig. 2-1(a) propagation geometry. Two
benefits are derived from this approach. First, closed-form expressions become avail-
able for the modal transmissivities, as opposed to the hard-aperture case [Fig. 2-1(a)],
for which numerical evaluations or analytical approximations must be employed. Sec-
ond, the LG modes have been the subject of a great deal of interest, in the quantum
optics and quantum information communities [44], owing to their carrying orbital an-
gular momentum. Thus it was germane to explore whether they conferred any special
advantage in regards to classical information transmission. As we shall describe, in
the next subsection, the modal transmissivities of the LG modes are isomorphic to
those of the HG modes. Inasmuch as the latter do not convey orbital angular momen-
tum, it is clear that such conveyance is not essential to capacity-achieving classical
communication over the pure-loss free-space channel. After this, we will compute the
classical capacity of the general wideband free-space channel with soft apertures, and
will describe the scheme for doing optimal power-allocation across spatio-temporal
modes of the quantized optical field to achieve the ultimate rate limits afforded by
coherent-state encoding with both conventional coherent detectors and that with the
optimum joint-detection quantum measurement.
2.4.1 Propagation Model: Hermite-Gaussian and Laguerre-
Gaussian Mode Sets
In lieu of the hard-aperture propagation geometry from Fig. 2-1(a), wherein the
transmitter and receiver pupils are perfectly transmitting apertures within other-
wise opaque planar screens, we now introduce the soft-aperture propagation geome-
try of Fig. 2-2. From the quantum version of scalar Fresnel diffraction theory [32],
we know that it is sufficient, insofar as this propagation geometry is concerned, to
identify a complete set of monochromatic spatial modes, for a single electromagnetic
polarization of frequency w = 21rc/A = ck, that maintain their orthogonality when
transmitted through this channel. The resulting input and output mode sets consti-
tute a singular-value decomposition (SVD) of the linear propagation kernel (spatial
impulse response) associated with this geometry, which we will now develop.
Let ui(i), for F a 2D vector in the transmitter's exit-pupil plane, denote a
frequency-w field entering the transmitter pupil that is normalized to satisfy
d2  2 = 1. (2.12)
After masking of the field by Gaussian intensity transmitter and receiver apertures,
and undergoing free-space Fresnel diffraction over an L-m-long path, the field imme-
diately after the receiver pupil is given by
uo(F') = fd2 ui()h(Z#', Z), (2.13)
where
h(', ) -2 exp( i) + il- 'I/L) exp(- 2/r), (2.14)
iAL
is the channel's spatial impulse response.
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Figure 2-2: Propagation geometry with soft apertures.
The singular-value (normal-mode) decomposition of h(V', £) is
00
h( , ) = -- (2.15)
m=l
where
1 > >11> 1 2 > 3 " - > 0, (2.16)
are the modal transmissivities, {fm(Y)} is a complete orthonormal (CON) set of
functions (input modes) on the transmitter's exit-pupil plane, and {¢m(£')} is a CON
set of functions (output modes) on the receiver's entrance-pupil plane. Physically, this
decomposition implies that h(V', 5) can be separated into a countably-infinite set of
parallel channels in which transmission of ui(i) = Dm(5) results in reception of
u 0o(') = vrim m('). Singular-value decompositions are unique if their {rim} are
distinct. When degeneracies exist, the SVD is not unique. In particular, a linear
combination of input modes with the same rym value produces m times that same
linear combination of the associated output modes after propagation through h(V', 5).
The spatial impulse response h(V', 5) has both rectangular and cylindrical sym-
metries. The Hermite-Gaussian (HG) modes (IDn,m(X, y) provide an SVD of this chan-
nel that has rectangular symmetry, whereas Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes (p,,(r, 9)
provide an alternative SVD for this channel with cylindrical symmetry. Even though
the spatial forms of the two sets of CON spatial modes are completely different, the
associated modal transmissivities for the HG and the LG modes are respectively given
by
1 + 2Df - V1T+ q4D (2.17)
rlq = 2Df ,
for q = 1, 2, .... Df = (krr/4L)(kr2/4L) is the product of the transmitter-pupil and
receiver-pupil Fresnel numbers for this soft-aperture configuration. Also, there are q
spatial modes with transmissivity rT q. The doubly-indexed HG modes 4n,m(X, y) with
n+m+1 = q span the same eigenspace as the doubly-indexed LG modes Ip,i(r, 0) with
2p+ |I£ +1 = q, and hence are related by a unitary transformation. Channel capacity,
when either the HG or LG modes are employed for information transmission depends
only on their modal transmissivities. Hence owing to singular-value degeneracies,
the HG and LG modes of the soft-aperture free-space channel are equivalent mode
sets as far as channel capacity is concerned. A single frequency-w photon in the LG
mode [,,l(r, 0) carries orbital angular momentum i directed along the propagation
(z) axis, whereas that same photon in the HG mode 4n,m(X, y) carries no z-directed
orbital angular momentum. The equivalence of the {rqp,t} and the {?ln,m} then implies
that angular momentum does not play a role in determining the channel capacity for
classical information transmission over the free-space channel shown in Fig. 2-2.
2.4.2 Wideband Capacities with Multiple Spatial Modes
In this section, we shall address the wideband capacities that can be achieved over
the pure-loss, scalar free-space channel shown in Fig. 2-2 using either heterodyne
detection, homodyne detection, or the optimum joint-detection receiver. We will
allow the transmitter to use multiple spatial modes, from either the HG or LG mode
sets, and all frequencies w E [0, oo) subject to a constraint, P, on the average power
in the field entering the transmitter's exit pupil. It follows from our prior work [7, 40]
that the capacities we are seeking satisfy,
C(P) = mdax q CSM(r(W)q, Nq(W)), (2.18)Nq(w) 0o 27r
q=1
where the maximization is subject to the average power constraint,
P = qj dw hwNq(w), (2.19)
q=1
and
a77(W)d 1 + 2(w/wo)2 - /1 + 4(w/wo)2 (2.20)
2(w/wo) 2
is the modal transmissivity at frequency w with q-fold degeneracy, with wo = 4 cL/rtrR
being the frequency at which Df = 1. In (2.18),
Sg(7N), for optimum reception
CsM(q, I) ln(1 + ?qN), for heterodyne detection (2.21)
Sln(1 + 4]NV), for homodyne detection
are the relevant single-mode capacities as functions of the modal transmissivity, rl,
and the average photon number, N, for that mode. Regardless of the frequency de-
pendence of q(w) the single-mode capacity formulas for heterodyne and homodyne
detection imply that their wideband multiple-spatial-mode capacities bear the follow-
ing relationship,
Chom(P) 2Chet(4P). (2.22)
Thus, only two maximizations need to be performed, both of which can be done
via Lagrange multipliers, to obtain the wideband multiple-spatial-mode capacities for
optimum reception, heterodyne detection, and homodyne detection.
The results we have obtained by performing the preceding maximizations are as
follows. The optimum-reception capacity (in nats/sec) and its associated optimum
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modal-power spectra are given by
P 0 " d0
C(P) = P  q In[1 - exp(-w/w0or(w)qU)], (2.23)hwou o1 27r
q=l
and
tiWIq(W) =thwN(w) = (2.24)
exp(w/wor(w)qa)- 1'
respectively, where a is a Lagrange multiplier chosen to enforce the average power
constraint. The corresponding capacity and optimum modal-power spectra for het-
erodyne detection are
Chet(P) = J In ( (2.25)
q=1
and
hwNq(W) = max hwo (/ 0- ()q) 01, (2.26)
where 0 is another Lagrange multiplier, again chosen to enforce the average power
constraint. Finally, the capacity and optimum power allocation for homodyne detec-
tion are given by
Chom(P) PEo J , (2.27)
q=1
and
hwNq(w) = max 4w(w)q, , (2.28)
where / is a Lagrange multiplier, chosen to enforce the average power constraint.
2.4.3 Optimum power allocation: water-filling
The capacity-achieving power spectrum for optimal reception employs all spatial
modes and all frequencies. On the other hand, the capacity-achieving power spec-
tra for heterodyne and homodyne detection are "water-filling" allocations, i.e., they
fill spatial-mode/frequency volumes above their appropriate noise-to-transmissivity-
ratio contours until the average power constraint is met (Fig. 2-3). That water-filling
power allocation should be capacity achieving for these coherent detection cases is
hardly a surprise, as water-filling power allocation has long been known to be opti-
mal for additive Gaussian noise channels [4]. A consequence of water-filling power
allocation is that heterodyne and homodyne detection only employ a finite number of
spatial modes to achieve their respective capacities, whereas optimal-reception capac-
ity needs all spatial modes. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2-4(a)-(c), where we
have plotted the capacity-achieving power spectra for optimum reception, homodyne
detection, and heterodyne detection when P = 8.12hwo2. In this case, heterodyne
detection uses 1 < q 5 3 (a total of 6 spatial modes) with non-zero power, and ho-
modyne detection uses 1 < q • 4 (a total of 10 spatial modes) with non-zero power.
Optimum reception uses all spatial modes, but we have only plotted the spectra for
1 < < 6.
In Fig. 2-4(d) we have plotted the heterodyne detection, homodyne detection,
and optimum reception capacities in bits/sec, normalized by wo, versus the normal-
ized power, P/hw0. Unlike the case seen in Fig. 2-1(c) for the wideband capacities
of the single-spatial-mode, far-field pure-loss channel, in which heterodyne detection
outperforms homodyne detection at high power levels, Fig. 2-4(d) shows that ho-
modyne detection is consistently better than heterodyne detection for the multiple-
spatial-mode scenario. This behavior has a simple physical explanation. Consider
first the single-spatial mode wideband capacities. At low power levels, when capac-
ity is power limited, homodyne detection outperforms heterodyne detection because
at every frequency it suffers less noise. On the other hand, at high enough power
levels single-spatial mode communication becomes bandwidth limited. In this case
heterodyne detection's factor-of-two bandwidth advantage over homodyne detection
carries the day. Things are different when multiple spatial modes are available. In this
case, increasing power never reaches bandwidth-limited operation; additional, lower
transmissivity, spatial modes get employed as the power is increased so that the noise
advantage of homodyne detection continues to give a higher channel capacity than
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Figure 2-3: Visualization of the capacity-achieving power allocation for the wideband,
multiple-spatial-mode, free-space channel, with coherent-state encoding and hetero-
dyne detection as 'water-filling' into bowl-shaped steps of a terrace. The horizontal
axis w•wo, is a normalized frequency; n is the total number of spatial modes used.
The vertical axis is (w/wo)/77(W)q. Power starts 'filling' into this terrace starting from
the q = 1 step. It keeps spilling over to the higher steps as input power increases.
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Figure 2-4: Capacity-achieving power spectra for wideband, multiple-spatial-mode
communication over the scalar, pure-loss, free-space channel when P = 8.12h0: (a)
optimum reception uses all spatial modes although spectra are only shown (from top
to bottom) for 1 < q < 6; (b) homodyne detection uses 10 spatial modes with (from
top to bottom) 1 < q < 4; (c) heterodyne detection uses 6 spatial modes with (from
top to bottom) 1 < q < 3. (d) Wideband, multiple-spatial-mode capacities (in bits
per second) for the scalar, pure-loss, free-space channel that are realized with optimum
reception (top curve), homodyne detection (middle curve), and heterodyne detection
(bottom curve). The capacities, in bits/sec, are normalized by wo = 4 cL/rTrR,
the frequency at which Df = 1, and plotted versus the average transmitter power
normalized by hw2.
M
does heterodyne detection.
Figure 2-4 shows that the wideband capacity realized with optimum reception, on
the multiple-spatial-mode pure-loss channel, increasingly outstrips that of homodyne
detection with increasing transmitter power. This advantage indicates that joint
measurements over entire codewords afford performance that is unapproachable with
homodyne detection, which is a single-use quantum measurement.
2.5 Low-power Coherent-State Modulation
We computed the classical information capacities of the single-mode and wideband
lossy bosonic communication channels, using various structured transmitter encod-
ings and receiver measurements, in [39]. Out of the various modulation states, of
particular importance are the coherent-state encoding techniques, as coherent-states
are classical states of light which can be generated readily using lasers. Moreover,
we have shown [7] that coherent-state encoding with an isotropic complex-Gaussian
prior density over all coherent states, along with an optimum receiver measurement,
achieves capacity for the pure-loss bosonic channel. Coherent-state encodings would
be provably optimum for encoding classical messages for thermal-noise bosonic chan-
nels and bosonic broadcast channels, if certain conjectures on the minimum output
entropy of bosonic channel were proven to be true [9, 12]. When the transmitter
is starved for photons, instead of using the full-blown Gaussian distribution over all
coherent states, several simplified encoding techniques using a few coherent states
do remarkably well. These low-power coherent-state based encoding schemes are the
subject of study for this section.
2.5.1 On-Off Keying (OOK)
A common scheme for optical modulation, which has been in use for many years,
is On-Off Keying (OOK) using coherent states with direct detection measurement.
With direct detection (or photon counting) receivers, the bosonic channel, from the
coherent-state transmitter to the measurement outcome, becomes a classical Pois-
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Figure 2-5: The "Z"-channel model. The single-mode bosonic channel, when used
with OOK-modulated coherent-states and photon number measurement, reduces to
a "Z"-channel when the mean photon number constraint at the input satisfies N <
1. The transition probability from logical 1 (input coherent state 1a)) to logical 0
(vacuum state) is given by E = e-'7 1'~ 2
son channel, because of the Poisson statistics of the photon-number measurement
on coherent states. This encoding-decoding scheme is widely employed in real sys-
tems because of easy availability of coherent-state modulators, and direct-detection
receivers'.
OOK entails either sending a coherent-state Ja) or the vacuum state 10) in each
use of the channel. Consider a single-mode lossy bosonic channel with transmissivity
r and a mean photon number constraint IN at the input of the channel. In the limit
of N << 1, the bosonic channel for these encoding states reduces to a "Z"-channel
(Figure 2-5), wherein, the transition probability from logical 1 (input coherent state
Ia)) to logical 0 (vacuum state) is given by E = e-7 1~ ,12.The capacity of the channel
in bits per use is given by
COOK(q, N) = max [H (p(1 - e-"N/)) - pH (e-"P) , (2.29)
where H(p) = -p log p - (1 - p) log 1 - p is the binary Shannon entropy. The channel
capacity of OOK with direct-detection gets closer and closer to optimal capacity as
N -+ 0, as we see in Figure 2-6. The approach of the OOK capacity to the optimal
capacity is exponentially slow as N -f 0. At A = 10-7, COOK is about 77.5% of
the ultimate capacity g(rqN) and the ratio COOK/g(rlN) increases at about 0.03 per
'Although, typical direct-detection receivers are not signal-shot-noise limited photon counters.
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Figure 2-6: This figure shows that capacity achieved using OOK modulation and
direct-detection gets closer and closer to optimal capacity as NV --+ 0. The ordinate
is the ratio of the OOK and the ultimate capacities in bits per channel use. The
approach of the OOK capacity to the optimal capacity gets exponentially slow as
N -+ 0, as is evident from the log-scale used for the !7N-axis of the graph. At
N = 10- 7 , COOK is about 77.5% of the ultimate capacity g(?7N).
decade of decrease of N, at very low values of N.
2.5.2 Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK)
Another common modulation scheme using coherent-state inputs is Binary Phase-
Shift Keying (BPSK), in which the input alphabet comprises two coherent states of
equal magnitude that are 180 degrees out of phase: {Ia), -ja) }. With a two-element
quantum POVM measurement that result in symmetric outcomes for the two symbol
states, the BPSK channel becomes a binary symmetric channel (BSC). With a mean
photon number constraint of N at the input, it is easy to show that the achievable
capacity using the best symbol-by-symbol measurement at the output (realized by a
sequence of Dolinar receivers [20]) is given by the BSC capacity formula:
CBPSK(qN) = 1 - H (1- (2.30)
Comparing performance of BPSK to that of OOK
Figure 2-7 compares classical communication rates achievable by OOK (with direct
detection) and BPSK (with Dolinar reception) modulation schemes, with the rates
achieved by doing homodyne or heterodyne detection with an input alphabet over
all coherent states, chosen from an isotropic Gaussian distribution of coherent states.
The ultimate capacity is given by g(r7N) bits per channel use. Figure 2-7(a) is for low
N, whereas Figure 2-7(b) compares the achievable rates at higher N. At very low
mean photon number, OOK performs the best of the conventional schemes. In the low
N regime, both the binary modulation schemes, viz., OOK and BPSK perform better
than the unrestricted coherent-state modulation with coherent detection. In the high
N regime, coherent-detection capacities outperform the binary schemes, because the
maximum rate achievable using any binary modulation system is 1 bit per channel
use.
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Figure 2-7: Comparison of capacities (in bits per channel use) of the single-mode lossy
bosonic channel achieved by: OOK modulation with direct detection; { a), -Ia)}-
BPSK modulation using coherent-states; and homodyne and heterodyne detection
with isotropic-Gaussian random coding over coherent states. For very low values of
N, the average transmitter photon number, shown in (a), OOK outperforms all but
the ultimate capacity. At somewhat higher values of N, both OOK and BPSK are
better than isotropic-Gaussian random coding with coherent detection. In the high
N regime, coherent-detection capacities outperform the binary schemes, because, the
maximum rate achievable by the latter approaches cannot exceed 1 bit per channel
use.
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Figure 2-8: This figure illustrates the gap between the ultimate BPSK coherent-
state capacity (Equation (2.31)) and the achievable rate using a BPSK coherent-state
alphabet and symbol-by-symbol "Dolinar receiver" measurement (Equation (2.30)).
In order to bridge the gap between these two capacities, optimal multi-symbol joint
measurement schemes must be used at the receiver. All capacities are plotted in units
of bits per channel use.
Ultimate capacity using the BPSK alphabet
The ultimate capacity that can be achieved using a binary coherent-state alphabet
{Ia), I - a)}, with an average input-photon-number constraint N can be computed
by maximizing the Holevo information for the binary alphabet over all binary prior
probability densities {p, 1 - p}. The ultimate capacity using the binary coherent-state
alphabet is given by
C SK=H 1+ e-2 •) (2.31)
Figure 2-8 shows the gap between the ultimate BPSK capacity and the achievable
rate using a BPSK coherent-state alphabet and symbol-by-symbol Dolinar-receiver
measurement. In order to bridge the gap between these two capacities, optimal multi-
symbol joint measurement schemes must be used at the receiver. Some examples of
such improvement over single-symbol measurement schemes (and implementations
thereof) were worked out by Sasaki et. al., in [45, 46]. Recently, Ishida et. al. worked
out best achievable rate regions for the lossy bosonic channel using various coherent-
state modulation schemes [47], such as Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), and
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM).
Chapter 3
Broadcast and Wiretap Channels
3.1 Background
A broadcast channel is the congregation of communication media connecting a sin-
gle transmitter to two or more receivers. The transmitter encodes and sends out
information to each receiver in a way that each receiver can reliably decode its re-
spective information. The information sent out to the receivers may be independent
or nested. The capacity region of a broadcast channel is the set of all rate M-tuples
{Ro,..., RM-1}, at which independent information can be sent perfectly reliably to
the respective M receivers by using suitable encoding and decoding schemes. The
classical discrete-memoryless broadcast channel was first studied by Cover [48], whose
capacity region still remains an open problem. The capacity region of a special case
of the broadcast channel, known as the degraded broadcast channel - in which the
channel symbols received by one of the receivers is a stochastically degraded version of
the symbols received by the other receiver - was conjectured by Cover [48], and later
proved to be achievable by Bergmans [49]. The converse to the degraded broadcast
channel capacity theorem was established later by Bergmans [50] and Gallager [51].
A quantum broadcast channel is a quantum-mechanical communication link con-
necting one transmitter to two or more receivers. Quantum broadcast channels, like
point-to-point quantum communication channels, may be used to send classical infor-
mation, quantum information, or a combination thereof. We will restrict our attention
only to the case of classical information transmission over quantum broadcast chan-
nels. The transmitter encodes information intended to be sent to various receivers
into quantum states of the transmission medium, and the receivers extract classical
information from received quantum states by performing suitable quantum measure-
ments. Even though the capacity region of the general quantum broadcast channel is
still an open problem, like its classical counterpart, the capacity region of the two-user
degraded quantum broadcast channel for finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces was found
by Yard, et. al.[52]. bosonic broadcast channels constitute a special class of quantum
broadcast channels in which the information is encoded into quantum states of an
optical-frequency quantized electromagnetic field.
In this chapter, we will show that when coherent-state encoding is employed in
conjunction with coherent detection, the bosonic broadcast channel is equivalent to
a classical degraded Gaussian broadcast channel whose capacity region is known,
and known to be dual to that of the classical Gaussian multiple-access channel [53].
Thus, under these coding and detection assumptions, the capacity region for the
bosonic broadcast channel is dual to that for the bosonic multiple-access channel
(MAC) with coherent-state encoding and coherent detection. To treat more general
transmitter and receiver conditions, we use a limiting argument to apply the degraded
quantum broadcast-channel coding theorem for finite-dimensional state spaces [52] to
the infinite-dimensional bosonic channel with an average photon-number constraint.
We first consider the lossless two-receiver case in which Alice (A) simultaneously
transmits to Bob (B), via the transmissivity q > 1/2 port of a lossless beam splitter,
and to Charlie (C), via that beam splitter's reflectivity 1 - rl < 1/2 port. Alice uses
arbitrary encoding with an average photon number N, while Bob and Charlie employ
optimum measurements. Given a conjecture about the minimum output entropy of
a lossy bosonic channel is true (see chapter 4), we show that the ultimate capacity
region is achieved by a coherent-state encoding, and is given by
RB • g (r7pN), Rc 5 g((1 - r)N ) - g((1 - r7) PN), (3.1)
where g(x) - (x + 1) log(x + 1) - x log(x) is the entropy of the Bose Einstein dis-
tribution with mean x, and / E [0, 1]. Interestingly, this capacity region is not dual
to that of the bosonic multiple-access channel with coherent-state encoding and op-
timum measurement that was found in [11].
We begin this chapter by reviewing the capacity region of the degraded classical
broadcast channel, and we evaluate the capacity region of the Gaussian broadcast
channel as an example. We then present a brief review of Yard et. al.'s capacity
theorem for the degraded quantum broadcast channel with two receivers, following
which we present our generalization of their result for an arbitrary number of re-
ceivers. Thereafter we present our results on the classical information capacity of
the bosonic broadcast channel. We first analyze the two-receiver lossless case with
no additional noise and that with additive thermal noise. We then generalize our
results to the lossy broadcast channel with multiple receivers. We compare the rate
regions obtained by using coherent-state encoding for the bosonic broadcast chan-
nel with that of the bosonic multiple access channel and we find that a duality that
is observed between capacity regions of the classical Gaussian-noise broadcast and
multiple-access channels is not seen in the quantum case. The chapter concludes
with a section on the privacy capacity of the bosonic wiretap channel, which is a
special kind of a two-receiver broadcast channel in which one of the receivers is an
eavesdropper, while the other is the intended receiver.
3.2 Classical Broadcast Channel
In classical information theory, a two-user discrete-memoryless broadcast channel is
modeled by a classical probability transition matrix PB,clA(P, Y71), where a, 0, and
y belong to Alice's (input) alphabet A, and Bob and Charlie's (output) alphabets, B
and C respectively. A broadcast channel is said to be memoryless if successive uses
of the channel are independent, i.e., PBn,C"IAn( n , nan) -= I=1PB,CA(Oi i, JyItai). M-
user broadcast channels, for M > 2, are defined similarly. A ((2 "nR,2nRc), n) code
for a two-receiver broadcast channel consists on an encoder
a n : 2 nRB x 2 nRc -* A n ,
and two decoders
WB : B" -- 2nRB (3.3)
We: C" 2-+2nRc (3.4)
The probability of error Pe") is the probability that the overall decoded message
doesn't match with the transmitted message, i.e.,
P(") = P(IAVB(B") 4 WB OR /Wc(C") Wc),
where the message (WB, We) is assumed to be uniformly distributed over 2"RB x 2nRc .
A rate pair (RB, Rc) is said to be achievable for the broadcast channel if there exists
a sequence of ((2 nRS, 2nR), n) codes with P n) --+ 0 as n -+ oo. The capacity region
of the broadcast channel is the closure of the set of all achievable rates.
Although the capacity region for general broadcast channels is still an open prob-
lem, the capacity region is known for a special class of broadcast channels known
as degraded broadcast channels. It is often the case that one receiver (say C) is
further downstream from the first receiver (say B), so that C always receives a de-
graded version of B's message. When A --+ B -+ C forms a Markov chain, i.e.,
when pB,CIA(/, Yl37) - PBIA(0II)PCIB(YI|) we say that the receiver C is a physically
degraded version of B, and that A -- B -+ C is a physically degraded broadcast chan-
nel. The probabilities of error P(WB(B") 6 WB) and P(Wc(C") $ Wc) depend only
on the marginal distributions PBIA(l1•a) and pcJB(YI03) and not on the joint distribu-
tion PB,CIA(3, -yla). Thus we define a weaker notion of degraded broadcast channel -
a broadcast channel PB,CIA(/, Yla) is said to be degraded (also known as stochastically
degraded to distinguish from the stronger notion of degraded in the Markov sense),
if there exists a distribution p(7P/), such that
(3.2)
PCIA(YlI) = Z PBIA(WIo)P(-'YIO)(
Such channels were first studied by Cover [48], who conjectured that the capacity
region for Alice to send independent information to Bob and Charlie at rates RB and
Re respectively over a degraded broadcast channel' A -+ B -+ C is the convex hull
of the closure of all (RB, Rc) satisfying
RB • I(A; BIT) (3.6)
Rc • I(T;C) (3.7)
for some joint distribution pT(T)PAIT(aI T)pB,CIA(f, I7a), where T is an auxiliary ran-
dom variable with cardinality ITI •5 minf {'XI, IYl, IZI}. The achievability of the
above capacity result was proved by Bergmans [49], whereas Gallager came up with
a particularly novel proof of the converse [51].
3.2.1 Degraded broadcast channel with M receivers
A formal proof of the capacity region for a degraded discrete memoryless broadcast
channel with an arbitrary number of receivers, was done recently by Borade et. al.
[54], in which they also proved bounds for capacity regions for general multiple-level
broadcast networks. Consider a discrete memoryless broadcast channel with transmit-
ter Alice (A) sending information to M receivers, Yo, Y1, ... , YM-1. Such a channel is
completely specified by the transition probabilities pYo,...,YM-1lA(Yo,... ,YM-1 Ie). Let
us also assume that the channel map is stochastically degraded (in the same sense as
described in Eq. (3.5)), as A -* Yo -+ Y --... -+ YM-1; i.e., Yo being the least noisy
receiver and YM-1 the noisiest receiver. The optimal capacity region is given by the
'In all that follows, a degraded broadcast channel A -+ B - C will be understood to mean a
stochastically degraded channel (3.5) with transmitter A, and receivers B and C.
(3.5)
convex hull of all rate M-tuples (Ro, R 1, ... , RM1) satisfying
Ro _ I(A; YoIT1),
Rk • I(Tk;YkITk+1), for k E {1,..., M - 2},
RM-1 < I(TM_i; YM_1), (3.8)
where Tk, k e {1,..., M- - 1} are auxiliary random variables such that TM-1 -
TM-2 ... -- · A forms a Markov chain, i.e.,
PTM-1,...,TI,A(TM-1', . T, O~) =P1--RTM_1(TM-1)( M- PTk-1ITk(Tk-1Tk) PAjT 1( O T ')-
(3.9)
The above Markov chain structure of the auxiliary random variables Tk, k E {1, ..., M - 1}
has been shown to be optimal [54]. In a degraded broadcast channel, messages in-
tended for noisier receivers can always be decoded by less noisy receivers2 . Hence the
kth receiver actually receives M - k messages at a rate Rk + ... + RM-1.
3.2.2 The Gaussian broadcast channel
A Gaussian broadcast channel is one in which each receiver receives the transmitted
symbols corrupted by zero-mean additive Gaussian noise of a fixed noise variance. The
Gaussian broadcast channel is an example of a degraded broadcast channel because
the channel can be recharacterized as a stochastically degraded channel in which the
noisier receiver's received symbols can be thought of as being obtained from the less
noisy receiver's received symbols by passing them through a hypothetical additive
Gaussian noise channel with a noise variance equaling the difference of the Gaussian
noise variances seen by the two receivers (see Fig. 3-1).
2 For a more detailed description of how messages are encoded and decoded in a degraded broad-
cast channel using superposition coding, please see [3].
ZA K(O0, NA) ZB ~ K(O, NB - NA)
I 4
XA -- + -YB---j Y
Figure 3-1: Classical additive Gaussian noise broadcast channel
The two-user Gaussian broadcast channel
The simplest case of the Gaussian broadcast channel is the scalar two-receiver case.
There are two receivers, Bob and Charlie, whose received symbols YB and Yc are
given in terms of Alice's transmitted symbol XA by
YB = XA + ZB and (3.10)
Yc = XA + Zc, (3.11)
where ZA Af~(0, NB) and ZB 'J (0, Nc) are zero-mean Gaussian distributed ran-
dom variables with variances NB and Nc respectively. This channel can be charac-
terized by an equivalent degraded channel as shown in Fig. 3-1.
Let us use CG(7) to denote the capacity of a memoryless scalar additive white
Gaussian channel (AWGN) with signal to noise ratio (SNR) y. It is well known that,
CG(Y) = 2ln(1 + y) nats per use. (3.12)
It is easily shown [3], that an achievable capacity region for the Gaussian broadcast
channel, with signal power constraint E[IXA 2] K N, can be obtained by choosing
both pT(r) and PAIT(a T) to be Gaussian. The resulting achievable region is given by,
RB CG N , (3.13)(NB
Rc (C1G -3 ) (3.14)
C N + Nc
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for 0 < < • 1. Bergmans proved the converse statement for the Gaussian broadcast
channel [50], thereby showing that the capacity region given above is the ultimate
capacity region for the Gaussian broadcast channel. Using Bergmans's notation3 ,
g(S) - In (27reS) (3.15)
to denote the Shannon entropy (in nats) of a Gaussian random variable with variance
S, the above two-receiver Gaussian broadcast capacity region can alternatively be
expressed as,
RB : gc(fPN +NB)- gc(NB), (3.16)
Re 5 gc(N + Nc) - gc(PN+Nc) (3.17)
for 0 < p < 1. An example plot of the capacity region of a two-user Gaussian
broadcast channel is given in Fig. 3-2.
An example from optical communications
Let us consider a special case of the two-user Gaussian broadcast channel, in which
Bob and Charlie receive attenuated versions of Alice's message corrupted by Gaussian
noise, i.e.,
YB = /iXA + Vl-T ZB and
Yc = V1 -qXA + ~iZc, (3.18)
3We use a subscript (C) for Bergman's g(.) function to distinguish it from the function g(x) =
(1 + x) In(1 + x) - x In x - which is the Shannon entropy of the Bose-Einstein probability mass
function with mean x (and also the von Neumann entropy of the bosonic thermal state with mean
photon-number x) - that will be used throughout this thesis. We will see later in this chapter, that
the functions gc(') and g(.) play analogous roles in defining classical capacity regions for the classical
Gaussian broadcast channel and that of the quantum (bosonic) broadcast channel, respectively. As
we will see in Chapter 5, the functions gc(') and g(.) also play analogous roles in defining the
(classical) Entropy Power Inequality (EPI) and the (quantum) Entropy Photon-Number Inequality
(EPnI).
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Figure 3-2: Capacity region of the classical additive Gaussian noise broadcast channel,
with an input power constraint E[IXA 2 ] • 10, and noise powers given by, NB = 2
and Nc = 6. The rates RB and Rc are in nats per channel use.
where 1/2 < r < 1, and ZB and Zc are independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.)
AN'(0, N) random variables. Such a channel model arises when the transmitter Alice
encodes classical information into the magnitude of the complex electromagnetic field
of a classical laser beam and the beam splits into two through a lossless beam splitter
of transmissivity rj, in presence of an ambient thermal environment that is sufficiently
strong that its noise contribution dominates over the quantum noise. Bob and Charlie,
the two receivers receive their respective classical signals at the two output ports of
the beam splitter by performing optical homodyne detection (see Fig. 3-3). Using
Bergman's results, it is not hard to see that the capacity region of this channel will
be given by,
RB < gc(rq3N + (1 - r)N) - gc((1 - q))N), (3.19)
Rc 5 gc((1 - q)N + rqN) - gc((1 - rq)PN + rN), (3.20)
where 0 < p 1.
I1
Thermal State with mean
photon-number per mode: NT
Coherent
power coi
IC,12 <
Quantum 2(1 -co )Ntribution
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Figure 3-3: A broadcast channel in which the transmitter Alice encodes information
into a real-valued a for a classical electromagnetic field (coherent state 1a)) and the
beam splits into two, through a lossless beam splitter with transmissivity rq, in pres-
ence of an ambient thermal environment with an average of NT photons per mode.
Bob and Charlie, the two receivers, receive their respective classical signals YB and Yc
at the two output ports of the beam splitter by performing optical homodyne detec-
tion. In the limit of high noise (NT > 1), and with the substitutions XA = -; a E R,
and NT = 2N, this channel reduces to the broadcast channel model described by
(3.18).
The M-receiver Gaussian broadcast channel
As an example of the capacity region of a degraded broadcast channel with M re-
ceivers, let us consider an M-receiver version of the lossy thermal noise optical channel
model from Eq. (3.18). Each of the M receivers receive an attenuated version of Al-
ice's transmitted message with an additive zero-mean Gaussian noise, given by
Yk = 'A + -llkZk, k {0,...,M- 1}, (3.21)
where the transmitter has a mean power constraint given by E[JA12] • N, and Zk
are i.i.d. Gaussian .A(0, N) random variables. The optimal capacity region of the
Gaussian broadcast channel for M receivers was first found by Bergmans [50], and is
given by
Rk < gc(rqkfk+1•N+(l-rk)N)--gc(rk/kN+(1--k)N), k E {0,..., M - 1}, (3.22)
where,
O = Po < 01 < ... < OM-1 < OM = 1. (3.23)
3.3 Quantum Broadcast Channel
In this section, we study the classical information capacity of quantum broadcast
channels, which are quantum channels from one transmitter to two or more receivers.
The transmitter encodes information intended to be sent to various receivers into the
quantum states of the transmission medium, and the receivers extract classical infor-
mation from received quantum states by performing suitable quantum measurements.
Even though the capacity region of the general quantum broadcast channel is still
an open problem, like its classical counterpart, the capacity region of the two-user
degraded quantum broadcast channel for finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces was found
by Yard, et. al.[52]. We begin this section by stating Yard et. al.'s capacity theorem,
and then we prove its straightforward extension to the case of an arbitrary number
of receivers.
3.3.1 Quantum degraded broadcast channel with two receivers
A quantum channel NA-B from Alice to Bob is a trace-preserving completely posi-
tive map that maps Alice's single-use density operators ,A to Bob's, 1 B = NAB(PA)
The two-user quantum broadcast channel NA-BC is a quantum channel from sender
Alice (A) to two independent receivers Bob (B) and Charlie (C). The quantum
channel from Alice to Bob is obtained by tracing out C from the channel map, i.e.,
NVA-B TrC (NA-BC), with a similar definition for ANA-C. We say that a broadcast
channel NA-Bc is degraded if there exists a degrading channel Ndeg from B to C sat-
isfying NA-c = Ne_ oN A-B. The degraded broadcast channel describes a physical
scenario in which for each successive n uses of ANA-BC Alice communicates a ran-
domly generated classical message (m, k) E (WB, Wc) to Bob and Charlie, where the
message-sets WB and We are sets of classical indices of sizes 2 RB and 2 nRc respec-
tively. The messages (m, k) are assumed to be uniformly distributed over (WB, Wc).
Because of the degraded nature of the channel, Bob receives the entire message (m, k)
whereas Charlie only receives the index k. To convey these messages (m, k), Alice
prepares n-channel use states that, after transmission through the channel, result in
bipartite conditional density matrices {BC }, V(m, k) E (WB, Wc). The quantumPBnmn) t,(m,k) E (WB, We). The quantum
states received by Bob and Charlie, {S,"k} and {,k}) respectively, can be found
by tracing out the other receiver, viz., k -TCn Tc BpCnk), etc. A (2"RB, 2 Rc, n, r )
code for this channel consists of an encoder
xn : (WB, Wc) --+ An ,  (3.24)
a positive operator-valued measure (POVM) {Amk} on Bn and a POVM {A' } on Cn
which satisfy4
Tr (BnCn (Amk ) 1 - (3.25)
4 An, Bn , and C" are the n channel use alphabets of Alice, Bob, and Charlie, with respective sizes
IAn, mBnl, and ICnl.
BT"---------•" • P~(j(ipj) (jpili C'
Figure 3-4: Schematic diagram of the degraded single-mode bosonic broadcast chan-
nel. The transmitter Alice (A) encodes her messages to Bob (B) and Charlie (C) in a
classical index j, and, over n successive uses of the channel, creates a bipartite state
sBnCn at the receivers.
for every (m, k) E (WB, Wc). A rate-pair (RB, Rc) is achievable if there exists a
sequence of (2nRB, 2 nRc, n, en) codes with E, -+ 0. The classical capacity region of
the broadcast channel is defined as the convex hull of the closure of all achievable
rate pairs (RB, Rc). The classical capacity region of the two-user degraded quantum
broadcast channel ANA-BC was recently derived by Yard et. al. [52], and can be
expressed in terms of the Holevo information [27, 28, 29],
(3.26)
where {p } is a probability distribution associated with the density operators &j, and
S() =- -Tr( log /) is the von Neumann entropy of the quantum state ý. Because
X may not be additive, the rate region (RB, Rc) of the degraded broadcast channel
X(\ Pj j Pj S
must be computed by maximizing over successive uses of the channel, i.e., for n uses
RB • PiX(Pjii ,A 'nB(A)) /nr
i ji
a distribution over an auxiliary classical alphabet T, of size TI, satisfying ITt •Ei j iV \ 3 ýwhere that, k) is a collective index and the states ent out by Alive in the Hilbert spacethe expressi of n successive uses of the broadcast channel5 . The probabilities upi p forma distribution over an auxiliary classicaindex set {} over n suc essiveze TI, satisfying Tuses of the channel.min altern, ative2n + notat12n - 1in The ultimate rate-region is computed by maximizing
the region specified by Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28) 6 , over fpi}, {PJl,}, {~f A , and n,
subject to the cardinality constraint on ItheoryI. Fig. 3-4 illustrates the setup of the
two-user degraded quantum channel.
5Note that, as the actual n-channel-use quantum states sent out by Alice B in do not appear in
the expressions for RB capacityr Re in Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28), the quantum broadcast channel (set up
to transmit classical information to multiple receivers) may be seen without any ambiguity, as a
cq-broadcast channel, in which Alice's n-use alphabet An is a classical random variable, that takes
values on a classical index set () ove r n successive usat rates and R respectiof the ch nel.
6 An alternative notation used in the literature - An alternative notation, widely used
in published literature on quantum information theory, employs I(A; B)p - H(A)p - H(AIB)p to
denotr s me Holevo information between (classical or quantum) systems A and B in a joint state p.
The classical capacity region of the quantum degraded broadcast channel expressed in this notation
closely resembles that of the classical degraded broadcast channel. Consider a degraded broadcast
channel A(A---,BC with n-use conditional density matrices fPjBnCn .The capacity region for Alice
(A) to send information to Bob (B) and Charlie (C) at rates RB and Re respectively is the convex
hull of the closure of all (RB, RC) satisfying
RB :_ I(An; BnlT),/n (3.29)
Re < I(T; Cn),/n (3.30)
for some n > 1 and some PT,An (i, j) giving rise to the state aT A n B •C" = @ij PT(i)PAT I U ,)PjBnCn
3.3.2 Quantum degraded broadcast channel with M receivers
In this section, we generalize the capacity region of the two-receiver quantum de-
graded broadcast channel in the previous section, to an arbitrary number of re-
ceivers. Using this result, later in this chapter, we evaluate the capacity region
of the bosonic broadcast channel with an arbitrary number of receivers. The M-
receiver quantum broadcast channel AFA-Yo...YM-1 is a quantum channel from a sender
Alice (A) to M independent receivers Yo,... , YM-1. The quantum channel from
A to Yo is obtained by tracing out all the other receivers from the channel map,
i.e., KA-Yo - Try1,...,YM,_ (NA-Yo...YM-1), with a similar definition for rA-Yk for
k E {1,..., M - 1}. We say that a broadcast channel AfA-Yo...YM is degraded if there
exists a series of degrading channels Afdy+l from Yk to Yk+1, for k E {0,..., M - 2},
satisfying
JfA-YM- - Jgdeg M3-YM2 ... 0 g Qy y 0A-AYo (3.3 1)
AYM-2-YM-1 YMO - M-2 YO 1 Y 31)
The M-receiver degraded broadcast channel (see Fig. 3-5) describes a physical sce-
nario in which for each successive n uses of the channel AA-Yo...YYM_ Alice communi-
cates a randomly generated classical message (mo, ... , M-1) E (Wo,... , WM-1) to
the receivers Yo,..., YM-1, where the message-sets Wk are sets of classical indices of
sizes 2 n nRk, for k {0, ... , M - 1}. The messages (mo, ... , mM1) are assumed to be
independent and uniformly distributed over (Wo,..., WM-1), i.e.,
M-1 M-1
Pwo,...,wM-l(mo, . .. mM-1) = fJ pwk(mk) = 1I 2n-k (3.32)
k=O k=O
Because of the degraded nature of the channel, given that the transmission rates
are within the capacity region and proper encoding and decoding is employed at
the transmitter and at the receivers, Yo can decode the entire message M-tuple
(mo,... ,mM-1), Yi can decode the reduced message (M - 1)-tuple (ml,... ,mM_1),
and so on, until the noisiest receiver YM-1 can only decode the single message-
Message mk E Wk = f 1,...,2nR )
TM-1"PS .. } Tk "-' P-. 1.--' A
fiM--LyPiN-I1 YkIP414+11 f Ii1AP.ji2 I Of, p,
YM-1V'
Auxiliary complex-valued random variables I Transmitter I Degraded receivers Received state
Figure 3-5: This figure summarizes the setup of the transmitter and the channel
model for the M-receiver quantum degraded broadcast channel. In each successive
n uses of the channel, the transmitter A sends a randomly generated classical mes-
sage (moi,..., mM_) E (Wo,..., WM-1) to the M receivers Yo,..., YM-1, where the
message-sets Wk are sets of classical indices of sizes 2n"Rk, for k E {0,..., M - 1}.
The dashed arrows indicate the direction of degradation, i.e., Yo is the least noisy
receiver, and YM-1 is the noisiest receiver. In this degraded channel model, the
quantum state received at the receiver Yk, rYk can always be reconstructed from the
quantum state received at the receiver Yk', Yk', for k' < k, by passing ,Yk' through
a trace-preserving completely positive map (a quantum channel). For sending the
classical message (mo,... ,mM1) A j, Alice chooses a n-use state (codeword) fA"
using a prior distribution Pjlii, where ik denotes the complex values taken by an aux-
iliary random variable Tk. It can be shown that, in order to compute the capacity
region of the quantum degraded broadcast channel, we need to choose M - 1 com-
plex valued auxiliary random variables with a Markov structure as shown above, i.e.,
TM-1 2 TM-2 -- ... - Tk -' ... -- T1 -- An is a Markov chain.
'Pji,
YO joiYo"'Piliý)
Ighn
fAk I k
0 mO..-.mM-- --: Mk M....M- ..
1M-1
JA .M-l. M-1
Degraded receivers Quantum measurement Decoded messages (estimates)
(POVM elements)
Figure 3-6: This figure illustrates the decoding end of the M-receiver quantum de-
graded broadcast channel. The decoder consists of a set of measurement opera-
tors, described by positive operator-valued measures (POVMs) for each receiver;
AhAo...m , , Am'1 ... .. AM-i on yon , 31 , Y..., M-" respectively.
Because of the degraded nature of the channel, if the transmission rates are within
the capacity region and proper encoding and decoding are employed at the transmit-
ter and at the receivers respectively, Yo can decode the entire message M-tuple to
obtain estimates (m0,..., j _-1), Y1 can decode the reduced message (M - 1)-tuple
to obtain its own estimates ( m,... , · _-1), and so on, until the noisiest receiver
YM-1 can only decode the single message-index mM_1 to obtain an estimate MIM-1
Even though the less noisy receivers can decode the messages of the noisier receivers,
the message mk is intended to be sent to receiver Yk, Vk. Hence, when we say that a
broadcast channel is operating at a rate (Ro, ... , RM-1), we mean that the message
mk is reliably decoded by receiver Yk at the rate Rk bits per channel use.
index mM-1. To convey the message-set7 m- 1-', Alice prepares n-channel use states
that, after transmission through the channel, result in M-partite conditional den-
sity matrices o". •-- , Vm M -1o W '. The quantum states received by a
particular receiver, say Yo, can be found by tracing out the other receivers, viz.
Pm_ -= Try1n,...•y n moM -), etc. Fig. 3-6 illustrates this decoding process.
A (2nR ,..., 2nRM -1, n, E) code for this channel consists of an encoder
x" : (W M - l) --+ A", (3.33)
aset of positive operator-valued measures (POVMs) - {Amo...mM , Am...mM},
.. 
1."
M -1 }
{ " Am`} on Yon , yln, ... , YM-In respectively, such that the mean probability
of a collective correct decision satisfiess
r poM  A- mk ...mM-1 > 1 - C, (3.34)
k=0
for V M -1 E W M -1 .A rate M-tuple (Ro,..., RM-1) is achievable if there exists a
sequence of (2nRo,... , 2nRM-1, n, ) codes with E, --+ 0. The classical capacity region
of the broadcast channel is defined as the convex hull of the closure of all achievable
rate M-tuples (Ro,.. - , RM-1). The classical capacity region of the two-user degraded
quantum broadcast channel with discrete alphabet was derived by Yard et. al. [52],
and we used the infinite-dimensional extension of Yard et. al.'s capacity theorem to
prove the capacity region of the bosonic broadcast channel, subject to the minimum
output entropy conjecture 2. The capacity region of the degraded quantum broadcast
channel can easily be extended to the case of an arbitrary number M, of receivers.
For notational similarity to the capacity region of the classical degraded broadcast
channel, we state the capacity theorem first, using the shorthand notation for Holevo
7From here on, we use the shorthand notation mo -1 to denote the message M-tuple
(mo,... ,mM ). Similarly, the notation WkM - 1 will be used to denote the set (Wk, . . , WM-1).
We will also use the shorthand notation for probability distributions, such as pwM-l(m M -') &
PW,...,WM-1 (mI, - . ., maM-1).
8An and yk' are the n channel use alphabets of Alice, and the kth receiver Yk respectively, with
respective sizes IAn[ and lykn , for k E [0,..., M - 1].
information we introduced in footnote 6 earlier in this chapter.
Theorem 3.1 - The capacity region of the M-receiver degraded broadcast channel
ANA-Yo...YM_,, as defined in Eq. (3.31), is given by
Ro 1 I(A"; Yo0•T1),
1
Rk (Tk;Y ITk+1) Vk e {1,..., M - 2},
RM-1 < 1-I (TM-1; Y_•) , (3.35)
where Tk, k E {1, ... , M - 1} form a set of auxiliary complex valued random variables
such that TM-1 -+ TM-2 -+ * Tk -.. -- T1 -- A n is a Markov chain 9, i.e.,
PTM-1...TiAn(iM-1, ... , iij) = PTM-l(iM-1) ( 1 PTk_-l Tk(ik-1Iik)) PAnTi(jil) 'M
(3.36)
In order to find the optimum capacity region, the above rate region must be optimized
over the joint distribution PTM-,...,T,An(iM-1,..., ii , j). As Holevo information is not
necessarily additive (unlike Shannon mutual information), the rate region must also
be optimized over the codeword block-length n. The above Markov chain structure of
the auxiliary random variables Tk, k E {1,..., M - 1} is shown to be optimal in the
converse proof which proves the optimality of the above capacity region without as-
suming any special structure of the auxiliary random variables. Also, note the striking
similarity of the expressions for the capacity region given above, with the capacity
region of the classical M-receiver degraded broadcast channel, given in Eqs. (3.8).
Holevo information takes place of Shannon mutual information in the quantum case,
and because of superadditivity of Holevo information, an additional regularization
over number of channel uses n, is required.
Proof - The proof of the achievability and converse to the above capacity region is
a straightforward extension of Yard et. al.'s two-receiver degraded broadcast channel
capacity region. The proof, though simple, involves notational complexity. In order
9Here, we have used An to denote a classical random variable with a slight abuse of notation.
See footnote 5.
to preserve the flow of this chapter, we have omitted the formal proof of the M-
receiver quantum degraded broadcast capacity region from this section, but for the
sake of completeness and for the more interested readers, we have included the proof
(achievability for M = 3 with a brief sketch of the general case, and converse for the
general M-receiver case) in Appendix B.
M-receiver degraded broadcast capacity region in the Holevo information
(X(pi, i~)) notation
The capacity region above can be re-cast in the Holevo-information notation that we
used earlier in this chapter for the two-receiver quantum broadcast channel. For the
channel model of the multiple-user quantum degraded broadcast channel we described
in the section above (pictorially depicted in Fig. 3-5), our proposed capacity region
(in Eqs. (3.35)) can alternatively be expressed as'o
-ZnjPTl(il)X (PAnlT1(jlil) ,Pj
n pTl (il) S ( PAn IT, ( 1 PAnIT(jli1)S (o
Rk Z PTk+1(ik+1)X PTkITk+1(ikk+1), k Vk E 11..., M - 2},
ik+1
1
- -PTk+l(ik+l) S (PT(ikiTk+l)(ikk+1 , k - PTk Ik+ ik+1) S
ik+1 ik
RM-1 (•pTM 1 (iM M1), )
n s pT, l(iM-)iM -- PTM (iM-1)S (M- (3.38
iM-1
Even though the capacity-region expressions above have been written for a discrete
alphabet, in Section 3.4.6, we will generalize it to a continuous alphabet of quantum
states over an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, in which case the summations in
Eqs. (3.38) will be replaced by integrals. We will use the infinite-dimensional extension
of this capacity theorem in the following section to evaluate the capacity region of
the M-receiver bosonic broadcast channel.
10In Fig. 3-5, we define j - {mo,...,mM_l} to be a collective index for the M messages that
Alice encodes into her n-use transmitted codeword state pA , and p k is defined to be the state
received by Yk over n successive channel uses. We introduce more notation here for conditional
received states:
u ZPAn IT, Pi
prL A= PAnlT (jli1)PTflT,(ili2) .. PTk-1lT (ik-1lik) (3.37)jk
3.4 Bosonic Broadcast Channel
3.4.1 Channel model
The two-user noiseless bosonic broadcast channel .KA-BC consists of a collection of
spatial and temporal bosonic modes at the transmitter (Alice), that interact with a
minimal-quantum-noise environment and split into two sets of spatio-temporal modes
en route to two independent receivers (Bob and Charlie). The multi-mode two-user
bosonic broadcast channel NVA-BC is given by ,~ A, -B.C., where JVA,-BSC, is the
broadcast-channel map for the sth mode, which can be obtained from the Heisenberg
evolutions
b = a8, + V1--,e 8 ,, and (3.39)
8a= -1- r V/7- 7-3s, (3.40)
where {&,} are Alice's modal annihilation operators, and ({b}, {8,} are the corre-
sponding modal annihilation operators for Bob and Charlie, respectively. The modal
transmissivities {(,} satisfy 0 < 77, 5 1, Vs, and the environment modes {(J} are
in their vacuum states. We will limit our treatment here to the single-mode bosonic
broadcast channel, as the capacity of the multi-mode channel can in principle be ob-
tained by summing up capacities of all spatio-temporal modes and maximizing the
sum capacity region subject to an overall input-power budget using Lagrange mul-
tipliers, cf. [55], where this was done for the capacity of the multi-mode single-user
lossy bosonic channel.
We are interested in finding the capacity region (RB, Rc) of achievable rate-pairs
at which Alice can send information to Bob and Charlie, with vanishingly low prob-
abilities of error. Alice is constrained by a mean photon-number (power) constraint
(&ta) < N. The principal result we have for the single-mode bosonic broadcast chan-
nel stems from the fact that the bosonic broadcast channel is a degraded broadcast
channel, and hence the capacity theorem we stated in the previous section can be
adapted to this case by extending the result to infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces.
Our capacity result depends on a minimum output entropy conjecture (dealt with in
detail in chapter 4). Assuming this conjecture to be true, we prove in this section,
that the ultimate capacity region of the single-mode noiseless bosonic broadcast chan-
nel (see Fig. 3-7) with a mean input photon-number constraint (t&l) 5< is given
by
RB • g( 77N), and (3.41)
Rc < g((1 - r)N) - g((1 -l )/PN), (3.42)
for 0 3 p 5 1, where g(x) = (1+z)ln(1+x)-xln(x). We further prove, assuming the
validity of the minimum output entropy conjecture, that this rate region is additive
and is achievable with single channel use coherent-state encoding with the following
Gaussian prior and conditional distributions:
1 /1 |2
pT() = exp I-- and (3.43)1 (x 
_r - a 1 2
PAIT(a 7) - exp ( ,f7 Tk/ 2  (3.44)7rNo NP
where T is a complex-valued auxiliary classical random variable taking values r E C,
and A is a complex-valued classical random variable taking value a E C when Alice
sends out the single-mode coherent state >a).
3.4.2 Degraded broadcast condition
Lemma 3.2 - The pure-loss bosonic broadcast channel KfA-BC, with transmissity
r7 > 1/2, is stochastically equivalent to a degraded cq-broadcast channel A -+ B -- C,
in which the degrading channel from Bob to Charlie deg is another beam splitter
with transmissivity q' = (1 --)/17 (Fig. 3-8).
Proof - Refer to Figure 3-8. The annihilation operator 0 corresponds to the
output of the degrading channel, which is excited in a state 9. In order to prove that
the bosonic broadcast channel VA-BC is indeed equivalent to a degraded broadcast
channel, we need to show that the states fg and &c are identical quantum states,
(ie = IO)(01)
Alice : A
a-
DOal
Bob: B {Db}
Il
C = Vri - 27 -{0
Charlie: C {[i}
Figure 3-7: A single-mode noiseless bosonic broadcast channel with two receivers
NA-BC, can be envisioned as a beam splitter with transmissivity ij. With ri > 1/2,
the bosonic broadcast channel reduces to a degraded quantum broadcast channel,
where Bob (B) is the less-noisy receiver and Charlie (C) is the more noisy (degraded)
receiver.
(,e = Io)(0l) (~i = 10)(01)
Alice: A I Bob: B
a= = /& + V I
11>
Figure 3-8: The stochastically degraded vers
channel
Charlie: C
l-·rt
~=V~+VVf{Agl
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ion of the single-mode bosonic broadcast
hrnJ
i.e., the classical statistics of the results of measuring the states /g and PC using any
POVM, will be exactly the same, provided r > 1/2.
Let us compute the antinormally ordered characteristic functions of the states ,C
and p. We have
(e= e (el*v"e<V
= xo(J - ,¢)x o(-VijC)
= x"( - )e- IC1 12, (3.45)
and
x5<() = x•(v47k~)5'(J 1 - ')
= XA(~V 77C)oX0A (-/(1-- )V )
= x~(1 - ')e- 'I2, (3.46)
so that XP (c) = XPA(C), V3a. Inverse Fourier transforming these characteristic
functions thus yields the same expressions for Ac and ,3. Hence ,3 and Ac are identical
states, and the pure-loss bosonic broadcast channel KA-BC is a degraded broadcast
channel for W > 1/2.
3.4.3 Noiseless bosonic broadcast channel with two receivers
It is known [10, 7, 39] that coherent-state modulation using isotropic Gaussian prior
distribution achieves the ultimate classical capacity (maximizes the Holevo informa-
tion) for a single-mode pure-loss bosonic channel. It is also known however, that
for quantum multiple-access channels, coherent-state encodings are not optimal [11].
So it is not clear, at the outset, whether coherent-state encoding will be capacity
achieving for the bosonic broadcast channel. Nevertheless, it is worth assessing the
capacity region realized by coherent-state encoding.
Consider the two-user bosonic broadcast channel KfA-BC and assume that Alice
has access to all coherent states Ia) to encode her information, with a mean photon-
number constraint (at &) < N. Bob and Charlie thus receive attenuated versions of
the coherent states that Alice transmits at each channel use. Let us introduce an
auxiliary classical complex-valued random variable T, and an associated coherent-
state alphabet I7) and prior probability distribution pT(,r). Alice transmits coherent
states la) with conditional probability PAIT(QlIT). The first step towards proving
that the ultimate capacity region of the two-user bosonic broadcast channel is given
by Eqs. (3.41) and (3.42), is to show that the probability distributions pT(r) and
PAIT(OlT), as given by Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44), achieve these rates.
Yard et al.'s capacity region in Equations (3.27) and (3.28) require finite-dimensional
Hilbert spaces. Nevertheless, we will use their result for the bosonic broadcast chan-
nel which has an infinite-dimensional state space, as their result can be extended to
infinite-dimensional state spaces by means of a limiting argument."
Theorem 3.3 - Assuming the truth of strong conjecture 2 (see Section 4.1), the
ultimate capacity region of the single-mode noiseless bosonic broadcast channel (see
Fig. 3-7) with a mean input photon-number constraint (ata) < N is given by
RB • g(O•lN), and (3.47)
Rc • g((1 - )R) - g((1 - )7) OR), (3.48)
1 1When ITI and IAI are finite, and we are using coherent states, we land up with a finite number
of possible transmitted states, which leads to a finite number of possible states received by Bob and
Charlie. To be more explicit, let us limit the auxiliary-input alphabet (T) - and hence the input
(A) and the output alphabets (B, and C) - to coherent states in the finite-dimensional subspace
spanned by the Fock states {10), 1),..., JK)}, where K > N. Applying Yard et al.'s thereom to the
Hilbert space spanned by these states then gives us a broadcast channel capacity region that must
be strictly an inner bound of the rate region given by Eqs. (3.49) and (3.50). In the limit that we
choose K sufficiently large, (maintaining the cardinality condition ITI < IAI that is required by the
theorem), clearly the rate-region expressions given by Yard et. al.'s theorem can be brought to as
close as we wish, to those given by Eqs. (3.49) and (3.50).
for 0 < p < 1, where g(x) = (1 + x) In(1 + x) - x ln(x). This rate region is additive
and is achievable with single channel use coherent-state encoding with the Gaussian
prior and conditional distributions given in Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44).
Proof [Achievability] - Using the infinite-dimensional (continuous-variable) exten-
sion of Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28), the n = 1 rate-region for the bosonic broadcast channel
using coherent-state encoding is given by:
RB <  I pT()S(/ PAIT(aIT)Io a)( a I d2a) d2r (3.49)
RC S p(I (r)PA|T l)| a)( 7 a d2ad2T)
- JPT(T)S( PA[T(o& T) x
I 1 _-7 a)( 1 -a d2a) d27, (3.50)
where we need to maximize the bounds for RB and Rc over all joint distributions
pT(7)PAIT(OaT) subject to (1f12) < 1R. Note that A and T are complex-valued random
variables, and the second term in the RB bound (3.27) vanishes, because the von
Neumann entropy of a pure state is zero. Substituting Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44) into
Eqs. (3.49) and (3.50), shows that the rate-region Eqs. (3.41) and (3.42) is achievable
using single-use coherent state encoding.
Proof [Converse] - Assume that the rate pair (RB, Rc) is achievable. Let {xz(m, k)),
and POVMs {Amk} and {A'} comprise any (2nR, 2nRc,n, ) code in the achieving
sequence. Suppose that Bob and Charlie store their decoded messages in the classi-
cal registers WB and WIC respectively. Let us use pwB,wc(m, k) = pwB(m)pwc(k) to
denote the joint probability mass function of the independent message registers WB
and WC. As (RB, Rc) is an achievable rate-pair, there must exist --+ 0, such that
nRc = H(Wc)
< I(Wc; Wc) + n
< X(pwc(k), •( ) + nE', (3.51)
where I(Wc; Woc) =- H(W c) - H(Wc IWc) is the Shannon mutual information, and
fp = Zm PWB (m)pCk. The second line follows from Fano's inequality and the third
line follows from Holevo's boundl2. Similarly, for an " -+ 0, we can bound nRB as
nRB H(WB)
" I (W; WB) + nc"n
SX(pwB (m), pg) + nE"
< Pw (k)X(pw,(m), ýPk) + nEl, (3.52)
k
where the three lines above follow from Fano's inequality, Holevo's bound and the
concavity of Holevo information. In order to prove the converse, we now need to show
that there exists a number p E [0, 1], such that
Zpwc(k))X(pwB(m), 3~k) • ng(r/3N),
k
and x(pwc(k), ~" ) < ng((1 - )N) -ng((1 -q )ON).
From the non-negativity of the von Neumann entropy S(pffk) , it follows that
pwc(k)X(pw, (m), prnk) Zpwc (k)(S pw,(m)p3 (M kk k mk
as the second term of the Holevo information above is non-negative. Because the
maximum von Neumann entropy of a single-mode bosonic state with (&ta) < N is
given by g(N), we have that
n
0 < S(/Bf) < E g(nRkj) _< ng(r)-Nk), (3.53)
j=1
where k 1  Nkj, and Nkj is the mean photon number of the jth symbol pk
12 Holevo's bound [27, 28, 29]: Let X be the input alphabet for a channel, {pi, i} the priors and
modulating states, {fHj } be a POVM, and Y the resulting output (classical) alphabet. The Shannon
mutual information I(X; Y) is upper bounded by the Holevo information X(pi, 3i)
of the n-symbol codeword P", for j e {1,..., n}. The last inequality above follows
because g(x) is concave. Therefore, 3 ,3k e [0, 1, Vk E Wc, such that
S (k~") = ng (r'kNk) , (3.54)
because g(x) is a monotonically increasing function of x > 0. Because of the degraded
nature of the channel, Charlie's state can be obtained as the output of a beam splitter
whose input states are Bob's state (coupling coefficient q' = (1- rq)/rq to Charlie) and
a vacuum state (coupling coefficient 1 - r' to Charlie). It follows, from assuming the
truth of strong conjecture 2 (see chapter 4), that
S(/") Ž ngr((1 - ?l)3kNk) . (3.55)
NV is the average number of photons per-use at the transmitter (Alice) averaged over
the entire codebook. Thus, the mean photon-number of the n-use average codeword
at Bob, ,B -T  kPwc(k) p , is =r 7 . Hence,
0 < Zpwc(k)S(p -") < S(~ s n) 5 ng (rN) , (3.56)
k
where the second inequality follows from the concavity of von Neumann entropy, and
the third inequality arises from maximizing the entropy subject to the average photon
number constraint. The monotonicity of g(x) then implies that there is a 0 E [0, 1],
such that Ekpwc(k)S( ( B ) = ng(qrl3N). Hence we have,
SPwc(k)x(pw, (m), Prn) <ng(/3fN). (3.57)
k
for some f E [0, 1]. Equation (3.54), and the uniform distribution pwc(k) = 1/2n R c
imply that
gn (c)kJVk) = g (qN) . (3.58)k> 1/2, we have shown (proof in Appendix C)
Using (3.58), the concavity of g(x), and 7 > 1/2, we have shown (proof in Appendix C)
that
Z 1g((1 - q)Ak k) > g ((1 - ')q3) . (3.59)
k
From Eq. (3.59), and Eq. (3.55) summed over k, we then obtain
Zpwc(k)S (~"n) > ng((1 -l)•N). (3.60)
k
Finally, writing Charlie's Holevo information as
X(Pwc(k) ) = S pWc(k) ) - pwc(k)S ( Pk)
_ ng((1 - z1)N) - Epwc(k)S (in) , (3.61)
k
we can use Eq. (3.60) to get
X(pwc(k),• o ) < ng((1 - r)N) - ng((1 - 7)fN3), (3.62)
which completes the proof. The capacity region is additive, because the achievability
part of the proof above shows that a product distribution over single-use coherent-
state alphabet achieves the rate region.
3.4.4 Achievable rate region using coherent detection receivers
Unless we have a proof of strong conjecture 2, we cannot assert that Eqs. (3.41)
and (3.42) define the capacity region of the two-user bosonic broadcast channel. How-
ever, because the rate region specified by these equations is achievable with single-use
coherent-state encoding, we know that they comprise an inner bound on the ultimate
capacity region. In this regard, it is instructive to examine how the rate region de-
fined by Eqs. (3.41) and (3.42) compares with what can be realized by conventional,
coherent detection schemes used in optical communications.
Suppose Alice sends a coherent state ja), into the channel in Fig. 3-7. Bob and
Charlie will then receive coherent states I0-1a) and l~-/i7r a), respectively. More-
88
over, if Bob and Charlie employ homodyne-detection receivers, with local oscilla-
tor phases set to observe the real quadrature, their results of measurement will be
V·JR(a) + VB for Bob and V1T--• jR(a) + vec for Charlie, where rB and ve are inde-
pendent, identically distributed, real-valued Gaussian random variables with variance
1/4 [18]. Similarly, if Bob and Charlie employ heterodyne-detection receivers, their
results of measurement will be i/a + ZB and /1 -r7a + zc, where zB and zc are in-
dependent, identically distributed complex-valued zero-mean Gaussian random vari-
ables with variance 1/2 [18]. These results imply that the 7 > 1/2 bosonic broadcast
channel with coherent-state encoding and homodyne detection is a classical degraded
scalar-Gaussian broadcast channel, whose capacity region is known to be [3]
RB < Iln(1 + 47P N) (3.63)2
R -In (3.64)
2 1 + 4(1 - q)PN
for 0 < p L 1. Similarly, the 77 > 1/2 bosonic broadcast channel with coherent-state
encoding and heterodyne detection is a classical degraded vector-Gaussian broadcast
channel, whose capacity region is known to be
RB < In (1 + rlN) (3.65)
C In (1+ (1- 7)(1 - 3)N (366)Rc I 1 + , (3.66)1 + (I - 7)0-v
for 0 < p < 1. In Fig. 3-9 we compare the capacity regions attained by a coherent-
state input alphabet using homodyne, heterodyne, and optimum reception. As is
known for single-user bosonic communication, homodyne detection performs better
than heterodyne detection when the transmitters are starved for photons, because
it has lower noise. Conversely, heterodyne detection outperforms homodyne detec-
tion when the transmitters are photon rich, because it has a factor-of-two bandwidth
advantage over homodyne detection. In order to bridge the gap between the coherent-
detection capacity regions and the ultimate capacity region, one must use joint detec-
tion over long codewords. Future investigation will be needed to develop receivers that
RB
hor
Figure 3-9: Comparison of bosonic broadcast channel capacity regions, in bits per
channel use, achieved by coherent-state encoding using homodyne detection (the ca-
pacity region lies inside the boundary marked by circles), heterodyne detection (the
capacity region lies inside the boundary marked by dashes), and optimum reception
(the capacity region lies inside the boundary marked by the solid curve), for r = 0.8,
and N = 1, 5, and 15.
can approach the ultimate communication rates over the bosonic broadcast channel.
3.4.5 Thermal-noise bosonic broadcast channel with two re-
ceivers
Now assume that the environment mode e in the bosonic broadcast channel in Fig. 3-
7) is in a zero-mean thermal state with mean photon number N (see Fig. 3-10), i.e.,
Pe- PT,N = -NJ' e- '/)IudL. (3.67)
Theorem 3.4 - Provided the minimum output entropy conjectures strong conjec-
ture 1 and strong conjecture 3 (see Section 4.1) are true, the capacity region for the
bosonic broadcast channel with additive thermal noise, with mean photon number
constraint N at the input and an additive zero-mean thermal noise with N photons
per mode, on average, is given by,
RB < g(rQpN + (1 - 7r)N) - g((1 - rq)N) (3.68)
Rc < g((1 - r/)N + r7N) - g((1 - 7)?3N + rnN), (3.69)
RE RB
Rcr
l h f e-,IM2/'NI.d2,)
Alice : A Bob: B {Ib}
a -
. b = Vij& +
(ata)I <1
C = V1 --77-V
Charlie : C {I}
Figure 3-10: A single-mode noiseless bosonic broadcast channel with two receivers
ANA-BC, with additive thermal noise. The transmitter Alice (A) is constrained to use
N photons per use of the channel, and the noise (environment) mode is in a zero-
mean thermal state PT,N, with mean photon number N. With 7r > 1/2, the bosonic
broadcast channel reduces to a degraded quantum broadcast channel, where Bob (B)
is the less-noisy receiver and Charlie (C) is the more noisy (degraded) receiver. See
the degraded version of the channel in Fig. 3-11.
and capacity is achieved using product-coherent-state encoding with a Gaussian prior
density as in the case of the noiseless bosonic broadcast channel'3 .
Proof [Achievability] - It can be readily verified that the degraded broadcast con-
dition still holds for the case of the bosonic broadcast channel with additive thermal
noise (See Fig. 3-11). We generalize Yard et. al.'s rate regions for degraded quantum
broadcast channels, from Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28), to the case of the bosonic broadcast
channel with coherent-state encoding and additive thermal noise in a similar way to
13Note the striking similarity between the expressions for the rate region for the classical Gaussian-
noise broadcast channel as given in Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) and that for the rate region of the bosonic
thermal-noise broadcast channel as we propose above in Eqs. (3.68) and (3.69). The expressions for
these two rate regions are exactly identical except for the fact that the logarithmic function gc(.) is
replaced by the bosonic thermal-state entropy function g(.) in the quantum case. We will repeatedly
encounter in this thesis instances of this analogous role that g(-) plays in the bosonic case, which the
logarithmic function gc(-) does in the classical Gaussian case. The observation of this analogy was
one of the key initial hints that led us to conjecture the Entropy Photon-number Inequality (EPnI)
[131 in analogy with the Entropy Power Inequality (EPI) of classical information theory. The EPnI
subsumes all the three minimum output entropy conjectures that we describe in chapter 4. We will
talk about the EPnI in detail in Chapter 5 of this thesis, where we will see why the existence of a
simple inverse of gc(-) (i.e., the exp(.)-function) makes it a great deal easier to prove the EPI as
opposed to the EPnI (whose general proof is still an open problem), because the inverse function of
g(-) doesn't admit a nice analytic form.
Bob: B
1061
1
71l>~
(A PTIN)f
Charlie :
100
' 1
C01 -_,/
{A f}
Figure 3-11: The stochastically degraded version of the single-mode bosonic broadcast
channel with additive thermal noise.
what we did for the noiseless Broadcast channel'4 :
RB !5 pT(T)S (/ PAIT(&aT) 1•( )N e -(-)N I(-)(yld2 d2a d2
( 1 -l)JPT(T)PAIT (aIT)S(( 1 S )N J e ( 1i)N(IY)I d2-Y)d2ad2 (3.70)
RC < S (JPT(T)PAT(T) ( J 1e 1- y I dY)(YId27Y d2ad2T
- pT(T)S ( PAIT(OIT) (N Je 7N ,7 Y)(,d27 d2a) d 2T (3.71)
where, in order to get the n = 1 capacity region, we need to maximize the bounds
for RB and Rc over all complex-valued joint distributions pT(7)PAIT(aIT) subject
to (1a12) _ N. Note that A and T are two complex-valued random variables, and
the second term in the bound for RB (see Equation (3.27)) is non-zero, because
the conditional output states at the two receivers are now mixed states in general.
Substituting the distributions from Eqs. (3.43), and (3.44) into the expressions for
14 Let us limit the auxiliary-input alphabet (T) to coherent states in the finite-dimensional subspace
spanned by the Fock states {10), I1),..., IK1)}, and limit the thermal-noise state &e to the span of
{10), I1),..., IK2)}, such that K1 + K 2 > N + N. Applying Yard et al.'s thereom to the Hilbert
space spanned by these states then gives us a broadcast channel capacity region that must be strictly
an inner bound of the rate region given by Eqs. (3.70) and (3.71). In the limit in which we choose
K 1 and K 2 sufficiently large, (maintaining the cardinality condition ITI •< IAI that is required by
the theorem), the rate-region expressions given by Yard et. al.'s theorem can be brought to as close
as we wish to that given by Eqs. (3.70) and (3.71).
(Ue - PT,N)
Alice : A
{•.},
the rate-bounds in Eqs. (3.70) and (3.71), and using the fact that the von Neumann
entropy of a thermal state with mean photon-number N is equal to g(N), we obtain
the rate-bounds in the capacity theorem above. It follows that the rate region (3.68),
(3.69) is achievable.
Proof [Converse] - Assume that the rate pair (RB, Rc) is achievable. Let us begin
with the same initial steps as in the proof of the converse of the capacity theorem for
the noiseless bosonic broadcast channel. Equations (3.51) and (3.52) still hold. Thus,
in order to prove the converse for the thermal noise broadcast channel, we now need
to show that there exists a number p E [0, 1], such that
pPwc(k)x(pwB(m), mk) • ng(riNE + (1 - /)N) - ng((1 - I/)N), (3.72)
k
X(Pwc(k), k) 5 ng((1 - r,)N + rqN) - rig((1 - 7r)01N + rqN). (3.73)
Assuming the truth of strong conjecture 1 (see chapter 4), the minimum entropy of
Bob's n-mode state is achieved when Alice sends a product of vacuum states (or a
product of arbitrary coherent states). Thus using strong conjecture 1 we have for all
(m, k) E (WB, WC),
S(A, k) _ ng((1 - 71)N). (3.74)
From the non-negativity of Holevo information X(pw, (m), P3B`k), it follows that15
S( ") 2 pw,(m)S(,3t) (3.75)
m
2 ng((1 - r)N). (3.76)
Let NA = I- where Nkj is the mean photon number of the jth symbol of
15 From the definition of Holevo information, we have
X(Pw. (m),, )B S(EpwB (m)") - Pw (m)S( )
m m
> (,)- 0Pw.(m)S(.,k)
> 0.
the n-symbol codeword P ", for j E {1,..., n}. Similarly, let NB = • NB where
iNB is the mean photon number of the jth symbol pf3 of the n-symbol codeword Pý,kj
for j {1,..., n}. The overall mean photon numbers per channel use for Alice and
Bob are thus given by an average over the codebook Wc, i.e., vN 2 -2nc - k=lN•4A
and NB = 2 - nR R c • fk From the input-output relation of the channel, the
following must hold:
k 7Njk + (1 - i)N, Vkj (3.77)
ki = Nj + (1 - 7)N, Vk, and (3.78)
NB = 7 + (1 -r)N. (3.79)
Using Eq. (3.76), the fact that the maximum von Neumann entropy of a single-mode
bosonic state with mean photon number N is given by g(N), and the concavity of
g(x), we have
ng((1 - r1)N) < S (PB) •<  g (N) ng(N- ) = ng (qNS + (1 - )N) . (3.80)
j=1
Therefore given the monotonicity of the g(x)-function, 13 k E [0, 1], Vk E Wc, such
that
S (f B n ) = ng (•0kNi + (1 -2)N). (3.81)
The average number of photons per use at the transmitter (Alice) averaged over the
entire codebook (WB, Wc), is N. Thus, the mean photon-number of the n-use average
codeword for Bob, pBn - Ek pwc (k) "B n , is 7,N + (1 - 7i)N. Hence,
ng((1 - 1)N) < Zpwc (k)S ( Bn) < S(pBn) < ng (r•N + (1 - T)N) , (3.82)
k
where the first inequality assumes strong conjecture 1 and the second inequality fol-
lows from the concavity of von Neumann entropy. The monotonicity of g(x) then
implies that there is a 0 E [0, 1], such that
Zpwc(k)S ( B") = ng(7q3N + (1 - r7)N). (3.83)
k
We thus have,
Pwc, (k)X(pw,(m), 3k)
k
= pwc(k)S ( pw,(m)p k - E Pw• (k)pw,(m)S(Pm,) (3.84)
k m km
= Pwc(k)S ( f") - Z ZPwc(k)pw,(m)S( k) (3.85)
k km
< ng(,qoN + (1 - 7)N) - ng((1 - ,)N). (3.86)
where the last inequality follows from Eqs. (3.83) and (3.74). This completes the first
part of the converse proof, i.e., inequality (3.72).
Because of the degraded nature of the channel, Charlie's state can be obtained as the
output of a beam splitter of transmissivity q/' = (1 - rq)/r, whose input states are
Bob's state and a thermal state of mean photon number N (See Fig. 3-11). It follows,
from assuming the truth of strong conjecture 3 (see chapter 4), that
S (C") Ž ng (rl'(l1pkAkN + (1 - 1)N) + (1 - 77')N) (3.87)
= ng((1 - r)PkNk!A + rN). (3.88)
Equations (3.81), (3.83), and the uniform distribution pw, (k) = 1/ 2 nRc imply that
S- g (1l3kNA + (1 - q)N) = g (/liN + (1 - 71)N) . (3.89)
k
Using (3.89), the concavity of g(x)-function, and q > 1/2, we have shown (proof in
Appendix C) that
S2--c g ((1 - )P)/kkA + 7IN) _ g ((1 - 7)/•P + 7iN). (3.90)
k
From Eq. (3.90), and (3.88) summed over k, we then obtain
Zpwc(k)S (•") Ž> ng((l - 7)P/N + 7N). (3.91)
k
Finally, we bound Charlie's Holevo information using the standard maximum entropy
bound with a mean photon number constraint and Eq. (3.91), which yields:
X(Pwc(k),P") = S ( pwc(k) )Cn - Epwc(k)S ( C")Pkk Pk kPk)
< ng((1 - r?)N + 7rN) - ng((1 - q7)•N• + ?IN), (3.92)
completing the proof of the second piece of the converse, i.e., that of inequality (3.73).
The capacity region is additive, because the achievability part of the proof above
shows that a product distribution over single-use coherent-state alphabet achieves
the rate region.
3.4.6 Noiseless bosonic broadcast channel with M receivers
Let us now consider a bosonic broadcast channel in which the transmitter Alice (A)
sends independent messages to M receivers, Yo,..., YM-1. Let us label Alice's modal
annihilation operator as t, and the annihilation operators for the receivers Yj as Y1,
V1 E {0,..., M - 1}. In order to characterize the bosonic broadcast channel as a
quantum-mechanically correct representation of the evolution of a closed system, we
must incorporate M - 1 environment inputs {El,..., EM-1} along with the trans-
mitter A, such that the M output annihilation operators are related to the M input
annihilation operators through a unitary matrix, i.e.,
0o a
= U (3.93)
YM-1 eM-1
1O)®(M-1)•
ekk
AM-1-
047 -
N,Oh4' 0 1%'4'~ ,.'
4'ekl x
4'
Y1 9
Y/,
Y- jM 1
M-1
Without loss of generality, 1 > o 77>• ... i M-1 > 0, = 1
k=O
Figure 3-12: An M-receiver noiseless bosonic broadcast channel. Transmitter Al-
ice (A) sends independent messages to M receivers, Yo,... ,YM-1. We have la-
beled Alice's modal annihilation operator as a, and those of the receivers Yj as Y1,
V1 e {0,..., M - 1}. In order to characterize the bosonic broadcast channel as a
quantum-mechanically correct representation of the evolution of a closed system, we
must incorporate M - 1 environment inputs {E 1,... , EM-1} along with the trans-
mitter A (whose modal annihilation operators have been labeled as {(1,... ,M-1}),
such that the M output annihilation operators are related to the M input annihi-
lation operators through a unitary matrix, as given in Eq. (3.93). For the noiseless
bosonic broadcast channel, all the M - 1 environment modes ek are in their vacuum
states. The transmitter is constrained to at most N photons on an average per chan-
nel use, for encoding the data. The fractional power coupling from the transmitter
to the receiver Yk is taken to be 7k. We have labeled the receivers in such a way,
that 1 > r0o > 71 > ... > 7rM-1 > 0. This ordering of the transmissivities renders
this channel a degraded quantum broadcast channel A - Yo -+ ... - YM- 1 (See
Fig. 3-13). The fractional power coupling from Ek to IY has been taken to be 7 Mkl. For
M = 2, the above channel model reduces to the familiar two-receiver beam splitter
channel model as given in Fig. 3-7.
where {61,..., e•m-} are the modal annihilation operators of the M - 1 environment
modes (see Fig. 3-12). The unitary matrix describing the channel can be expressed
in the most general form as:
IT~ioei10o
-m- JiiT ei~11
71M z~r1 ThM l-e%~1,M~
(3.94)
V.. 77M _10,Mei M 1,M
where {ro,... , rM-1 } are the transmissivities (fractional power couplings) from the
transmitter A to the M - 1 receivers Yo,... , Y-1. Without loss of generality, we
have numbered the receivers, so that the transmissivities are in decreasing order, i.e.,
(3.95)
The power coupling from the environment mode 6k to the output mode yz is rikl.
Without loss of generality, the phases for the entries of the first column of U have
been taken to be 0, as an overall phase is inconsequential in each of the M - 1
input-output relations,
M-1
yk = \/ka + E 1iklke. (3.96)
The fractional power-couplings must satisfy the following normalization constraints,
M-1
k=0
M-1
E 7llk
k=0
M-1
7k + r
l=1
= 1,
= 1, V E{1,...,M-1},
= 1, Vk e {0,..., M - 1}.
Theorem 3.5 - For the noiseless bosonic broadcast channel, i.e., when the environ-
ment modes {ek : 1 _< k < M - 1} are in a product of M- 1 vacuum states, 10) ("-1),
(3.97)
(3.98)
(3.99)
1 > rio > T11 > .· -> rM-1 2 0.
Transmitter Degraded receivers
A Yo '- Yt " " YM-2 YM-1
0o fM-1
a - -.--p ------
a -*-bI Yo -4 -+ · ·. ~M-2 -YO Y-0 7M-1
1 >o- -> .-"h -----> 97M-1 > 0{o 0io70,a+ V1/fNjo
9k F k- 1 k_ Vke +[1,M-1]
V rlk-i
Figure 3-13: An equivalent stochastically degraded model for the M-receiver noiseless
bosonic broadcast channel depicted in Fig. 3-12. If the receivers are ordered in a way
such that the fractional power couplings rlk from the transmitter to the receiver Yk are
in decreasing order, the quantum states at each receiver Yk, for k E {1,..., M - 1},
can be obtained from the state received at receiver Yk-1 by mixing it with a vacuum
state, through a beam splitter of transmissivity r7k/7rk-1. This equivalent representa-
tion of the M-receiver bosonic broadcast channel confirms that the bosonic broadcast
channel is indeed a degraded broadcast channel, whose capacity region is given by
the infinite-dimensional (continuous-variable) extension of Yard et. al.'s theorem in
Eqs. (3.38).
and with an input mean photon-number constraint (&ti&) < N, the ultimate capacity
region'" is given by
Rk • gk(7/•k+~N) - 9g(7klkN), k E {0, ... , M - 1}, (3.100)
where,
O = P0 < 31 < ..- < < M-1 < 3M = 1. (3.101)
Proof [Achievability] - Using the infinite-dimensional (continuous-variable) exten-
sion of Eqs. (3.38), the n = 1 rate-region for the bosonic broadcast channel using
16Note the similarity with the capacity region for the classical Gaussian broadcast channel, as
given in Eq. (3.22), with N = 0. Also note that Eq. (3.100) reduces to the two-user noiseless bosonic
broadcast capacity region, as given in Eqs. (3.41) and (3.42), with the substitutions r77 = 77, and
771 = 1 - 77.
coherent-state encoding is given by'7 (see Fig. 3-13 and Fig. 3-14 for notation):
Ro  < PT (Ti)S (f PA|TI(OJT1) /4O) (Vi•Oa Id2a ) d2%1
Rk JPTk+l (Tk+1)X (PTkITk+ (Tk Tk+1), 4) d27k+1
- JPTk+l (Tk) (S (f pTkilk+,(Tk Tk+)i ) d2-k)
SpTkITk 1 (Tkk+1)S (p ) d2rk d 2Tk+,, for k E {1,..,M- 2},
X= S(PM(TM YM--1 _
1M-1
JPTM_ (TM1)S ( I 1)d27M1 (3.103)
where we need to maximize the above rate region {Ro,..., RM-1 } over all joint distri-
butions PTM,_ (7M1)TM 21M-1 (7M-2 TM-1). . PTIT2(71 T2)PAIT i (C6IT) subject to (la12) <
N. Note that A, and the auxiliary random variables T1,..., TM-1 are complex-valued,
and the second term in the Ro bound (see (3.38)) vanishes, because the von Neumann
entropy of a pure state is zero.
Let us associate with each random variable Tk, a quantum system, i.e. a coherent-
state alphabet { Tk)} and a modal annihilation operator tk, Vk E {1, . . , M - 1}. In
17Here, we use a continuous-variable version of the notation we used in Eqs. (3.38). When the
cardinalities IAI and ITk , 1 < k < M - 1 are finite, and we are using coherent states, we end up
with a finite number of possible transmitted states, which leads to a finite number of possible states
received by Bob and Charlie. To be more explicit, let us limit the auxiliary-input alphabets (Tk,
1 < k < M - 1) - and hence the input (A) and the output alphabets (Yk, 0 < k < M - 1) -
to coherent states in the finite-dimensional subspace spanned by the Fock states {10), I1),..., IK)},
where K > N. Applying the extension of Yard et al.'s theorem to M receivers (3.38), the Hilbert
space spanned by these states then gives us a broadcast channel capacity region that must be strictly
an inner bound of the rate region given by Eqs. (3.103). In the limit that we choose K sufficiently
large, clearly the rate-region expressions given by Eqs. (3.38) can be brought to as close as we wish,
to those given by Eqs. (3.103). The summations in Eqs. (3.38) get replaced by integrals. The
collective message index j is now replaced by the complex number a, the indices ik are replaced by
Tk, and the density matrices of the conditional received states are given by: ,
p = . PATI ( iT1)PTiT2 I1 ,2) . r krk- Tk-1 -Tk)pd k-1 ... d21d2a, (3.102)
where, fp = iJrlk)(J/?aI is the state received by the receiver Yk, when the transmitter sends a
coherent state pA = Ia)(al.
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Markov chain of auxiliary classical complex valued random variables I Transmitter
TM-1 - TM- 2 -2~ * T2 - T1 1- A
UM-1 U2 U1
tM-I A1 4- A
t2-y2 11-a
tk-1 V= k/l- +fk + Uk, Vk E2,M- 1]
Figure 3-14: In order to evaluate the capacity region of the M-receiver noiseless
bosonic degraded broadcast channel depicted in Fig. 3-13 using a coherent-state input
alphabet {Ia)}, a E C and (ata) = (la12) < N, we choose the M- 1 auxiliary classical
Markov random variables (in Eqs. (3.35)) as complex-valued random variables Tk,
k E {1,..., M - 1}, taking values Tk E C. In order to visualize the postulated
optimal Gaussian distributions for the random variables Tk, let us associate with
Tk, a quantum system, i.e., a coherent-set alphabet {ITk)} and modal annihilation
operator tk, Vk. In accordance with the Markov property of the random variables
Tk, let iM-1 be in an isotropic zero-mean Gaussian mixture of coherent-states with
a variance N (see Eq. (3.104)), and for k E {1,... ,M - 2}, let tk be obtained from
tk+1 by mixing it with another mode Uik+1 excited in a zero-mean thermal state with
mean photon number N, through a beam splitter with transmissivity 1 - 7k+l, as
shown in the figure above, for some 7-k+ E (0, 1). We complete the Markov chain
TM-1 -- ... -* Ti -- A, by obtaining the transmitter mode & by mixing ti with a
mode il excited in a zero-mean thermal state with mean photon number N, through
a beam splitter with transmissivity 1 - yj, for yi E (0, 1). The above setup of the
auxiliary modes gives rise to the distributions given in Eqs. (3.104), which we use to
evaluate the achievable rate region of the M-receiver bosonic broadcast channel using
coherent-state encoding.
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accordance with the Markov property of the random variables Tk, let tM-1 be in
an isotropic zero-mean Gaussian mixture of coherent-states with a variance N (see
Eq. (3.104)), and for k E {1,... M - 2}, let tk be obtained from tk+l by mixing
it with another mode i2k+l excited in a zero-mean thermal state with mean photon
number N, through a beam splitter with transmissivity 1- yk+1, as shown in Fig. 3-14,
for real numbers Yk+1 E (0, 1). We complete the Markov chain TM-1 -- ... -+ T1 -+ A,
by obtaining the transmitter mode ei by mixing t1 with a mode fil in a vacuum state,
through a beam splitter with transmissivity 1 - 1i, for 'Yi E (0, 1). This setup of the
auxiliary modes gives rise to the distributions given below, which we use to evaluate
the achievable rate region using coherent-state encoding:
1 1 - T1 - a 1
2
pAITi (Tl T1) - exp -71yN yjN
1+ l l1 -3'k+1Tk+l -Tk2
pTk ITk (TkTk+l) 1 exp - for k E {1,..., M- 2},7Mk+1N 7k+1N
1 ( 12  (3.104)PTM- (TM-1) = = exp .N N
Substituting Eqs. (3.104) into Eqs. (3.103), we get
R o < g(r0o 1N),
Rk < g(rlk/lk+1N) -g(77k/kN), for k E {1,...,M- 2},
RM-1 < g(r7M- 1 N) - g(7M-1/_M-1iN), (3.105)
where we define
k
k 1 (- i), ~fork E {1,...,M- 1}. (3.106)
i=1
By further defining 3o 0 0, and O/3M 1, we have by construction, 0 = o30 < i1 <
... < /3 -1 < / 3M = 1. With these definitions, Eqs. (3.105) reduce to the rate-region
expression given in Eq. (3.100). Hence the postulated rate region is achievable using
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single-use coherent state encoding.
Proof [Converse] - Our goal in proving the converse is to show that any achievable
rate M-tuple (Ro,..., RM-1) must be inside the ultimate rate-region proposed by
Eqs. (3.105). Let us assume that (Ro,... , RM-1) is achievable. Using the notation
in Eq. (3.33), let {xn(mo,..., mMl)}, and POVMs {Am )}, {A ... mM}_{Am-i 1 } comprise a (2nRo, ... , 2n R M - 1 , n,) code in the achieving sequence. Let us
suppose that the receivers Yo,... , YM-1 store their respective decoded messages in
registers W7o, ... , W)M-1. By assuming a good source encoder prior to the broadcast
channel-encoder, it is fair to assume a uniform distribution over the messages, i.e.,
M-1
PWoM-I (moM  ) -= Pwk(mk)
k=O
M-1
H- 1 2nRkk=O
1
n 1  (3.107)2 k=0 Rk
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Lemma 3.6 - For every k E {1,..., M - 1}, 3Pk E [0, 1], s.t.18
SPwM- (m --1)S ( kl
-
) = ng (rk-10k-) . (3.111)
M-1
Proof - We have
0 • 3 pwq-•(m_)S ( 1M-1l) < S ( 3Y~1 ) < ng(k-1N), (3.112)
M-1k
where the first inequality follows from the non-negativity of von-Neumann entropy.
The second inequality follows from concavity of von-Neumann entropy or equivalently
from the non-negativity of Holevo information (see footnote 15), because
y = Pw•-I(mM -y)pm-1'
k mk
M-1
mk
The third inequality above is due to the fact that the maximum entropy of a n-
mode state with a mean photon number n- per mode, is given by ng(ii). From the
monotonicity of the function g(.), there must therefore exist a real number 3k E [0, 1],
'
8 We defined earlier in this chapter {mo,... , M-_ } m M - 1 to be a collective index for the
M messages that Alice encodes into her n-use transmitted codeword state p AM, and p wasAno , mo
defined to be the state received by Yk over n successive channel uses. We also used the compact
notation W M - 1 for the vectors of random variables (Wk,..., WM1). Y~n represents the n-use
quantum system of the kth receiver. By averaging a conditional received state that is indexed by a
set of messages mM - 1, over the probability mass function of a subset of the message-sets W M -V 1, we
get a new conditional received state now indexed only by the remaining (smaller set of) messages.
The received state that has been averaged over all messages is not indexed by any message. Also, by
taking the trace of a joint conditional received state over a set of receiver Hilbert spaces, we obtain
the conditional received state for the remaining (smaller set of) receivers. Thus, the following (and
other similar) identities hold:
p = p M1(m 1) -1 (3.108)
k+k l
M-1
pM -1 E PWM-T ( TmM_ 1)PimM-I (3.109)
a M 1--1
Mk I Try
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such that
PwM-I(kM-1 )S ('mi) = ng (kMlk- I N)1 (3.113)
mM-1Mk
which completes the proof of Lemma 3.6.
Now, as (Ro,..., RM-1) is an achievable rate M-tuple, there exist Ck,n - 0 as
n 0 oo, for k E {0,..., M - 1}, such that,
O < nRk = H(Wk)
SI(Wk; Wk) + nEk,, (3.114)
SX (pwk(mk),7 Pik + k,n (3.115)
Z Pw• k(mk-)X Pw (mk),M R, (3.116)
M-1
mk+l
where I(Wk; Wk) = H(Wk) - H(WklIk) is the Shannon mutual information. In-
equality (3.114) follows from Fano's inequality, (3.115) follows from the Holevo's
bound [27, 28, 29], and (3.116) follows from the concavity of Holevo information,
yn nM-1 ^k
as pmk = k+l p 1• (mk-+) mM-1.k Specializing inequality (3.116) to k = 0 we
obtain,
nRo • Z Pw M-1(mM- 1)X (pWo(mo),a , (3117)
(m )S womo ) + no, (3.118)
M
- 1
PwM-I- 1)1 pw°mO)pm°M -  + n(o,1 (3.118)
Min
= ng(qo]0 1N/) + niE,n, (3.120)
where inequality (3.118) follows from dropping out the second term of Holevo in-
formation in (3.117). Inequality (3.120) follows from Lemma 3.2, for k = 1. For
k E {1,...,M - 2}, continuing from (3.116) we have,
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nWRk M PW mk ) ( pwk(mk) pmkM-1 PWMk)S + 'E,)M 1 P(mk)S k k
k+1
= 1 I P (mkl )S (pk ) - pW (mk'- 1 )S (p1 k ) + nekn (3.121)
m
M - 1  M1 m
k+1 k
ng (]k3k+1N) - Pw - (m kI )S p(kM_1) + nEk,n, (3.122)MM--1
m k
where (3.121) and (3.122) follow from the definition of Holevo information and Lemma
3.2 respectively. Next, we shall bound the second term in (3.122). Let us define
AM1 to be the mean photon number of the jth symbol pAM_ of the n-symbol
mk , j mk
codeword pAmM_ , whose mean photon number is given by N.A l = >t n J_1
Hence, k-1 gAlm , is the mean photon number of the jth symbol p of the n-
mk , k
symbol codeword mM -1, whose mean photon number is given by kn-A1 A . The
Mk
overall mean photon number of the transmitter codeword per channel use N, is thus
mk
Neumann entropy of a single-mode bosonic state with mean photon number N is
given by g(N), and the concavity of g(x), we have the following inequalities:
0• S (Yk M-) 1 >g ( -AMr (kglNMl). (3.123)
\ mkTherefore, there must exist real numbers /3mM-' E [0,11, Vm M -1 e W M - l, such that
^ k -1 -
S (M-, = ng ( k13 mM-1Am 1_ .> (3.124)
Because of the degraded nature of the channel, Yk = k/lk-lYkk1 + -/1 - (7k/Tk-1)fk,
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with fk in a vacuum state (see Fig. 3-12). Hence, using Eq. (3.124) and strong con-
jecture 2 (see chapter 4), we have
S( P )Mk ng (k mmLNk1Ml).
Taking an average of both sides of Eq. (3.124) over the codebooks W M - 1, and using
Lemma 3.2, we have
n-2n EMn R gik-Rmj-2   j = k  M-1
m -
= ng (7k-1).kN
mk
(3.126)
Equation (3.126) and a theorem on a property of the g(-) function (see Appendix C),
then gives us
2M--1- E ( MOM-1NM A m - nrg (?lkk).j2" =k M- k m
M - 1
(3.127)
Taking an average of both sides of Eq. (3.125) over the codebooks W M - 1, and using
Eq. (3.127), we get
n L
SM-M--1
Sng (kki) .--
> ng (lrkr).
g (?klmk MNk )
(3.128)
Combining Eqs. (3.122) and (3.128), we finally get the desired bound for Rk, for
nRk < ng (9gtkk+lf) - ng (,qkokN) + rEk,n. (3.129)
Since nRk Ž 0, the monotonicity of g(-) implies that
13k+1 Ž> k, Vk E {1,...,M- 2}. (3.130)
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(3.125)
Mpz-2 (mMY) S ( 1)
M-1Mk
PwM-1(m-1)S ) •PM-1
M-1 kMkm
To prove the final piece of the converse proof, i.e., to prove that the proposed rate
bound for RM-1 holds, we proceed as follows:
nRM-1 - H(WM-1)
< I(Wi-1; WmM- ) + nM-.l,n (3.131)
SX P wM,(mM-1),pM-) +±nECM-l, (3.132)
SS PWM_ (m-1i)PmM- - PWM- (mM-_)S (mM-1) + neM-_1,n
1M-1 MM1
=S ( I) - 5 pwM- (m -_1)S \ P-M1) + nEM-1,n (3.133)
MM-1
Sng (7M-l•N ) - E PWM (mM-1)S( •11'i + nE-•,n (3.134)
• ng (MIM-1N) - n1g (rM-13M_-1N) + nErMI,n, (3.135)
where inequality (3.131) follows from Fano's inequality, (3.132) results from the
Holevo bound, (3.134) follows from the fact that the maximum von Neumann en-
tropy of a single-mode bosonic state with mean photon number N is given by g(N).
The last inequality (3.135) follows from19 Eq. (3.128) with k = M - 1. As Ek,n - 0 as
n -+ oo, going to the limit of large block length codes, Eqs. (3.120), (3.129), (3.130)
and (3.135), along with the definitions /3 = 0, and 3 M = 1, we have shown that if
(Ro,..., RM-1) is an achievable rate M-tuple, then they must satisfy,
Rk • g(T7k/k+1N) - g(kP3kkN), k C {0,..., M - 1}, (3.136)
for real numbers 3k satisfying
0 = 0o < 13, < ... < OM-1 < OM - 1, (3.137)
which is what we set out to prove.
19Note that the same method we used to bound the second term in Eq. (3.122) for k e
{1,..., M - 2} can also be used for k = M - 1. All the steps from Eq. (3.122) to Eq. (3.128)
follow through exactly in the same way if we substitute k = M - 1 everywhere.
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3.4.7 Thermal-noise bosonic broadcast channel with M re-
ceivers
Consider an extension of the noiseless M-receiver bosonic broadcast channel as de-
picted in Fig. 3-12, in which each environment mode ek, for k E {1,..., M - 1}, is in
a zero-mean thermal state with mean photon number N (see Eq. (3.67)). This chan-
nel can also be equivalently represented by a degraded model as depicted in Fig. 3-13,
in which each of the modes fk, for k E {1,..., M - 1}, is now in a zero-mean thermal
state with mean photon number N.
Theorem 3.7 - With a mean photon number constraint of N photons per channel
use at the transmitter, the ultimate capacity region of the thermal-noise bosonic
broadcast channel, with uniform noise coupling of N photons on an average in each
mode, can be achieved by coherent-state encoding with an isotropic Gaussian prior
distribution. Given the truth of strong conjectures 1 and 3, the ultimate capacity
region is given by 20
Rk •_ g(rlk/Ik+lN+(1 -•k)N)--g(rlk/OkN+(1 -rlk)N), k E {0,..., M - 1}, (3.138)
for real numbers 3k satisfying
0 = o0 < 31 < ... < )3 M-1 < OM = 1. (3.139)
Proof - The proof of this theorem follows exactly as in the proof of the ultimate
capacity region of the noiseless bosonic broadcast channel with M receivers, using
ideas from the capacity-region proof for the thermal-noise bosonic broadcast channel
with two receivers. We omit the proof from the thesis due to its notational complexity.
20Note that the expression for this capacity region resembles the expression for the capacity region
of the M-receiver classical Gaussian broadcast channel, as given in Eq. (3.22). The only difference
between these two capacity-region expressions is that the Bergman's gc(') function in the classical
Gaussian case is replaced by the g(.) function in the quantum bosonic case.
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3.4.8 Comparison of bosonic broadcast and multiple-access
channel capacity regions
In classical information theory, Vishwanath et. al. [53] established a duality between
what is termed the dirty paper achievable region (but recently proved to be the ulti-
mate capacity region [56]) for the classical Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO)
Gaussian broadcast channel (BC) and the capacity region of the MIMO Gaussian
multiple-access channel (MAC), which is easy to compute. Using this duality, the
computational complexity required for obtaining the capacity region for the MIMO
broadcast channel was greatly reduced. The duality result states that if we were
to trace out the capacity regions of the MIMO Gaussian MAC with a certain fixed
value of the total received power P and channel-gain values, and for all the various
possible power-allocations between the users, the corners of all those capacity regions
would trace out the capacity region of the MIMO Gaussian broadcast channel with
transmitter power P and the exact same channel-gain values. Unlike this classical
result, it turns out that the capacity region of the bosonic broadcast channel using
coherent-state inputs is not the exact dual of the envelope of the capacity regions
of a multiple-access channel (MAC) using coherent-state inputs. In Figure 3-15, for
fl = 0.8, and N = 15, we show that the capacity region of the bosonic broadcast chan-
nel lies below the envelope of the multiple-access capacity regions of the dual MAC.
The capacity region of the bosonic MAC using coherent-state inputs was first com-
puted by Yen [11]. So, assuming that the optimum modulation, coding, and receivers
are available, on a fixed beam splitter with the same power budget, more collective
classical information can be sent when this beam splitter is used as a multiple-access
channel, as opposed to when it is used as a broadcast channel. We believe that the
duality between the classical MIMO MAC and BC capacity regions arises solely due
to the special structure of the log(.)-function in the capacity region expressions of the
classical Gaussian-noise channels, rather than for any physical reason. The capacity
expressions for the quantum bosonic channels have the g(.)-function instead which
does not exhibit the same duality properties.
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Figure 3-15: Comparison of bosonic broadcast and multiple-access channel capacity
regions for r = 0.8, and N = 15. The rates are in the units of bits per channel
use. The red line is the conjectured ultimate broadcast capacity region, which lies
below the green line - the envelope of the MAC capacity regions. Assuming that the
optimum modulation, coding, and receivers are available, on a fixed beam splitter
with the same power budget, more collective classical information can be sent when
this beam splitter is used as a multiple-access channel, as opposed to when it is used as
a broadcast channel. This is unlike the case of the classical MIMO Gaussian multiple-
access and broadcast channels (BC), where a duality holds between the MAC and
BC capacity regions.
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3.5 The Wiretap Channel and Privacy Capacity
The term "wiretap channel" was coined by Wyner [57] to describe a communica-
tion system, in which Alice wishes to communicate classical information to Bob over
a point-to-point discrete memoryless channel that is subjected to a wiretap by an
eavesdropper Eve. Alice's goal is to reliably and securely communicate classical data
to Bob, in such a way that Eve gets no information whatsoever about the message.
Wyner used the conditional entropy rate of the signal received by Eve, given Alice's
transmitted message, to measure the secrecy level guaranteed by the system. He gave
a single-letter characterization of the rate-equivocation region under the limiting as-
sumption that the signal received by Eve is a degraded version of the one received by
Bob. CsiszAr and Korner later generalized Wyner's results to the case in which the
signal received by Eve is not a degraded version of the one received by Bob [58]. These
classical-channel results were later extended by Devetak [59] to encompass classical
transmission over a quantum wiretap channel.
3.5.1 Quantum wiretap channel
In earlier sections in this chapter, we have defined a quantum channel JVA-B from
Alice to Bob to be a trace-preserving completely positive map that transforms Alice's
single-use density operator pA to Bob's, pB = A/A B (pA). The quantum wiretap
channel VA-BE is a quantum channel from Alice to an intended receiver Bob and an
eavesdropper Eve . The quantum channel from Alice to Bob is obtained by tracing
out E from the channel map, i.e., NA-B =TrE (NKA-BE), and similarly for VA-E. A
quantum wiretap channel is degraded if there exists a degrading channel .NdgE such
that JA-E B-eg A-B
The wiretap channel describes a physical scenario in which for each successive n
uses of KA-BE Alice communicates a randomly generated classical message m E W
to Bob, where m is a classical index that is uniformly distributed over the set, W,
of 2"R possibilities. To encode and transmit m, Alice generates an instantiation
k E K of a discrete random variable, and then prepares n-channel-use states that after
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transmission through the channel, result in bipartite conditional density operators
BnEn }. A (2 nR, n, E) code for this channel consists of an encoder, X" : (W, K) --+ A",
and a positive operator-valued measure (POVM) {AB" } on B n such that the following
conditions are satisfied for every m E W.21
1. Bob's probability of decoding error is at most E, i.e.,
Tr(-B"kAS") > 1 - e, Vk, and (3.140)
2. For any POVM { AEn } on £", no more than E bits of information is revealed
about the secret message m. Using j - (m, k), this condition can be expressed,
in terms of the Holevo information [27, 28, 29], as follows,
X(p, 7A-nE (p3n)) < . (3.141)
Because Holevo information may not be additive, the classical privacy capacity
C, of the quantum wiretap channel must be computed by maximizing over successive
uses of the channel, i.e., for n being the number of uses of the channel [59],
Cp(nAA-BE)
= sup max X(PT(i), A|T(ji) B )
n PT(i)PAIT(Jli ) n
-X(PT(i), EPAITi)•E (3.142)1 J
where the {, A"} are density operators on the Hilbert space o®3n of n successive
channel uses. The probabilities {Pi} form a distribution over an auxiliary classical
alphabet T, of size ITI. The ultimate privacy capacity is computed by maximizing the
expression specified in (3.142) over {pT(i)}, {PAIT(jli)}, {,A"}, and n. For a degraded
wiretap channel, the auxiliary random variable is unnecessary, and Eq. (3.142) reduces
21An, 1En, and En are the n-channel-use alphabets of Alice, Bob, and Eve, with respective sizes
IA'I, IB'I, and I1"1.
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1C,(JA-BE) = supmax -[X(PA(j), ) - X(PA(j), Pj]. (3.143)
n PA(i) n
3.5.2 Noiseless bosonic wiretap channel
The noiseless bosonic wiretap channel consists of a collection of spatial and temporal
bosonic modes at the transmitter that interact with a minimal-quantum-noise envi-
ronment and split into two sets of spatio-temporal modes en route to two independent
receivers, one being the intended receiver and the other being the eavesdropper. The
multi-mode bosonic wiretap channel is given by (0s.VAs-BsEs, where JVA,-BsE, is the
wiretap-channel map for the sth mode, which can be obtained from the Heisenberg
evolutions
b = as + V1 - fs, (3.144)
6s= V1 - q as - j fi, (3.145)
where the {&s} are Alice's modal annihilation operators, and {b8 }, {16} are the cor-
responding modal annihilation operators for Bob and Eve, respectively. The modal
transmissivities {ýq} satisfy 0 < r, < 1, and the environment modes {fs} are in their
vacuum states. We will limit our treatment here to the single-mode bosonic wiretap
channel, as the privacy capacity of the multi-mode channel can in principle be ob-
tained by summing up capacities of all spatio-temporal modes and maximizing the
sum capacity subject to an overall input-power budget using Lagrange multipliers,
cf. [9], where this was done for the multi-mode single-user lossy bosonic channel.
Theorem 3.8 - Assuming the truth of minimum output entropy conjecture 2 (see
chapter 4), the ultimate privacy capacity of the single-mode noiseless bosonic wiretap
channel (see Fig. 3-16) with mean input photon-number constraint (ata) < N is
Cp(JVA-BE) = g(qrN) - g((1 -I )N) nats/use, (3.146)
for q > 1/2 and C, = 0 for 77< 1/2. This capacity is additive and achievable with
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Figure 3-16: Schematic diagram of the single-mode bosonic wiretap channel. The
transmitter Alice (A) encodes her messages to Bob (B) in a classical index j, and
over n successive uses of the channel, thus preparing a bipartite state p"E3 where
E" represents n channel uses of an eavesdropper Eve (E).
single-channel-use coherent-state encoding with a zero-mean isotropic Gaussian prior
distribution pA(ca) = exp(-1ja 2/N )/irN.
Proof - Devetak's result for the privacy capacity of the degraded quantum wiretap
channel in Eq. (3.143) requires finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. Nevertheless, we
will use this result for the bosonic wiretap channel, which has an infinite-dimensional
state space, by extending it to infinite-dimensional state spaces through a limiting
argument22 . Furthermore, it was recently shown that the privacy capacity of a de-
graded wiretap channel is additive, and equal to the single-letter quantum capacity
22When ITI and IAl are finite and we are using coherent states in Eq. (3.143), there will be a
finite number of possible transmitted states, leading to a finite number of possible states received
by Bob and Eve. Suppose we limit the auxiliary-input alphabet (T)-and hence the input (A) and
the output alphabets (B and E)-to truncated coherent states within the finite-dimensional Hilbert
space spanned by the Fock states { Im) : 0 < m < M }, where M > N. Applying Devetak's theorem
to the Hilbert space spanned by these truncated coherent states then gives us a lower bound on the
privacy capacity of the bosonic wiretap channel when the entire, infinite-dimensional Hilbert space
is employed. By taking M sufficiently large, while maintaining the cardinality condition for T, the
rate-region expressions given by Devetak's theorem will converge to Eq. (3.146).
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of the channel from Alice to Bob [60], i.e.,
Cp(·NA-BE) - C 1 )(JA-BE) - Q(1)(JA-B), (3.147)
where the superscript (1) denotes single-letter capacity. It is straightforward to show
that if qr > 1/2, the bosonic wiretap channel is a degraded channel, in which Bob's
is the less-noisy receiver and Eve's is the more-noisy receiver. The degraded nature
of the bosonic wiretap channel has been depicted in Fig. 3-16, where the quantum
states pE' of the constructed system E' are identical to the quantum states pE for a
given input quantum state pA . Using Eq. (3.147) for the bosonic wiretap channel, we
have
Cp(A•A-BE) = max [S (pB) - S (pE)(ata)<N
= max [S(pB) 
- S(iE')]
(btb)<•,N
= max {max (btb)rJNS( )=K [S((p) - S(pE')]}
maxK<g(qN)
= max _ {K - min(btb)• 7RS(pB)=K[S(pE)}
O<K<g(?7N)
= g(rlN) - g((1 - 71)N) nats/use
= Q(1)(NJA-B). (3.148)
The first equality above follows from Lemma 3 of [60]. The second equality follows
from NJA-BE being a degraded channel. The restriction to 0 < K < g(rqN) in the
third equality is permissible because max(bbt)<•N S(pB) = g(r7N). The fifth equal-
ity follows23 from minimum output entropy conjecture 2 (see chapter 4), which also
implies that the optimum pB is a thermal state with (btb) = qrlN. Hence, capacity is at-
tained when Alice encodes using coherent-state inputs |a) with a zero-mean isotropic
23 Here, g-'(S) is the inverse of the function g(N). Because g(N) for N > 0 is a non-negative,
monotonically increasing, concave function of N, it has an inverse, g-'(S) for S > 0, that is non-
negative, monotonically increasing, and convex.
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Gaussian prior distribution pA(a) = (1/IrN) exp (-la 12/N). The sixth equality fol-
lows from the monotonicity of the function g(x) - g(qx) for 0 < 77 1, and equality
to the single-letter quantum capacity follows from Eq. (3.147). Note that the privacy
capacity of this channel is zero when z 1 1/2. It is straightforward to show that in
the limit of high input photon number N,
Cp(.N'A-BE) = Q(1) (A-B) = max {0, In(77) - In(1 - q)},
a result that Wolf et. al. [61] independently derived by a different approach without
use of an unproven output entropy conjecture.
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Chapter 4
Minimum Output Entropy
Conjectures for Bosonic Channels
In general, the evolution of a quantum state resulting from the state's propagation
through a quantum communication channel is not unitary, so that a pure state loses
some coherence in its transit through that channel. Various measures of a channel's
ability to preserve the coherence of its input state have been introduced. One of the
most useful of these is the channel's capacity. In this chapter, we will focus on a dif-
ferent, but somewhat related measure, namely the minimum von Neumann entropy
S(8( )) at the output of a quantum channel & optimized over the input state P. This
quantity is related to the minimum amount of noise implicit in the channel. The out-
put entropy associated with a pure-state input measures the entanglement that such
a state establishes with the environment during the communication process. Because
the state of the environment is not accessible, this entanglement is responsible for
the loss of quantum coherence, and hence for the injection of noise into the channel
output. Low values of entanglement established with the environment correspond
to low-noise communication channels. Furthermore, the study of S yields important
information about channel capacities. In particular, we have shown that an upper
bound on the classical capacity derives from a lower bound on the output entropy of
multiple channel uses, see, e.g., [55]. Finally, the additivity of the minimum entropy
has been shown to imply the additivity of the classical capacity and of the entan-
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glement of formation [62, 63], which is a problem of huge interest to the quantum
information research community.
Our study of minimum output entropy will be restricted to bosonic channels in
which the optical-frequency electromagnetic field, used as the information carrier,
interacts with a source of additive thermal noise. For these channels, we proposed
a conjecture for the minimum output entropy [10] that, if shown to be true, would
prove the ultimate rate limits to point-to-point bosonic communications, as we men-
tioned in Chapter 2. Even though a rigorous proof of the conjecture is yet to be seen,
several attempts have been made in order to prove the conjecture, and partial results,
bounds, and other supporting evidence have been found, see, e.g., [10, 55, 9, 39]. We
call this conjecture, the conjecture 1. As we described in the previous chapter, a ca-
pacity analysis of the bosonic broadcast channel with two receivers and no additional
noise led us to an inner bound on the capacity region, which we showed to be the
ultimate capacity region under the presumption of a second minimum output entropy
conjecture [12], the conjecture 2. We further saw in Chapter 3 that capacity analysis
of the two-receiver and the general M-receiver bosonic broadcast channel with addi-
tive thermal noise leads to an inner bound on the capacity region achievable using
coherent-state encoding. We proved that this inner bound is the ultimate capacity
region under the presumption of a slightly generalized version of conjecture 2, which
we call conjecture 3. We also showed in Chapter 3 that proving the single-mode ver-
sion of conjecture 2 will establish the privacy capacity of the lossy bosonic channel
[13]. In what follows, all these conjectures will be termed 'weak' when they are ap-
plied to single-mode states, and they will be termed 'strong' when they are applied
to general n-mode bosonic states. The strong version of each conjecture subsumes
the respective weak version as a special case. Neither the weak nor the strong version
of these conjectures have been proven yet, but a variety of supporting evidence has
been obtained, especially for conjecture 1 [10].
We will spend the next two sections of this chapter describing each minimum
output entropy conjecture and its significance, along with the work that has been done
so far in attempting to prove these conjectures and to obtain evidence in support of
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their validity. The final section of this chapter discusses proofs of the strong versions of
each minimum output conjecture for Wehrl entropy, which is an alternative measure
of entropy that provides a measurement of a quantum state in phase space. The
Wehrl-entropy proofs elucidate the thought process that led us recently to conjecture
the Entropy Photon-Number Inequality (EPnI) [13], in analogy with the Entropy
Power Inequality (EPI) from classical information theory. The EPnI subsumes all
the minimum output entropy conjectures presented in this chapter, and will be the
subject matter of the next chapter.
4.1 Minimum Output Entropy Conjectures
4.1.1 Conjecture 1
Weak Conjecture 1 - Let a lossless beam splitter have input & in state 3A, input
b in a zero-mean thermal state with mean photon number N, and output c from
its transmissivity-r port, i.e., F = ~j& + V1- rlb. Then S(pC), the von Neumann
entropy of output ý, is minimized when the input state pA is in the vacuum state
(or any non-zero-mean coherent-state), and the minimum output entropy is given by
S( C ) = g((1 - r)N).
Strong Conjecture 1 - Consider n uses of a lossless beam splitter in which the
output modes of the n uses, i : 1 < i < n, are related to the input modes by
ýi = V/7+i + 1-rb, Vl < i < n. (4.1)
Let the input modes bi : 1 < i < n be in a product state of mean-photon-number N
thermal states. Then putting all the e& : 1 < i < n in their vacuum states (or equiva-
lently in coherent states of arbitrary mean values) minimizes the output von Neumann
entropy of the joint state of the ci : 1 < i < n. The resulting minimum output entropy
is S(pc ) = ng((1 - r)N).
In [55], we showed that proving strong conjecture 1 would complete the classical-
capacity proof of the point-to-point bosonic channel with additive thermal noise, and
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will also prove that the capacity is achieved using a coherent-state encoding and
an optimum detection scheme that employs joint measurements over long codeword
blocks.
4.1.2 Conjecture 2
Weak Conjecture 2 - Let a lossless beam splitter have input & in its vacuum
state, input b in a zero-mean state with von Neumann entropy S( B) = g(K), and
output ^ from its transmissivity-,r port. Then the von Neumann entropy of output C
is minimized when input b is in a thermal state with average photon number K, and
the minimum output entropy is given by S(ý c ) = g((1 - rl)K).
Strong Conjecture 2 - Consider n uses of the beam splitter in which the output
modes of the n uses, ý : 1 < i < n, are related to the input modes by Eq. 4.1. Let the
input modes ai : 1 < i < n be in a product state of n vacuum states. Also, the von
Neumann entropy of the joint state of the inputs bi : 1 < i < n is constrained to be
ng(K). Then, putting all the bi : 1 < i < n in a product state of mean-photon-number
K thermal states minimizes the output von Neumann entropy of the joint state of the
S1 < i < n. The resulting minimum output entropy is S( C") = ng((1- rl)K) .
In Chapter 3, we showed that proving strong conjecture 2 would complete the
converse proof to the capacity region theorem for the general M-receiver noiseless
bosonic broadcast channel. Proving the conjecture would also establish the fact that
a product coherent-state encoder and optimum joint measurement detectors at each
receiver achieves the ultimate capacity region for the noiseless bosonic broadcast
channel.
4.1.3 Conjecture 3: An extension of Conjecture 2
Weak Conjecture 3 - Let a lossless beam splitter have input & in a zero-mean
thermal state with mean photon number N, input b in a zero-mean state with von
Neumann entropy S(,B) = g(K), and output a from its transmissivity-r port. Then
the von Neumann entropy of output a is minimized when input b is in a thermal
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state with average photon number K, and the minimum output entropy is given by
S(pc) = g(r7N + (1 - rl)K).
Strong Conjecture 3 - Consider n uses of the beam splitter in which the output
modes of the n uses, ci : 1 < i < n are related to the input modes by Equation 4.1.
Let the input modes ai 1 < i < n be in a product state of n mean-photon-number
N thermal states. Also, the von Neumann entropy of the joint state of the inputs
bi :1 < i < n is constrained to be ng(K). Then, putting all the b : 1 <i < n in a
product state of mean-photon-number K thermal states minimizes the output von
Neumann entropy of the joint state of the ci : 1 < i < n. The resulting minimum
output entropy is S(pCf) = ng(rIN + (1 - q)K).
In Chapter 3, we showed that proving strong conjecture 3 would complete the con-
verse proof to the capacity region theorem for the general M-receiver bosonic broad-
cast channel with additive thermal noise. Proving the conjecture would also establish
the fact that a product coherent-state encoder and optimum joint measurement de-
tectors at each receiver achieves the ultimate capacity region for the thermal-noise
bosonic broadcast channel.
4.2 Evidence in Support of the Conjectures
In this section, we list all the supporting evidence that has been collected, so far,
in favor of the above minimum output entropy conjectures. Most of the supporting
evidence we have, is for conjecture 1, although there is some for the others.
1. Proofs for entropy measures other than von Neumann entropy - It
turns out to be easier to work analytically with certain entropy measures that
are alternatives to the von Neumann entropy, e.g., the quantum-state Wehrl
entropy, Renyi entropy, and the R~nyi-Wehrl entropy. Proofs for identical state-
ments in conjectures 1, 2 and 3 have been attempted for the above alternative
measures of entropy. Following are the results that were obtained.
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(i) Wehrl entropy is the Shannon differential entropy (with an offset of In 7r)
of the Husimi probability function Qp(I) for the state 3 [64],
W(3) - J Q(p) In [rQp(p)]d2y, (4.2)
= h(Qpi(p)) - In r, (4.3)
where Qg(p) -- (bI|3I)/Tr with 11) a coherent state. The Wehrl entropy
provides a measurement of the state 3 in phase space and its minimum
value is achieved for coherent states [64]. Conjecture 1 (both the strong
and weak forms) was proved for the Wehrl entropy measure by Giovan-
netti, et. al. [34]. We have proven weak conjectures 2 and 3 for Wehrl
entropy using a technique similar to that was used in the Wehrl-entropy
proof of conjecture 1 (see Appendix D). Later, we proved both the strong
and the weak conjectures 1, 2 and 3 by using the Entropy Power Inequality
(EPI) of classical information theory.
(ii) Renyi entropy of order z, S (3), of a quantum state/3 is defined in an
analogous way to the definition of R~nyi entropy of order z for a classical
random variable X with probability mass function {p2 }, i.e., Hz(X) =
(-1/(z - 1)) In(E 2 p~):
1
Sz () = - lIn Tr( z), for 0 < < z oo, z 1. (4.4)z-1
It is a monotonic function of the z-purity of a density operator, and reduces
to the definition of the von Neumann entropy in the limit z -+ 1. Weak
and strong versions of conjecture 1 have been proven for integer-ordered
R6nyi entropies for z E {2, 3,...} [34].
(iii) Renyi-Wehrl entropy of order z is defined by
I (1 2/)
WZ() = -1 In 1 (xQ())d2 for z > 1. (4.5)
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Thus the Wehrl entropy is the limit of Wz(p) as z -4 1. Weak conjecture
1 has been proved for the Renyi-Wehrl entropy measure [34].
2. Proof for Gaussian states - Strong conjectures 1 and 2 have been proven
for the special case in which the input states are restricted to be Gaussian,
and we have shown them to be equivalent to each other under the Gaussian-
input-state restriction [12]. The proofs result from the fact that Gaussian states
are completely characterized by their means and covariance matrices, and if the
two inputs to a beam splitter are independent Gaussian states, then the outputs
of the beam splitter are a jointly-Gaussian state whose means and covariance
matrix are linear functions of the means and covariance matrices of the input
Gaussian states. The Gaussian-state proof for conjecture 1 appeared in [10].
Weak conjecture 3 can be proved for Gaussian-state inputs, but the strong
form of conjecture 3 hasn't been proved yet under the Gaussian input-state
restriction.
3. Majorization conjecture and simulated annealing - In [10], we proposed
the majorization conjecture (which is stronger than weak conjecture 1), whose
truth would imply the truth of weak conjecture 1: The output states produced
by coherent state inputs majorize all other output states. By definition, a state
p majorizes a state 68 (which we denote by , >- &), if all ordered partial sums
of the eigenvalues of p equal or exceed the corresponding sums for &, i.e.,
k k
I5-&=4ZAiŽ>ZIi, Vk>0, (4.6)
i=0 i=O
where Ai and pi are the eigenvalues of p and 8, respectively, arranged in de-
creasing order (i.e. A0 > A1 > ... ). If ~- >-, then S(p) < S(&). Thus, if
the majorization conjecture holds, it would imply weak conjecture 1. As a test
of this conjecture, we used simulated annealing - a well-known algorithm to
search for the global minimum of multivariate functions - to minimize the out-
put entropy of the lossy thermal-noise channel. We used a variety of randomly-
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generated input states to initiate the minimization, and for each case the final
input state after a few hundred iterations of the algorithm was extremely close
to a coherent-state, as proposed by conjecture 1. In fact, we found for all the
cases we studied, that not only did the output-state at every successive itera-
tion of the algorithm have a lower entropy than the output-state of the previous
iteration, the eigenvalues of the output-state at every iteration majorized those
for the preceding iteration.
4. Lower and upper bounds - A suite of lower and upper bounds were found
for the output entropy of the lossy thermal-noise channel that support the weak
conjecture 1. The details and plots appeared in [10].
5. Local minimum condition - In support of the strong conjecture 1, it was
also shown in [10], that the product n-mode vacuum state is a local minimum
of output entropy for n uses of the lossy thermal noise channel.
6. Thermal state best of all Fock-state diagonal states - A weaker version
of conjecture 2 would be to propose that the thermal state input yields the
lowest output entropy among all other input states (with the same entropy as
required by conjecture 2) that are diagonal in the number-state (Fock-state)
basis. We verified that this is indeed the case for several input states diagonal
in the number-state basis (see Fig. 4-1).
4.3 Proof of all Strong Conjectures for Wehrl En-
tropy
Inasmuch as we were unable to prove the strong conjectures for von Neumann entropy,
once we had the Wehrl-entropy proofs of weak conjectures 2 and 3 (see Appendix D)
and the Wehrl-entropy proof of the strong conjecture 1 [65], we wanted to generalize
the Wehrl-entropy proofs of conjectures 2 and 3 to their respective strong forms as
well. We found that the proofs of all the strong Wehrl-entropy conjectures followed
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Figure 4-1: This figure presents empirical evidence in support of weak conjecture
2. The input pA = 10)(01 is in its vacuum state. For a fixed value of S( B),
we choose three different inputs pB, each one diagonal in the Fock-state basis, i.e.
B = nL0=oPnln)(nl with E•O=p, = 1. The three different inputs pB correspond to
choosing the distribution {pn} to be a Binomial distribution (blue curve), a Poisson
distribution (red curve) and a Bose-Einstein distribution (green curve). As expected,
we see that the output state 3C has the lowest entropy when pB is a thermal state,
i.e. when {p,} is a Bose-Einstein distribution.
from a simple observation that Wehrl entropy is the Shannon entropy of the Husimi
function (with a fixed offset term), and that the Entropy Power Inequality (EPI) [66]
for Shannon entropy encompasses the Wehrl entropy conjectures as special cases.
The Wehrl entropy is defined for an n-mode density operator p in a way analogous
to that for a single-mode state (4.2),
WiW)a -JQý(P) In (rnQk(p)) d2n, (4.7)
= h(Q(,(p)) - nlnir, (4.8)
where the Husimi function Qk(pL) (- ppi, )/r n is a 2n-dimensional probability den-
sity function, with |1() 1 ~1i) @0 JI2) 0... 0 1 ,n) being an n-mode coherent state,
SE Cn. Before we embark on the proofs, let us first state the strong versions of the
minimum output entropy conjectures for Wehrl entropy.
Strong Conjecture 1 (Wehrl) - Consider n uses of the beam splitter in which
the output modes of the n uses, 4i : 1 < i < n, are related to the input modes by
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Eq. 4.1. Let the input modes bi : 1 < i < n be in a product state of n mean-photon-
number K thermal states. Then, putting all the modes &i : 1 < i < n in a product
of n vacuum states minimizes the output Wehrl entropy of the joint state of the
modes t^ : 1 < i < n, and the minimum output entropy is given by W(~cn) = n(1 +
In (1 + (1 - rl)K)).
Strong Conjecture 2 (Wehrl) - Consider n uses of the beam splitter in which the
output modes of the n uses, ci : 1 < i < n, are related to the input modes by Eq. 4.1.
Let the input modes ai : 1 < i < n be in a product state of n vacuum states. Also,
the Wehrl entropy of the joint state of the inputs bi 1 < i < n is constrained to be
/ B n" = n(1+ In (1 + K)). Then, putting all the modes bi : 1 < i < n in a product state
of mean-photon-number K thermal states minimizes the output Wehrl entropy of the
joint state of the modes ci : 1 < i < n, and the minimum output entropy is given by
W(3c") = n(1 + In (1 + (1 - rl)K)).
Strong Conjecture 3 (Wehrl) - Consider n uses of the beam splitter in which the
output modes of the n uses, ci : 1 < i < n, are related to the input modes by Eq. 4.1.
Let the input modes &i : 1 < i < n be in a product state of n mean-photon-number N
thermal states. Also, the Wehrl entropy of the joint state of the inputs bi 1 < i < n is
constrained to be 3B" = n(1 + In (1 + K)). Then, putting all the modes bi : 1 < i < n
in a product state of mean-photon-number K thermal states minimizes the output
Wehrl entropy of the joint state of the modes 6i : 1 < i < n, and the minimum output
entropy is given by W(3c") = n(1 + In (1 + r/N + (1 - rI)K)).
Theorem 4.1 (Entropy Power Inequality (EPI)) [66] - Let X and Y be
independent random m-vectors taking values in Rm , and let Z = .fqX + VIT-/-Y.
Then,
e2h(z)/m > r7e2h(X)/m + (1 - r)e 2h(Y) / m, (4.9)
where h(X) = -fpx(x)ln [px(x)] dmx is the Shannon differential entropy of X.
Equality in (4.9) holds if and only if X and Y are both Gaussian random vectors
with proportional covariance matrices.
Corollary 4.2 [Shapiro, 2007] - Consider n uses of the beam splitter in which the
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output modes of the n uses, c {i 1 < i < n}, are related to the input modes
&= {i: 1< i < n} and b= {bi: 1< i < n by Eq. 4.1. Let 1 A", , B n and Cf" be
the joint density operators of the n uses of the inputs and the output respectively.
Then,
ew(pC")/n Ž> rew( An)/n + (1 - Bi)eW(kB n )/n, (4.10)
where W(p) is the Wehrl entropy of the n-mode state p.
Proof - Let us first recall a few definitions. The antinormally ordered characteristic
function XPA(C) of an n-mode density operator p is given by:
XA(C) = tr (e-'teC"- ) , (4.11)
where = ((1,..., (,) is a column vector of n complex numbers. Also, the anti-
normally ordered characteristic function XPA(C) and the Husimi function Q(Ct)
(4tpji)/i r• of a state p form a 2-D Fourier-Transform Inverse-Transform pair:
X"A(C) = QP(m)et"-"d2nyA (4.12)
Q1 /i) = - XA()e-" CC+ d2nC, (4.13)7a(r) =
with t, ( E Cn. As the two n-use input states pAn and fiB" are statistically indepen-
dent, Eq. 4.11 implies that the output state characteristic function is a product of
the input state characteristic functions with scaled arguments:
^Cn  ^An Bn
A ( A)X ( -)XPA ( 1--=) (4.14)
From Eq. 4.14, using the multiplication-convolution property of Fourier transforms
(FT), we get
1 
_ 
1_QCn()= 1 (j 1) ( )TQnB) (4.15)
where, we used the scaling-property of FT: XA(V/i4) ~ (1/n)Q-,(÷/) .
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Now, as the Husimi function Q(.-) is a proper probability density function, we can
define two 2n-dimensional statistically-independent real random vectors X and Y,
with distributions px(I(A) QAn (p), and py(M) a Qkn (p~), and define the linear
combination Z = v-X + 1 -r7Y. Thus, the p.d.f. of Z is given by pz(p) =
Qpcn(up) as found from Eq. (4.15). Using Eq. (4.8), we have that the differential
entropies of X, Y, and Z can be expressed in terms of the Wehrl entropies of the
n-mode quantum systems An, B" and Cn respectively, by h(X) = W( aAn) + n n 7r,
h(Y) = W(pB")+n In 7, and h(Z) = W(pcn)+n In 7r. Using these relations, Corollary
4.2 is immediately equivalent to the Entropy Power Inequality (Theorem 4.1) with
m - 2n.
Proof: Strong Conjecture 1 (Wehrl) - The input & is given to be in a pure
state. Thus the Wehrl entropy of the input & is given by [67]
W(pAn) = In. (4.16)
The state of the input b is in a product of K-photon thermal states. Therefore,
pB  ( / e-2/Kl1a)K oad22 )®, (4.17)
QB~ () = 1 + e- II 2 /(1+K) and
W(B) = n(1 + ln(1 + K)), (4.18)
Therefore, Corollary 4.2 implies the following bound:
eW (I Cn )/n > '>e + (1 - il)el+ln(l + K), (4.19)
which on taking the natural logarithm of both sides translates into a lower bound for
the Wehrl entropy of the output &,
W(p Cn) > In (e(r + (1 - ,)eln(l+K))) (4.20)
= n(1 + ln(1 + (1 - rq)K)). (4.21)
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It is readily verified that a product of n vacuum states at the input 6, i.e. n =
(10) (01)® n achieves the lower bound (4.21), for in this case QAn(/I) = (1/in)e,-i L 2,
and the convolution (4.15) yields Qcn (pt) = 1/(ir(1 + (1 - ,)K))ne -I pl" 2 /(1+(1 -7)K),
which gives W(,c n ) = n(1 + ln(1 + (1 - r1)K)). Hence, a product vacuum state for
the input & achieves minimum output entropy W(pCf), and the minimum output
entropy is given by
W(pCn) = n(1 + ln(1 + (1 - r)K)). (4.22)
Proof: Strong Conjecture 2 (Wehrl) - The input & is given to be in a an n-
mode vacuum state. Thus the Husimi function and the Wehrl entropy of the input a
are given by
Q1An () _ 2, (4.23)
7in
W(pAn) = n. (4.24)
The state of the input b is mixed with fixed Wehrl entropy W(pBn) = n(1+ln(1+K)).
Therefore, Corollary 4.2 implies the following bound:
eW (k ) / n > rie + (1 - -)el + ln(l + K), (4.25)
which on taking the natural logarithm of both sides translates into a lower bound for
the Wehrl entropy of the output c,
W(c n ) > n In (e(r7+ (1 -_)eln(l+K))) (4.26)
= n(1 + ln(1 + (1 -, )K)). (4.27)
It is readily verified that a product of n K-photon thermal states at the input
b, i.e. ,An = (1/7K) f ea12/Ka)(ald2a)n achieves the lower bound (4.27),
for in this case QpB, (LA) = (1/(7r(1 + K))n)e -iMI 2/(1+K), and the convolution (4.15)
yields Qpcn (p) = (1/(r(1 + (1 - q)K))n)e - lI 2/(1+(1- )K), which gives W( C " )
n(1 + ln(1 + (1 - rI)K)). Hence, a product vacuum state for the input & achieves
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minimum output entropy W(iC"), and the minimum output entropy is given by
W(p c" ) = n(1 + ln(1 + (1 - r4)K)). (4.28)
Proof: Strong Conjecture 3 (Wehrl) - The input & is given to be in a an n-
mode product thermal state with N photons on an average in each mode. Thus the
Husimi function and the Wehrl entropy of the input & are given by
QAn(I) r(1 + N))n e  (N) and (4.29)
W( A" ) = n(1 + ln(1 + N)). (4.30)
The state of the input b is mixed with fixed Wehrl entropy W(p '" ) = n(1+ln(1+K)).
Therefore, Corollary 4.2 implies the following bound:
eW(Ic )/n > ,el+ln( l + N) + (1 -_i)el+ln(l + K), (4.31)
which on taking the natural logarithm of both sides translates into a lower bound for
the Wehrl entropy of the output c,
W(, CF) > nln(e(1(1 + N)+(1 -)(1 + K))) (4.32)
= n(1 + ln(1 + N + (1 - r)K)). (4.33)
It is readily verified that a product of n K-photon thermal states at the input b,
i.e. ,B= ((1/7K) f eI2/KIce)(a d2) On achieves the lower bound (4.33), for in
this case QkB, (P) = (1/(7r(1 + K))n)e - lli 2/(1+K), and the convolution (4.15) yields
Qcn (p) = (1/(ir(1 + rN + (1 - r)K))")eI- tl"i2 /(1+±r N + ( 1-,1)K) , which gives W(pC n)
n(1 + ln(1 + ±rN + (1- 77)K)). Hence, a product vacuum state for the input a achieves
minimum output entropy W(c"'), and the minimum output entropy is given by
W(pCc) = n(1 + ln(1 + rjN + (1 - 77)K)). (4.34)
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Chapter 5
The Entropy Photon-Number
Inequality and its Consequences
In the previous chapter we saw that the Entropy Power Inequality (EPI) can be used
to prove all the Wehrl-entropy versions of the minimum output entropy conjectures
as special cases. The reason Wehrl entropies of the input and output states of a
beam splitter admit an EPI-like inequality (corollary 4.2), is that Wehrl entropy is
essentially the Shannon entropy of the Husimi function, and the Husimi function of the
output state of a beam splitter is the convolution (with properly scaled arguments)
of the Husimi functions of the two input states - much like how the probability
distribution function (p.d.f.) of the weighted sum of two random variables is the
convolution (with properly scaled arguments) of the p.d.f.'s of the two individual
random variables. In order to prove the minimum output entropy conjectures for
the von Neumann entropy measure, therefore, it is natural to conjecture an EPI-like
inequality similar to that in corollary 4.2, that would supersede all the minimum
output entropy conjectures.
In section 5.1 below, we restate the EPI in three equivalent forms, in terms of the
"entropy powers" of the random variables. In section 5.2 we first restate corollary
4.2 in terms of what we define as "Wehrl-entropy photon-numbers" of the quantum
states, in analogy to the notion of entropy power of a random variable introduced
in section 5.1. After that we state two equivalent forms of our conjectured Entropy
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Photon-number Inequality (EPnI). Section 5.3 describes how the EPnI, if true, would
immediately imply all the minimum output entropy conjectures from Chapter 4. In
section 5.4, we describe some recent progress that we have made towards a proof of
the EPnI.
5.1 The Entropy Power Inequality (EPI)
Because a real-valued, zero-mean Gaussian random variable U has differential (Shan-
non) entropy given by h(U) = 1ln(27re(U 2)), where the mean-squared value (U2 ) is
considered to be the power of U, we can define the entropy power of a random
variable X, P(X) to be the mean-squared value (X 2) of the zero-mean Gaussian
random variable X having an entropy equal to the entropy of X, i.e. h(X) = h(X)
and P(X) = (1/2re)e2h(X). Further, let X and Y be statistically independent, n-
dimensional, real-valued random vectors that possess differential entropies h(X) and
h(Y) respectively. The entropy powers of X and Y are defined analogously:
e2h(X)/n e2 h(Y)/n
P(X) e and P(Y) e (5.1)2-Ke 27e
In this way, an n-dimensional, real-valued, random vector X comprised of indepen-
dent, identically distributed (i.i.d.), real-valued, zero-mean, variance-P(X), Gaussian
random variables has differential entropy h(X) = h(X). We can similarly define an
i.i.d. Gaussian random vector Y with differential entropy h(Y) = h(Y). We define
a new random vector by the convex combination
Z - vX + /-Y, (5.2)
where 0 < r< 1. This random vector has differential entropy h(Z) and entropy
power P(Z). Furthermore, let Z E X + I - rq Y. Three equivalent forms of the
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Entropy Power Inequality (EPI), see, e.g., [68], are given by
P(Z) 2 rP(X) + (1 -r)P(Y), (5.3)
h(Z) > h(Z), (5.4)
h(Z) Ž rlh(X) + (1 - 7)h(Y). (5.5)
5.2 The Entropy Photon-Number Inequality (EPnI)
Let a = [ a a2 .. " an ] and b = [ bl2 " '... b i be vectors of photon annihila-
tion operators for a collection of 2n different electromagnetic field modes of frequency
w [15]. Let the joint states of the modes associated with a and b be statistically
independent of each other, and thus be given by the product-state density operator
Pab = Pa 0 Pb, where 1a and Pb are the density operators associated with the &
and b modes, respectively. The von Neumann entropies of the & and b modes are
S(Pa) = -tr[paln(ýa)] and S(,b) = --tr[Ibln(Gb)]. We define a new vector of photon
annihilation operators, ^ = [ -c2 ... c, ], by the convex combination
c i- 4 + l- b, for 0 < 1 < 1, (5.6)
and use ^, to denote its density operator. This is equivalent to saying that ^i is the
output of a lossless beam splitter whose inputs, ai and b•, couple to that output with
transmissivity r and reflectivity 1 - 77, respectively.
5.2.1 EPnI for Wehrl entropy: Corollary 4.2
In analogy to the notion of entropy power of a random variable, let us define the
Wehrl-entropy photon numbers of the n-mode density operators .a and Pb as
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follows:
NW (a) =Ea 9-' a ,(5.7)
n 
Nw (Ab) = 9 b (5.8)
where gw (N) 6 1 + ln(1 + N) is the Wehrl entropy of the thermal state PT with mean
photon number N and gw-(x) = ex - 1 - 1 is the well-defined inverse function of gw(-)
for x >_ 0. Thus, if a 0=1 T, and 0 Tb,, where ^T,. is the thermal
state of average photon number Nw (a) for the &i mode and ,Tb, is the thermal state
of average photon number Nw(4b) for the bi mode, we have that W(fa) = W(1 a)
and W(,&) = W(4b)-
For the vector of photon annihilation operators c = [ C2 ... "n ] that is given
by the convex combination (5.6) it is straightforward to see that Eqs. (5.3)-(5.5) can
be recast into the following three equivalent forms, that we call the Wehrl-Entropy
Photon-number Inequality (WEPnI):
Nw(Pc) rNw(a) + (1 - r)Nw(Pb), (5.9)
W(&c) > W(Na), and (5.10)
W(Pe) > rW(~a) + (1 - 1l)W(1 b), (5.11)
where P g -- 0•~ , with PT,. being the thermal state of average photon number
7rNw(/a) + (1 - rl)Nw( b) for di. Equation (5.9) is the same as Corollary 4.2.
5.2.2 EPnI for von Neumann entropy: Conjectured
Let us define the entropy photon numbers of the n-mode density operators 1
and Pb as follows:
N(a) 9 1 ( S( and (5.12)
N(b) - 1 S(b) (5.13)
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where g-l(y) is the well-defined inverse function of y = g(x) = (1 + x) Iln(1 + z) -
x ln(x), for x > 0. Thus, if a = &E 0 l PTa, and p3j, r= (S , Tbi, where iTai is the
thermal state of average photon number N(1Pa) for the di mode and pTbi is the thermal
state of average photon number N(Pb) for the bi mode, we have S(,a) = S(Qa) and
S(pg) = S(ib).
For the vector of photon annihilation operators c = [ ac 2... ' cn ] that is
given by the convex combination (5.6), we conjecture the following two equivalent
forms of the Entropy Photon-number Inequality (EPnI):
N(&i3) > rN(Ia) + (1 - r)N(Pb) (5.14)
S(pe) 2 S(pE), (5.15)
where a = @ 1 PTi with pTiT being the thermal state of average photon number
yrN(,a) + (1 - r)N(Nb) for ýi. By analogy with the classical EPI and the quantum
WEPnI, we might expect there to be a third equivalent form of the quantum EPnI,
viz.,
S(&i) > riS(1 a) + (1 - ?7)S(4b). (5.16)
It is easily shown (see below) that (5.14) implies (5.16), but we have not been able
to prove the converse. Indeed, we suspect that the converse might be false.
Proof of equivalence between different forms of the EPnI
Below, we prove the equivalence of the two forms of the EPnI in Eqs. (5.14) and
(5.15), and we also prove that (5.14) implies (5.16). If we can also prove that (5.16)
implies (5.14), all the three forms of the conjectured EPnI would be equivalent.
1. To show that (5.14) implies (5.15), assume (5.14) is true:
N(p&) > TN(a)+ (1 -q )N(pNb) (5.17)
= rqN(a) + (1 - rl)N(g,) (5.18)
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Now, if 0as = P ba  / is the joint density operator of the & and b modes, we find
that the state of the c modes is a -(0)=1 P~ , where PTC is a thermal state
with average photon number given by N(1 a) = rN( a) + (1 - q)N(Pb), so that
S(ýa) = ng[N(,a)]. Thus, from (5.18) we get N(^5) a N(g( ) = g-P(S(a)/n).
Taking g(-) of both sides of this inequality completes the proof.
2. To show that (5.15) implies (5.14), assume (5.15) is true:
N() = g-'(S(~e)/n)
> g-'(S(#a)/n) = g-l[g(,N(1 a) + (1 - q)N( b))
q ?N(/5a) + (1 - 77)N(b)
= qiN(a) + (1 - 77)N(Pb), (5.19)
where the inequality is due to g-1 (S) being a monotonically increasing function
of S, and the proof is complete.
3. To show that (5.14) implies (5.16), assume that (5.14) is true. We then have
that N(&e) > ,TN(ia) + (1 - q)N(Pb), so that
S(,3) = ng[N(,~)] >2 ng[r7N(f,) + (1 - l)N(Pb)]
_ rpng[N(Qa)] + (1 - i7)ng[N(Nb)]
(5.20)
(5.21)
(5.22)= ??S(15a) + (1 - 7)S(b),
where the second inequality follows from g(N) being concave, and the proof is
complete.
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5.3 Relationship of the EPnI with the Minimum
Output Entropy Conjectures
More important than whether or not (5.16) is equivalent to (5.14) and (5.15) is the
role of the EPnI in proving classical information capacity results for Bosonic chan-
nels. In particular, the EPnI (5.14) provides simple proofs of the strong versions of
the three minimum output entropy conjectures we stated in Section 4.1. These con-
jectures are important because proving minimum output entropy conjecture 1 also
proves the conjectured capacity of the thermal-noise channel [9], proving minimum
output entropy conjecture 2 also proves the conjectured capacity region of the Bosonic
broadcast channel [12], and proving minimum output entropy conjecture 3 also proves
the conjectured capacity region of the Bosonic broadcast channel with additive ther-
mal noise (see Chapter 3). Furthermore, as we have shown in Chapter 3, proving
minimum output entropy conjecture 2 also establishes the privacy capacity of the
Bosonic wiretap channel and the single-letter quantum capacity of the lossy Bosonic
channel. Before we prove that the EPnI subsumes all the minimum output entropy
conjectures, we restate the conjectures below for ease of reference.
Minimum Output Entropy Conjecture 1 - Let a and b be n-dimensional
vectors of annihilation operators, with joint density operator ,Pab = (1)aa(iI) 0
4b, where 1 '),a is an arbitrary zero-mean-field pure state of the a modes and Pb =
@=-1 pTb, with pTb, being the bi mode's thermal state of average photon number N.
Define a new vector of photon annihilation operators, c = [ c, 62 "... n ], by
the convex combination (5.6) and use p& to denote its density operator and S(&e) to
denote its von Neumann entropy. Then choosing ?4'),a to be the n-mode vacuum state
minimizes S(&e). The resulting minimum output entropy is S(&3) = ng((1 - rq)N).
Minimum Output Entropy Conjecture 2 - Let a and b be n-dimensional
vectors of annihilation operators with joint density operator pab = (')a(4I) 0 Pb,
where Ia), = @, I0)ai is the n-mode vacuum state and Pb has von Neumann entropy
S(pb) = ng(K) for some K > 0. Define a new vector of photon annihilation operators,
'4 = [ ý2 ...•n ], by the convex combination (5.6) and use & to denote its
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density operator and S(#e) to denote its von Neumann entropy. Then choosing Pb =
0~• PTb. with ITb. being the bi mode's thermal state of average photon number K
minimizes S(,C). The resulting minimum output entropy is S(3c) = ng((1 - r)K).
Minimum Output Entropy Conjecture 3 - Let a and b be n-dimensional
vectors of annihilation operators with joint density operator Pab = Pa 0 Pb, where
Pa = •i71 PTa. with ^Taj being the &^ mode's thermal state of average photon number
N, and Pb has von Neumann entropy S(^b) = ng(K) for some K > 0. Define a
new vector of photon annihilation operators, c = [ Cl c2 ... " ], by the convex
combination (5.6) and use &e to denote its density operator and S(^ ) to denote its
von Neumann entropy. Then choosing Pb = 0( 1PT1b with Tb. being the bi mode's
thermal state of average photon number K minimizes S(,5). The resulting minimum
output entropy is S(&3) = ng(rqN + (1 - ,)K).
To see that the EPnI encompasses all three of the preceding minimum output
entropy conjectures, we begin by using the premise of conjecture 1 in (5.14). Because
the a modes are in a pure state, we get S(1 a) = 0 and hence the EPnI tells us that
N(3_) 2 (1 - ?r)N( b) = (1 - q)N. (5.23)
Taking g(-) on both sides of this inequality, we get S(~c)/n > g[(1 - 7)N]. But, if
II)a is the n-mode vacuum state, we can easily show that 5c = 0>=1 PT,, with PTC,
being the ^ mode's thermal state of average photon number (1 - ,)N. Thus, when
I')a is the n-mode vacuum state we get S(&,) = ng[(1 - q)N], which completes the
proof.
Next, we apply the premise of conjecture 2 in (5.14). Once again, the a modes
are in a pure state, so we get
N(#e) _ (1 - 77)N(pb) = (1 - ?)K, (5.24)
and hence S(&,)/n Ž g[(1 - 4)K]. But, taking 1b = 0>1PTb , with PTb. being the bi
mode's thermal state of average photon number K, satisfies the premise of minimum
output entropy conjecture 2 and implies that ic = ®• Tr.,, with IT,, being the
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ci mode's thermal state of average photon number (1 - r7)K. In this case we have
S(&c) = ng[(1 - rl)K], which completes the proof.
Finally, we apply the premise of conjecture 3 in (5.14). The input statea =
@,=1 Ti with pTa being the &i mode's thermal state of average photon number N.
So we get
N(&3) 2 ý7N(ia) + (1 - 77)N(Ib) = rIN + (1 - Tj)K, (5.25)
and hence S(&,)/n > g[rlN + (1 - r7)K]. But, taking fb = in= Tbi , with pTbi being
the bi mode's thermal state of average photon number K, satisfies the premise of
minimum output entropy conjecture 3 and implies that &c = - =1 PT. , with PT4r
being the ýi mode's thermal state of average photon number rN + (1 - 77)K. In this
case we have S(&e) = ng[lN + (1 - r)K], which completes the proof.
5.4 Evidence in Support of the EPnI
As opposed to the extensive body of evidence we have that supports the validity of
conjectures 1 and 2, we do not yet have nearly as much evidence for the conjectured
EPnI. The EPnI might turn out to be harder to prove than our earlier conjectures,
because it is a more powerful result. However, there is a huge existing literature on
various ways to prove the classical EPI [68]. By drawing upon those approaches we
may be able to prove the quantum EPnI. Below, we summarize the evidence we have
collected so far supporting the validity of the EPnI.
5.4.1 Proof of EPnI for product Gaussian state inputs
A natural starting point in trying to prove the EPnI in its most general form would
be to prove it when the input states pa and Pb (and thus the output state f&) are
restricted to be Gaussian states'. Even though we can prove strong conjectures 1 and
2 when restricted to Gaussian input states [12], we haven't been able to prove the
EPnI with this input restriction. Nevertheless, we have been able to prove the EPnI
1Gaussian states are states that are completely described by all the first and the second order
moments of their field operators. For a quick overview of Gaussian states, see [69].
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for single-mode states (n = 1) with the Gaussian-input restriction. In other words,
we have proved the EPnI, when both the inputs &a and Pb are tensor products of
single-mode Gaussian states.
Theorem 5.1: [EPnI for product Gaussian state inputs: Guha, Erkmen, 2008] -
Single-mode fields & and b excited in statistically independent Gaussian states pa and
Pb are inputs to a beam splitter of transmissivity qt, resulting in the output mode,
C = rV'/ + x/-q•b, in a Gaussian state pc. Then the following inequality holds:
g-1 (S(,c)) r7g-1 (S(ia)) + (1 - 7)g- 1 (S(Pb)) , (5.26)
with equality when & and b are in thermal states.
Proof - The von Neumann entropy S(Pa) is independent of the mean-field (a).
Hence without loss of generality, let us suppress the mean-field values of all the states
and assume that ( b) = ( = (C) = 0. For a single mode Gaussian state ,, with
mean-field (a) = 0, and covariance matrix2,
(A (A^t) (A&2) ( aat) ^ 2 (1 +Ka t2 _ a at) ,f(5.27)
: a ate> <Aat a <at> aa> Pa* Na
where A^= a - (a)•, the Wigner characteristic function x (() - Tr (•,-'*a+.')
can be shown to be given by (see Appendix A)
X (() = exp (a*( - a(*) + ~(P 2) - (N + 2) (5.28)
Let the input state Pb be a Gaussian state with mean-field (b) = 0, and covariance
matrix,
Kb (AbAbt) (Ab2) _ ( 2t) b Pb
K (At 2) (AbtAb) (bt2> (btb) Nb (5.29)
2The commutation relation [h, at] = 1 implies that (A&Aat) = 1 + (AatAa). Also, for a zero
mean field ((A) = 0) state, (A&t Aa) = (ata) is the mean photon number in the state, hence justifying
the notation Na, as we can always choose (b) = 0 because von Neumann entropy is invariant to
shifts in the mean field.
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Using the beam splitter transformation 6 = V7&a + 1V -ib, and the fact that & and b
are independent modes, we can compute the Wigner characteristic function of &c via
( = x w(1 7Z(((). Thus it is easy to see that Pc is a Gaussian state
with mean field () = v-a + 1/ - -•3, and covariance matrix Kc = rIKa + (1 - rl)Kb,
i.e.,
NKc P , (5.30)
P: Nc
with Nc = rN• + (1 - r)Nb, and Pc= rqPc + (1 - r)Pb.
When the phase-sensitive (off-diagonal) term in the covariance matrix Ka, Pa = 0,
the Gaussian state pa is a thermal state, whose Wigner characteristic function is cir-
cularly symmetric Gaussian about its mean. Using the symplectic diagonalization3
&a = UPT,NoUt where pT,N, is a zero-mean thermal state with mean photon number
N, = /(Na + 1/2)2 -- IPa2 1/2, we have S(Pa) = g(Na). Using symplectic diagonal-
izations of pb and &, we similarly have S(Pb) = g(Nb) = g(N/(Nb + 1/2)2 - IPbr2-1/2)
and S(&c) = g(Nc) = g(v/ ( + 1/2)2 - IPF2-1/2). Hence, the statement of theorem
5.1 is equivalent to the following:
For complex numbers Pa, Pb E C, and non-negative real numbers Na, Nb c R+ , it
follows that
(Nc + 1/2) 2  1 P2 1
2 2
+- 7)( ( (b + 1/2)2 - IPb2 - •  (5.32)
where Pc= rPa + (1 - r7)Pb and NS = r/Na + (1 - r7)Nb.
3Any n-mode Gaussian state &3 can be shown to be unitarily equivalent to a tensor-product of
n independent thermal states with mean photon numbers Ai, for 1 < i < n, i.e.
Pa = U (U t, (5.31)
with pT, being a thermal state of average photon number Ai. The A• are known as the symplectic
eigenvalues of the Gaussian state &a. Because a unitary operation leaves the von Neumann entropy
of a state unchanged, S(&a) = E', g(Ai). See [70] for details of a systematic algorithm to compute
the symplectic eigenvalues Ai for an arbitrary n-mode Gaussian state, given its covariance matrix
Ka.
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Lemma 5.2 - For non-negative real numbers mi, 2 , rm2, r2 and a E R, satisfying
mi 2 ri for i = 1,2,
mlm 2 + r cos a > (m1 - r)(m r•). (5.33)
Proof - Since -1 < cosa 0 1, m 1m 2 + rlr2 cosa >2 mlm 2 - r 1r2. Now,
(mir2 - 2r) 2 > 0, or (5.34)
mir 2 + m2 r1 2 2mlm 2r l r2, or (5.35)
m 2 + rr - 2mm 2r l r2 > m 2 + rr2  - mr2T - 2 , r (536)
mi mn - r1r2 > V(m - r ) (mi - r ). (5.37)
.m 1a2 + r1r 2 COSa (m - r)(m - r). (5.38)
Using Lemma 5.2 with the substitutions mi = N, + 1/2, m 2 = Nb + 1/2, Pa =
riei l, Pb = r2ei02 and a = 01 - 02, we get4,
1 1 1 1(Na+ )(Nb )+ (PaP) N -22 2 (5.39)
2 2 -+(a+ 2 + )
which can be seen to be equivalent to Eq. (5.32) with a few steps of simplification.
It is readily verified from Eq. (5.32), that the inequality (5.26) is met with equality
when Pa = Pb = Pc = 0, i.e. all the input and output states are thermal states.
5.4.2 Proof of the third form of EPnI for r = 1/2
We showed in section 5.2.2 that the conjectured EPnI (5.14) is equivalent to a second
form (5.15), both of which imply a third form (5.16). We have not been able to show
whether or not the third form of the EPnI is equivalent to the first two forms. In this
section, we will prove (5.16) for q] = 1/2.
Theorem 5.3 [Giovannetti, 2008] - Suppose that n-mode fields, & = [ a ... 2 ]
4Note that with these substitutions, the condition mi 2 ri in Lemma 5.2 is automatically
satisfied, because the symplectic eigenvalue of a Gaussian state must be non-negative. Hence,V(Na + 1/2)2 - pa2 - > 0 V/(No + 1/2)2 - pa~ 2 > - > 0.
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and b = [ b1  2 .. " .n ] in statistically independent states .a and rb, a e the in-
puts to a beam splitter of transmissivity q7 = 1/2, resulting in the n-mode output
c: = [ E " "" ] such that C = v/-j& + xia-/ 7b. Then,
1 1S(,A) S(ia) + 2S(Pb). (5.40)
Proof - Consider a beam splitter of transmissivity 77 with two sets of statistically
independent n-mode fields & and b as inputs, producing outputs / = 7/7ad + 77b--b
and d = 7l/bi - b. As the evolution from the joint input state Pab to the joint
output state &d is unitary, the total entropy remains unchanged, i.e.
S(3cd) = S(iab) (5.41)
= S(,a 0 Pb) = S(3a) + S(4b), (5.42)
where the second equality follows from the independence of & and b.
Lemma 5.4 - Either one of the following must be true:
S(C) 2 ?lS(ýa) + (1 - 7)S(Pb), OR (5.43)
S( d) 2 (1 - )S(Pa) + 77S( b). (5.44)
Proof - Assume that both (5.43) and (5.44) are false. From subadditivity of von
Neumann entropy (see [6]),
S(Pcd) • S(P,) + S(fd) (5.45)
< S(ýa) + S(Ib), (5.46)
where the second inequality follows from our assumption that both (5.43) and (5.44)
are false. Equations (5.42) and (5.46) then imply S(/cd) < S(Qab), which is a contra-
diction.
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Now, let 1 = 1/2. Using Lemma 5.4, either one of the following must be true:
1 1
S(3 ) 2 1S(a) + 1S( b), OR (5.47)
S( d) > S(a) + S(b). (5.48)2 2
But, for 1 = 1/2, the Wigner characteristic functions of the two output states P, and
Pd are identical, i.e., X~(C) = X (C) = X~(C//-)X (C/v2), and hence the states
Pc and pd are identical. Therefore, S(Ae) = S(3d). It follows that, Eqs. (5.47) and
(5.48) imply,
1 1
S( 5) _ -2S(Pa) + 2S(Pb). (5.49)
5.5 Monotonicity of Quantum Information
The following result is a straightforward corollary of Theorem 5.3:
Corollary 5.5 - Let ax and '2 be single-mode inputs to a 50-50 beam splitter,
producing output mode b2 = (a1 + &2)/vý in state Pb2 . If a and a2 are in identical
states &, then S(4b2) 2 S(Pa).
The classical version of corollary 5.5 was proved by Shannon [2], who showed that
if Y2 = (Xi + X2)/r2x is a linear combination of two i.i.d. random variables with
the same distribution as a random variable X, then H(Y2) > H(X). Shannon also
proposed a general conjecture on the monotonicity of entropy, which was first proved
only very recently [71].
Corollary 5.5 led us to propose a yet another conjecture, on the monotonicity of
von Neumann entropy, in analogy with Shannon's conjecture on the monotonicity of
classical entropy. The proof of our monotonicity conjecture is yet to be seen for the
general case, even though we have been able to prove it for some special cases. In
addition to the ABBN proof from [71], Shannon's monotonicity conjecture has also
been proven by Tulino and Verd i [72] and by Madiman and Barron [72], each one
using a different technique. In proving Shannon's monotonicity conjecture, Tulino
and Verdui used the same result on the relationship between minimum mean-squared
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error (MMSE) and mutual information that Verdti and Guo used to proved the EPI
[66]. Hence, this suggests there might be complementary proofs for the EPnI and the
quantum version of Shannon's monotonicity conjecture (see Section 5.5.2 below).
5.5.1 Shannon's conjecture on the monotonicity of entropy
The following theorem is the original form of Shannon's monotonicity conjecture:
Theorem 5.6 [Entropy increases at every step: [71, 72, 72]] - Let {X1,X 2 ,...} be
i.i.d. random variables, and let Y, be the normalized running-sum defined by
x 1 +X 2 +...+ - X nYn = (5.50)
Then, H(Yn,+1) > H(Y,), Vn E {1, 2,... }.
Theorem 5.6 was proved first by Artstein, Ball, Barthe, and Naor in 2004 [71]
using relationships between Shannon entropy and Fisher information. Two other
proofs ([72, 73]) followed a few years later.
5.5.2 A conjecture on the monotonicity of quantum entropy
In analogy to theorem 5.6, it is natural to conjecture the following generalization of
corollary 5.5:
Conjecture 5.7 [von Neumann entropy increases at every step: Guha, 2008] - Let
{al, 2,...} be independent modes in identical states pai - Pa. Let us define
b = (5.51)
Then, S( b,+l) (bn), Vn E {1, 2, .. .}.
Even though we don't have a proof of the above conjecture, we have the following
two pieces of evidence that support its validity.
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Proof of the monotonicity conjecture for steps of powers of 2
The following theorem proves a slightly less general version of the conjecture. We will
show that S(Qb 2k+l) > S( b 2k). Thus, von Neumann entropy does increase monotoni-
cally (at steps n = 2 k, Vk) as we mix in more and more modes in identical independent
states, but whether or not the entropy increases at every step n is not yet known.
Theorem 5.8 [von Neumann entropy increases at powers-of-2 steps: Guha, 2008] -
Let {&1, 2, .... } be independent modes in identical states pa - P. Let us define
A 1 + &2 +.. + en
=b  (5.52)
Then, S( b2 k+l) > S( b k), Vk E {0, 1,...}.
Proof - Consider
A k a, +... + a2k+1
b2 k+1 = k+1 (5.53)
1 1( + ... + 2k + a2k1 +...+ . 2k+1 (5.54)
= +2k (5.54)
b 2k +bk) 7 Vk E {0,1,...}7  (5.55)
where we define '2k -  2k + '' 2k +1 As the &i's are mutually independent and are in
identical states P, therefore b2 k and bk, must be in independent identical states, Pb2 k.
The proof now follows from applying corollary 5.5 to the modes b2k and bk mixing
on a 50-50 beam splitter to produce b2 k+l.
The quantum central limit theorem
An important conequence of Shannon's monotonicity result (Theorem 5.6 above) is
that the convergence in the central limit theorem is monotonic. The Central Limit
Theorem (CLT) states that:
Theorem 5.9 [Central Limit Theorem (CLT)] - Let {X 1,X 2,...} be independent
identically distributed copies of a zero-mean random variable X with variance aX,
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and let Y, be the normalized running-sum defined by
X1 + X 2 + ... + XnY, = (5.56)
Then, Y, converges in distribution to a zero-mean Gaussian random variable XG with
variance Var(XG) = ao, as n -- 00oo. Hence, lim_+, H(Yn) = H(XG) = ln(2reo-u).
The monotonicity result (Theorem 5.6) proves that H(Y,) increases monotonically
as n increases, but the CLT (Theorem 5.7) says that H(Yn) converges as n increases
without bound, and converges to the Gaussian random variable with the same vari-
ance as X.
In the quantum case, we have yet to prove our conjectured monotonicity result
(Conjecture 5.7). However we can prove that von Neumann entropy is monotonic
in n, for n E {1, 2, 4,..., 2k, ... } (Theorem 5.8). We will show below that the von
Neumann entropy S(pb 2k) in Theorem 5.8 also converges as n = 2k increases without
bound - like the Shannon entropy in the classical case - and converges to the von
Neumann entropy of a single-mode zero-mean Gaussian state with the same second
order moments as the zero-mean single-mode state &a. To state it more precisely:
Theorem 5.10 [Quantum Central Limit Theorem (QCLT): Shapiro, 2008] - Let
{a1,f 2,...} be independent modes in identical zero-mean states iai . Let us
define
&I + 2 +... +anbn= V(5.57)
Then, the state bb converges to the single-mode zero-mean Gaussian state PG with co-
variance matrix KPG = K, as n -+ oo00. Hence, limn-o_ S(Pbn) = S(Gc) = 9g( IKGI-
1/2).
Proof - From the independence of the modes ai, 1 < i < n, we have
Expressing the Wigner characteristic functions in terms of the real and imaginary
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parts of ( = (1 + j(2, we have
In Xn( = nIn [XA-(( -• ] (5.59)
= In [(exp (2 + )•. (5.60)
Note that (O0, 0) = 1 and that we are given (&) = 0. For a function f(x, y), such
that f(0, 0) = 1, we have the following Taylor series expansion for In(f(x, y)) around
(x, y) - (0, 0):
1ln(f(x,y)) = xf,(0, 0) + yf(0, 0) + [ x(fx(o, 0) - fx(0, 0)2)
+xy(fXY(0, 0) - fx(0, O)f/(0, 0) + f/•(0, 0)) + y2(f a(O, 0) - fY (0, 0)2)]
+h.o.t., (5.61)
where using which we expand In [X (C)] = nln [ (n)] around (C, 2) =(0,0)
by evaluating all the first and second order partial derivatives of X ((1, (2). We
obtain the following:
[ b [ (V2 + ( 2
In [• ()] = n [-2 (V 2 + V 1  V12 + o n (5.62)
n n3/2
which implies that
Pb [ 2 + 1
Xw" (C) = exp -2 (V 2( V1 - 2(C12V12) + o .1 (5.63)
Hence in the limit n ooc, Xv " (C) is identical to the Wigner characteristic function of
a Gaussian state whose covariance matrix equals that of the state Pa (see Appendix A).
It can be shown that for a state 3a with covariance matrix Ka, the von Neumann
entropy S( 3a) is maximum when &a is Gaussian. Thus, the proof of the Monotonic-
ity Conjecture for n = 2k (Theorem 5.8) along with the Quantum Central Limit
Theorem (Theorem 5.10) suggest that the entropy S (Anb,) increases monotonically as
n increases, and converges to the entropy of the Gaussian state PG with covariance
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matrix that is the same as that of 3a, i.e. limn S (i) = g (I- -1)l~n--oo S(ýbn
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we summarize the accomplishments of the thesis, and make sugges-
tions for future work.
6.1 Summary
Classical information theory was born with Claude Shannon's seminal 1948 paper [2],
in which he derived the ultimate limits to data rates at which reliable communications
can be achieved over a channel. It took almost half a century of painstaking research
to come up with error-correcting codes that actually approach operating near the
Shannon bound [74]. The past 40 years have also witnessed tremendous growth in
the complexity and power of digital computing, and with the advent of nanoscale
technologies modern-day digital computing chips are coming close to reaching their
physical limits imposed by quantum mechanics. The advent of Shor's factoring al-
gorithm [75] and some other quantum algorithms that were discovered in the past
decade, has shown us that the interesting though somewhat counter-intuitive impli-
cations of the quantum nature of matter can be potentially used to our advantage
in performing computing and communications tasks, and can solve some problems
efficiently that have no known efficient classical solutions.
The primary motivation behind this thesis derives from the overwhelming interest
in today's communications and information theory communities in pursuing the quan-
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tum parallel of the half a century of work on information theory, error-control coding
and the theory of digital communications that began with Shannon's work. Quan-
tum information science has seen several advances in the past decade, and we already
understand fairly well the information theory behind sending classical data reliably
over point-to-point quantum communication channels, i.e., encoding classical data by
modulating the quantum states of carrier particles of the medium. What is less well
understood is the information theory behind sending classical data in multiple-user
settings, over point-to-point quantum channels with feedback, over fading channels,
over channels in which the transmitter and receiver have multiple antennas, sending
quantum data reliably over quantum channels, etc. Peter Shor and Seth Lloyd have
shown that the maximum of a quantity called coherent information of a channel is the
maximum achievable data rate, in qubits per channel use, at which quantum informa-
tion can be transmitted reliably over a quantum channel by appropriately encoding
and decoding the quantum information [76, 77].
The performance of communication systems that use electromagnetic waves to
carry the information are ultimately limited by noise of quantum-mechanical ori-
gin. At optical frequencies the quantum-mechanical effects are fairly pronounced and
perceivable, and shot-noise-limited semiclassical photo-detection theory falls short of
explaining the measurement statistics obtained by standard optical receivers detect-
ing non-classical states of light. Thus, determining the ultimate classical information
carrying capacity of optical communication channels requires quantum-mechanical
analysis to properly account for the bosonic nature of optical waves. Recent research
by several theorists in our group and by several others, has established capacity
theorems for point-to-point bosonic channels with additive thermal noise, under the
presumption of a minimum output entropy conjecture for such channels [55]. Towards
the beginning of this thesis, we drew upon our work on the capacity of the point-
to-point lossy bosonic channel to evaluate the optimum capacity of the free-space
line-of-sight optical communication channel with Gaussian-attenuation transmit and
receive apertures. Optimal power allocation across all the spatio-temporal modes was
studied, in the far and near-field propagation regimes. We also compared and estab-
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lished the gap between the ultimate capacity and date rates that can be achieved by
using classical encoding states and structured receiver measurements.
The latter part of this the was an attempt to further the pursuit of the ultimate
classical information capacity of bosonic channels, albeit in the multiple-user setting;
particularly for the case in which one transmitter sends independent streams of bits
to more than one receiver, viz., the broadcast channel. We drew upon recent work
on the capacity region of two-user degraded quantum broadcast channels to establish
ultimate capacity-region theorems for the bosonic broadcast channel, under the pre-
sumption of another conjecture on the minimum output entropy of bosonic channels.
We also generalized the degraded broadcast channel capacity theorem to the case of
more than two receivers, and we proved that if the above conjecture is true, the rate
region achievable using a coherent-state encoding with optimal joint-detection mea-
surement at the receivers would in fact be the ultimate capacity region of the bosonic
broadcast channel with additive thermal noise and loss, and with an arbitrary number
of receivers. In an attempt to the prove the minimum output entropy conjectures, we
realized that these conjectures, restated for the Wehrl-entropy measure instead of von
Neumann entropy, could all be shown to be immediate consequences of the entropy
power inequality (EPI) - a very well known inequality in classical information the-
ory, primarily used in proving coding-theorem converses for Gaussian channels. The
upshot of the equivalence established between the EPI and the Wehrl-entropy con-
jectures, was our realization that an EPI-like inequality, restated in terms of the von
Neumann entropy measure, would imply all the minimum output entropy conjectures
that lie at the heart of several capacity results for bosonic communication channels.
We therefore conjectured the entropy photon-number inequality (EPnI) in analogy
with the EPI, that connects von Neumann entropies and mean photon-numbers of
states of bosonic modes that linearly interact with one another. We showed that the
minimum output entropy conjectures can be derived as special cases of the EPnI. We
conjectured two forms of the EPnI that we proved to be equivalent to each other.
We also conjectured a third form of the EPnI in analogy with the EPI, which the
former two forms can be readily shown to imply, but we have not been able to show
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the converse. We proved the EPnI under a product-Gaussian-state restriction, and
proved the third form of the EPnI for the special case in which the input states mix
in equal proportions (i.e. q = 1/2). This proof of the third form of EPnI for 7r = 1/2
instigated investigation into the monotonicity properties of information, which is - in
its classical form - very closely tied with the EPI. In analogy with an old conjecture
by Shannon, on the monotonicity of Shannon entropy of the sum of i.i.d. random vari-
ables, we proposed a quantum version of the monotonicity conjecture. We proved the
conjecture but only for the special case in which the number of independent modes
in the mixture increment as powers of 2, i.e. n = 2k . We also proved a quantum
version of the central limit theorem which along with the proof of the monotonicity
conjecture for n = 2 k provides strong evidence in favor of the quantum version of the
monotonicity conjecture.
6.2 Future work
In what follows, we describe some of the primary open problems in line with the
research done in this thesis.
6.2.1 Bosonic fading channels
In realistic unguided-propagation scenarios, transmission loss in the propagation
medium is frequency-dependent, time-varying and is of probabilistic nature. Our
work on the capacity of wideband free-space optical channels in Chapter 2 takes into
consideration only diffraction-limited propagation and additive ambient noise from
a thermal environment. Atmospheric optical transmission suffers from a variety of
other propagation problems, many of which are time-varying and random, e.g., the
fading that arises from the refractive-index fluctuations known as atmospheric tur-
bulence. Drawing on our work on the lossy bosonic channel with fixed transmission
loss, an outage-capacity model can be set up for the slow-fading bosonic channel, i.e.,
in the case in which the transmissivity changes slowly over time in comparison to the
data rate. Contrary to the case of fixed transmission loss, there is no transmission
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rate R, for the fading channel for which the probability of error can be driven down
arbitrarily close to zero. So, in the strict sense, the capacity of the slow-fading chan-
nel is zero. An e-outage capacity is the maximum rate at which one can transmit
data reliably over the channel successfully, on at least a 1 - e fraction of the total
number of large blocks of channel uses in which transmission is attempted. For the
fast-fading case, similar to the classical scenario, it is not unreasonable to suspect
that it will be meaningful to assign a positive capacity to the channel in the usual
sense, in the limit that codewords have a block-length that is much longer than the
coherence time of the fade. The way one would find the fast-fading capacity, say, for
the lossy bosonic channel using coherent-state inputs under a mean photon number
constraint of N photons per mode at the input, would be by maximizing the Holevo
quantity
Cfast-fade-coh = max x (p(oa), (x)v ) dxd) (6.1)
where X(p(a), Pa) = S(a p(a)pa) - ,a p(a)S(Pa) is the Holevo information for the
ensemble {p(a), Pa,, S(1 ) = -Tr(P log 3) is the von Neumann entropy of the quantum
state p, and p,(x) is the probability distribution of the fast-fading transmissivity
parameter 77 of the channel. Even though the above is an achievable rate using
coherent (classical) states, for a realistic fading model such as Rayleigh or Rician
fading, whether or not there would be any capacity advantage by using non-classical
states for encoding, is yet to be answered.
6.2.2 The bosonic multiple-acess channel (MAC)
It was shown by Yen and Shapiro in [11] that coherent states achieve the sum-rate
capacity for the bosonic MAC with two transmitters and one receiver. It was also
shown that at the two corners of the capacity region of the two-user MAC (i.e., when
the transmission rate for one of the two transmitters is zero), using non-classical
(squeezed) states yields substantial rate-benefit over using classical (coherent) states
for encoding. Finding the best achievable rate region for the bosonic MAC for two or
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more users, and the best encoding states and measurement that would achieve that
capacity, is still an open problem.
6.2.3 Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) or multiple-
antenna channels
Under the presumption of a minimum output entropy conjecture, we found in this
thesis the ultimate capacity region for the bosonic broadcast channel with additive
thermal noise, and an arbitrary number of receivers. The degraded nature of the
bosonic broadcast channel is instrumental in finding the capacity region, using ex-
tensions of known results on degraded quantum broadcast channels [521 to infinite
dimensional Hilbert spaces. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) channels are
those in which each transmitter and receiver may have more than one antenna. A
MIMO channel can be a point-to-point, multiple-access, or a broadcast channel based
on how many physical transmitters and receivers it has. The famous classical exam-
ple of a degraded broadcast channel is the Gaussian-noise broadcast channel, whose
capacity region was found by Bergmans [49]; The capacity region of the MIMO Gaus-
sian broadcast channel, however,, was a long-standing open problem because of the
non-degraded nature of the MIMO Gaussian channel. Very recently, the capacity of
the MIMO additive-Gaussian-noise broadcast channel was found by Weingarten et.
al. [78]. Finding the classical capacity region for the general bosonic MIMO broadcast
channel remains an open problem.
6.2.4 The Entropy photon-number inequality (EPnI) and its
consequences
The Entropy Power Inequality (EPI) from classical information theory is widely used
in coding theorem converse proofs for Gaussian channels. By analogy with the EPI,
we conjectured in this thesis a quantum version of the EPI, which we call the En-
tropy Photon-number Inequality (EPnI). We showed that the three minimum output
entropy conjectures cited in Chapter 4 are simple corollaries of the EPnI. Hence, prov-
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ing the EPnI would immediately establish key results for the capacities of bosonic
communication channels, including (i) the classical capacity of the single-user lossy
bosonic channel with additive thermal noise, (ii) the classical capacity region of the
general multiple-receiver bosonic broadcast channel, - and thanks to recent work by
Graeme Smith on privacy capacity of degradable channels [60] - (iii) the privacy ca-
pacity of the bosonic wiretap channel, and (iv) the ultimate quantum capacity of the
lossy bosonic channel1 .
Even though the EPnI's being a stronger conjecture might make it harder to prove
than the less powerful minimum output entropy conjectures, the huge literature on
various wave to prove the EPI may potentially help in trying to prove the EPnI. For
example, proving the EPnI for integer-ordered Renyi entropy might be a good first
step as the Renyi entropy is simpler to deal with analytically than the von Neumann
entropy.
6.3 Outlook for the Future
The ultimate aim of research on information theory for bosonic channels is to char-
acterize completely the ultimate rate-limits of communications over the most general
quantum network. In particular, this goal entails developing a complete theory of
continuous-variable communications, error-correction and cryptography (for instance,
CV quantum key distribution) for transmission of information over quantum optical
channels, at rates approaching the ultimate information theoretic limits. Toward that
end we need to develop a theoretical framework with which we might be able to port
known robust block and convolutional qubit error-correcting codes (and design new
codes) for bosonic channels where the quantum state of every field mode lives in an
infinite dimensional Hilbert space, as opposed to qubit spaces for which the theory
of quantum error-correcting codes (QECC) has been built. In classical communica-
tions, by sampling and quantizing band-limited signals, it is possible to use bit-error
'The ultimate quantum capacity of the lossy bosonic channel has been found by Wolf. et. al. by
a technique that doesn't make use of any unproven conjecture. Wolf's capacity result agrees with
ours and hence lends more evidence to the truth of the second minimum output entropy conjecture.
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correcting block and convolutional codes on analog continuous-time channels, such as
the band-limited additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Plots of symbol-
error probability versus channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) quantify the performance
of specific codes over a given channel, in terms of the distance from the theoretical
bound imposed by Shannon. For instance, state-of-the-art turbo codes [74] with soft-
input soft-output (SISO) iterative decoding are known to perform within 0.1 dB of
the Shannon bound at a probability of symbol error of 10- . It would be nice to
be able to make a similar statement about the performance of, say, a quantum con-
volutional code (QCC) over a lossy bosonic channel with additive thermal noise for
transmission of quantum information, e.g.,"The fidelity of decoding a certain QCC
over a lossy thermal noise channel increases as a function of the channel SNR, and
is within 0.1 dB of the theoretical bound set by the quantum coherent information".
Continuous-variable quantum key distribution is a topic on which a great deal of work
has been done recently [79], but more work is still needed to find the best secret key
rates, and the optimal protocols to achieve those rates over bosonic channels. Some
work has been done by Gottesman, Kitaev, and Preskill [80] on encoding qubit states
into continuous variable field modes.
Quantum information processing has seen a huge surge of interest in the past
decade, largely in academia but increasingly in industry. Whereas making a quan-
tum computer crack a 128-bit RSA encryption code using Shor's algorithm is still
a distant dream, obtaining better data rates over lasercom channels for terrestrial
and deep-space applications using quantum modulation and detection schemes, or
obtaining progressively more secure communications using reliable quantum key dis-
tribution (QKD) systems over existing optical channels with novel encoding schemes
and quantum measurement, seem a lot more realizable in a relatively short time
frame.
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Appendix A
Preliminaries
This appendix will provide a brief background on quantum mechanics, quantum op-
tics, and quantum information theory that will be useful in reading this thesis.
A.1 Quantum mechanics: states, evolution, and
measurement
It was found in the early 1900s by Max Planck that the energy of electromagnetic
waves must be described as consisting of small packets of energy or 'quanta' in order
to explain the spectrum of black-body radiation. He postulated that a radiating body
consisted of an enormous number of elementary electronic oscillators, some vibrating
at one frequency and some at another, with all frequencies from zero to infinity being
represented. The energy E of any one oscillator was not permitted to take on any
arbitrary value, but was proportional to some integral multiple of the frequency f of
the oscillator, i.e., E = h f, where h = 6.626 x 10- 34 Joule seconds is the Planck's
constant. In 1905, Albert Einstein used Planck's constant to explain the photoelectric
effect by postulating that the energy in a beam of light occurs in concentrations that
he called light quanta, that later on came to be known as photons. This led to a
theory that established a duality between subatomic particles and electromagnetic
waves in which particles and waves were neither one nor the other, but had certain
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properties of both.
The foundations of quantum mechanics date from the early 1800s, but the real
beginnings of modern quantum mechanics date from the work of Max Planck in
the 1900s. The term "quantum mechanics" was first coined by Max Born in 1924.
The acceptance of quantum mechanics by the general physics community is due to
its accurate prediction of the physical behavior of systems, particularly of systems
showing previously unexplained phenomena in which Newtonian mechanics fails, such
as the black body radiation, photoelectric effect, and stable electron orbits. Most
of classical physics is now recognized to be composed of special cases of quantum
mechanics and/or relativity theory. Paul Dirac brought relativity theory to bear on
quantum physics, so that it could properly deal with events that occur at a substantial
fraction of the speed of light. Classical physics, however, also deals with gravitational
forces, and no one has yet been able to bring gravity into a unified theory with the
relativized quantum theory.
We will provide below a very brief account on the mathematical formulation of
quantum mechanics, that will be a useful foundation for the material covered in this
thesis. For detailed study of quantum mechanics, the reader is referred to one of the
many popular texts on the subject, such as [81] and [82].
A.1.1 Pure and mixed states
A pure state in quantum mechanics is the entirety of information that may be known
about a physical system. Mathematically, a pure state is a unit length vector, I)
(known as a 'ket' in Dirac notation) that lives in a complex Hilbert space R of
possible states for that system. Expressed in terms of a set of complete basis vectors
{(1n)} E 7, 1) = En Cnl.n) becomes a column vector of (a possibly infinite) set
of complex numbers c., where E•, Ic, 2 = 1. With each pure state I4) we associate
its Hermitian conjugate vector (known as a 'bra') (01, which is a row vector when
expressed in a basis of R. The simplest example of a pure state is the state of a
two-level system also known as a 'qubit', which is the fundamental unit of quantum
information, in analogy with a 'bit' of classical information. A qubit lives in the two-
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dimensional complex vector space C2 spanned by two orthonormal vectors 10) and
I1), and can be expressed as 0I) = aiO) + 311), where a,3 E C, and la12 + 1,312 = 1.
A mixed state in quantum mechanics represents classical (statistical) uncertainty
about a physical system. Mathematically, a mixed state is represented by a 'density
matrix' (or a density operator) p, which is a positive definite, unit-trace operator in
X-(. The canonical form of a density matrix is
= E pk)(lk 1k[, (A.1)
k
for any collection of pure states {I|k)}, and ZEkPk = 1. The mixed state , can be
thought of as a statistical mixture of pure states k0k), where the projection 14k) (4k[
is the density operator for the pure state |0k), though it is worth pointing out that
the decomposition of a mixed state p as a mixture of pure states (A.1) is by no means
unique. As we know, a positive definite operator P must have a spectral decomposition
= Ei A[ Ai) (Ai, in terms of the eigenkets IAi), with the unit-trace condition on P
requiring that the eigenvalues Ai must form a probability distribution.
A.1.2 Composite quantum systems
We shall henceforth use symbols such as A, B, C to refer to quantum systems, with NA
referring to the Hilbert space whose unit vectors are the pure states of the quantum
system A. Given two systems A and B, the pure states of the composite system
AB correspond to unit vectors in NAB N- A 0 NB- We use superscripts on pure
state vectors and density matrices to identify the quantum system with which they
are associated. For a multipartite density matrix PABC, we use the notation PAB =
TrcABC to denote the partial trace over one of the constituent quantum systems.
Let { |Om)A} and { I n)B} represent sets of basis vectors for the state spaces NA
and NB of quantum systems A and B respectively. Pure states |0)AB and mixed states
PAB of the composite system AB are defined similarly as above with an underlying
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set of basis vectors 5mn )AB A Im) A 0 n )B E HIAB, ViZ.,
p~)AB = ZCmn C mn)AB, with ZCmn2 = 1, and (A.2)
mn mn
pAB Z= pk •lk}BABk (kl withPk Ž> 0, pk = 1, (A.3)
k k
for pure states Ik) AB E  AB-
A Pure state I|)AB E 7"AB of a composite system AB can be classified into:
1. A product state - when I|)AB can be decomposed into a tensor product of two
pure states in A and B, i.e. I4 )AB = I.))A 0 I,)B
2. An entangled state - when I,) AB cannot be expressed as a tensor product of
two pure states in A and B (for instance, the state (10)|0) + I1) 1))/v2 is a pure
entangled state of a two-qubit system).1
A mixed state pAB E B('-IAB) of a composite system2 AB can be classified into:
1. A product state - when pAB can be decomposed into a tensor product of two
states in A and B, i.e. pAB - 1 A 0 kB, with at least one of ýA or pB being a
mixed state.
2. A classically-correlated state - when 1 AB is not a product state, but can be
expressed nevertheless as a statistical mixture of product pure states of the
systems A and B, i.e. pAB -kPkk(lC )A I•k)BA )(ak( I 0 B(3k 1), for any set
of pure states lak) E HA and I/3k) E 7 (B, with Pk > 0 and ek Pk = 1
3. An entangled state - when pAB is a mixed state of the composite system AB
which is neither a product state nor a classically-correlated state, i.e. the joint
state of the composite system has a correlation between the systems A and B
1Entanglement is inherently a quantum-mechanical property of composite physical systems and
is stronger than any probabilistic correlation between the constituent systems that classical physics
might permit. The individual states of the systems A and B, when their joint state is pure and
entangled, are mixed states, which are obtained by taking a partial trace over the other system, i.e.
-
A 
= TrB(pAB) = TrB(I )ABAB (4 1) = E, B (OnIABIon)B, and vice versa.2 B(K) is the set of all bounded operators in XI.
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which is stronger than any (classical) probabilistic correlation. For instance,
consider equal mixtures of the Bell states Ia) = (10)10) + I1)I1))/v/ and |1) =
(11)10) + 10) 1))/v/2. This is a mixed entangled state, (la)(al + I0)(0l)/2, of a
two-qubit system.3
A.1.3 Evolution
The time evolution of a closed system is defined in terms of the unitary time-
evolution operator U(t, to) = exp(-iH(t - to)/h), where H is the time-independent
Hamiltonian of the closed system. The evolution of the system when it is in a pure
state |b(to)) at time to, and when it is in a mixed state ,(to) at time to are respectively
given by:
10(t)) = U(t,to)kl(to)), and (A.4)
P(t) = U(t, to),(to) t(t, to). (A.5)
The time evolution of a general open system, i.e. a system that interacts with
an environment is not a unitary evolution in general. The joint state of the system
and the environment is a closed system and hence must follow a unitary evolution as
stated above. But when we look at the evolution of the state of the system alone, it is
non-unitary and is represented by what we call a trace-preserving, completely-positive
(TPCP) map. All quantum channels that we study in this thesis are TPCP maps
in general. A TPCP map E takes density operator Pin E B(W7-in) to density operator
Pout E B(7-out), and must satisfy the following properties:
(i) £ preserves the trace, i.e., Tr(£S()) = 1 for any 3in E B(7-in).
3We reiterate that if a mixed state ,AB is not decomposable into a tensor product of mixed
states, i.e. ,AB 0 5A & 5B, the joint state 3AB is NOT necessarily entangled, and it could just
have classical correlations between the two constituent systems. There has been a long ongoing
debate about whether the experimentally demonstrated enhancement in imaging characteristics of
optical coherence tomography (OCT) systems using the entangled bi-photon state generated by
spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC), should really be attributed to the entanglement
property of the photon pairs. It has been shown that almost all performance enhancements obtained
by using Gaussian entangled bi-photon imagers over thermal-light sources are also obtainable by
using classically-correlated Gaussian states with phase-sensitive correlations. See [69] for details.
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(ii) £ is a convex linear map on the set of density operators Pin E B(7in), i.e.
E(Ek Pk0 k) = k Pk&(Pk), for any probability distribution {Pk}.
(iii) E is a completely positive map. This means that 8 maps positive operators in
B(74in) to positive operators on B(otut), and, for any reference system R and
for any positive operator ^ E B(7-in, 0 R), we have that (8 0 IR)P > 0 where IR
is the identity operator on R.
It can be shown that any TPCP map can be expressed in an operator sum representa-
tion [6], E8(,) = Z'k Ak A)k, where the Kraus operators Ak must satisfy Ek AkAk = I
in order to preserve the trace of S£().
A.1.4 Observables and measurement
In quantum mechanics, each dynamical observable (for instance position, momentum,
energy, angular momentum, etc.) is represented by a Hermitian operator M. Being a
Hermitian operator, M must have a complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors {I m)}
with associated real eigenvalues Om that satisfy M|lJm) = m I4mo). The outcome of
a measurement of M on a quantum state P always leads to an eigenvalue n, with
probability, p(n) = (OnJP[¢n). Given that the measurement result obtained is ~,,
the post-measurement state of the system is the eigenstate 1,n) corresponding to the
eigenvalue ,n. This phenomenon is known as the "collapse" of the wave function.
Thus, if the system is in an eigenstate of a measurement operator M to begin with,
the measurement result is known with certainty and the measurement of M doesn't
alter the state of the system. The Hermitian operator H corresponding to measuring
the total energy of a closed quantum system is known as the Hamiltonian for the
system. The measurement of an observable as described above is also known as a
projective measurement, as the measurement projects the state onto an eigenspace of
the measurement operator.
In analogy to the evolution of an open system described above, a more general
measurement on a system entails a projective measurement performed on the joint
state of the system in question along with an auxiliary environment prepared in some
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initial state. This general measurement scheme can be described by a set of positive
semi-definite operators {fIm} that satisfy m lim = •. If a measurement is per-
formed on a quantum state ,, the outcome of the measurement is n with probability
p(n) = Tr(P`In). The above description of a quantum measurement is known as the
positive operator-valued measure (POVM) formalism and the operators {im} are
known as POVM operators. The POVM operators by themselves do not determine
a post-measurement state. We use the POVM formalism throughout the thesis.
A.2 Quantum entropy and information measures
Amongst various measures of how mixed a quantum state P is, the information-
theoretically most relevant one is the von Neumann entropy S(P), which is defined
as
S(W) = - Tr (lnf) (A.6)
= H({An}), (A.7)
where H({A,}) -- -n A, in I  is the Shannon entropy of the eigenvalues An of
p. Hence, it is obvious that the von Neumann entropy of a pure state is zero, i.e.
S(14) (VI) = 0. Most of quantum information theory is built around the von Neumann
entropy measure of a quantum state. Below, we list a few important properties of
von Neumann entropy:
A.2.1 Data Compression
In analogy with the role that Shannon entropy plays in classical information theory,
it can be shown that S( A) is the optimal compression rate on the quantum system
A in the state ^A E B(1'A). In other words, for large n, the density matrix fA®n
has nearly all of its support on a subspace of H- n (called the typical subspace) of
dimension 2ns(1 A) . We will henceforth use the notation S(A) interchangeably with
S(,A) to mean von Neumann entropy of the system A (or the von Neumann entropy
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of the state pA). If A is a classical random variable, we use the function H(A) to
denote the Shannon entropy of A.
A.2.2 Subadditivity
The joint entropy S(A, B) of a bipartite system AB is always upper bounded by the
sum of the entropies of the individual systems A and B, i.e.
S(A, B) < S(A) + S(B), (A.8)
with equality when the joint state of AB is a product state, i.e. pAB = A 0 D B .
Another well-known inequality, known as the strong subadditivity of von Neumann
entropy is given by
S(A, B, C) + S(B) < S(A, B) + S(B, C), (A.9)
with equality when the tripartite system ABC is in a product state, i.e. pABC __
pA 0 B 0 C
A.2.3 Joint and conditional entropy
The entropy of a bipartite system AB in a joint state ,pAB is defined as S(A, B) =
_Tr(pAB In 1)AB). Even though there is no direct definition of quantum conditional
entropy as in classical information theory, one may define a conditional entropy (in
analogy to its classical counterpart) as S(AIB) = S(A, B) - S(B). The quantum con-
ditional entropy can be negative, contrary to its classical counterpart 4 . Furthermore,
conditioning can only reduce entropy, i.e., S(AIB, C) < S(AIB), and discarding a
quantum system can never increase quantum mutual information (see Section A.2.5),
i.e. I(A; B) < I(A; B, C).
4For the bipartite two-qubit Bell state IC/)AB = (100) + 11))/V-, S(AIB) = S(A, B) - S(B)
0 - 1 = -1. The joint state of the system AB is a pure state, hence S(A, B) = 0, whereas the state
of system B, AB = TrA(IAB) = (10)(0[ + 11)(11)/2 is a mixed state with entropy S(B) = 1.
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A.2.4 Classical-quantum states
We define here the notion of classical-quantum states and classical-quantum channels.
To any classical set X, we associate a Hilbert space NFx with orthonormal basis
{ )X) jex, so that for any classical random variable X which takes the values x C X
with probability p(x), we may write a density matrix
:X = Zp(x)lx)(xx = Qp(x)
x x
which is diagonal in that basis. An ensemble of quantum states {f B,p(x) } can be
associated, in a similar way, to a block diagonal classical-quantum (cq) state for the
system XB:
PXB = p(X)Ix)(XIX0 & p(x)p3B (A.10)
x x
where X is a classical random variable and B is a quantum system, with conditional
density matrices , B . Then the conditional entropy S(BIX) is then,
S(BIX) = p(x)S(px ). (A.11)
A.2.5 Quantum mutual information
The quantum mutual information I(A; B) of a bipartite system AB is defined in
analogy to Shannon mutual information as:
I(A; B) = S(A) + S(B) - S(A, B) (A.12)
= S(A)- S(AIB) (A.13)
= S(B) - S(BIA). (A.14)
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A bipartite product mixed state p3A ® fB has zero quantum mutual information. The
quantum mutual information of a cq-state (A.10) is given by
I(X; B) = S(B)- S(B|X) (A.15)
(= S p(x)fB - Ep(x)S(fB) (A.16)
-X (p(x), pB) , (A.17)
where X (p(x), f B ) is defined as the Holevo information of the ensemble of states
{p(x), p }. This equivalence between the input-output quantum mutual informa-
tion I(X; B) of a cq-system and the Holevo information X (p(x), fB) will be used
extensively in the thesis.
A.2.6 The Holevo bound
Suppose Alice chooses a classical message index x E X with probability p(x) and
encodes x by preparing a quantum state pA. She sends her state to Bob through a
channel E which then produces a state fB = S(PAx) at Bob's end, conditioned on the
classical index x. In order to obtain information about x, Bob measures his state xB
using a POVM {I, }. The probability that the outcome of his POVM measurement
is y given Alice sent x is given by p(yzx) = Tr(,xBfIy). Using X and Y to denote the
random variables of which x and y are instances, we know from Shannon information
theory that, when Bob uses the POVM {Iy }, the maximum rate at which Alice can
transmit information to Bob by a suitable encoding and decoding scheme is given by
the maximum of the mutual information I(X; Y) over all input distributions p(x).
Holevo, Schumacher and Westmoreland showed [27, 28, 29] that for a given prior p(x)
and POVM {Iiy}, the single-use Holevo information is an upper bound on Shannon
mutual information,
I(X; Y) < X (p(x), pB) , (A.18)
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which is known as the Holevo bound. Maximizing over p(x) on both sides, one gets
maxI(X; Y) < max x (p(x), (.A)) . (A.19)p(x) p(x)
As the right-hand side does not depend on the choice of the POVM elements f^IY1,
the inequality is preserved by a further maximization of the left hand side over the
measurements,
max I(X;Y) < maxx(p(x),E(,A)), or (A.20)
C1, 1 () Ci,0 (E), (A.21)
where C1,1 (9) is the maximum value of the Shannon Information I(X; Y) optimized
over all possible symbol-by-symbol POVM measurements {IHy. Cl,o,() on the other
hand, is the maximum value of the Shannon Information I(X; Y) optimized not only
over all possible symbol-by-symbol POVM measurements, but also over arbitrary
multiple-channel-use POVM measurements. As we will see below, C1,,(E) is the
capacity of the channel £ for transmission of classical information if Alice is limited
to send single-channel-use symbols ýA and Bob may choose any joint measurement
at the receiver.
A.2.7 Ultimate classical communication capacity: The HSW
theorem
The classical capacity of a quantum channel is established by random coding argu-
ments akin to those employed in classical information theory. A set of symbols {j}
is represented by a collection of input states {f j } that are selected according to some
prior distribution {pj}. The output states { } are obtained by applying the chan-
nel's TPCP map £(-) to these input symbols. According to the HSW Theorem, the
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capacity of this channel, in nats per use, is
C = sup(Cn,,/n) = sup{ max [X(Pj, SEn(3i))/n]}, (A.22)
n n {pj,1j}
where Cn,,ý is the capacity achieved when coding is performed over n-channel-use
symbols and arbitrary joint-detection measurement is used at the receiver. The supre-
mum over n is necessitated by the fact that channel capacity may be superadditive,
viz., Cn,, > nC1,, is possible for quantum channels, whereas such is not the case for
classical channels. The HSW Theorem tells us that Holevo information plays the role
for classical information transmission over a quantum channel that Shannon's mutual
information does for a classical channel.
Neither Eq. (A.17) nor Eq. (A.22) have any explicit dependence on the quan-
tum measurement used at the receiver, so that measurement optimization is implicit
within the HSW Theorem. To obtain the same capacity C by maximizing a Shannon
mutual information we can introduce a positive-operator-valued measure (POVM)
[6], representing the multi-symbol quantum measurement (a joint measurement over
an entire codeword) performed at the receiver. For example, if single-use encoding
is performed with priors {pj}, the probability of receiving a particular m-symbol
codeword, k - (k, kl,..., kin), given that j (ji, j 2 ,..., jm) was sent is
Pr(k Ij) = Tr fIk [•9 Sj,) ,'  (A.23)
where the POVM, {JIk}, is a set of Hermitian operators on the Hilbert space of
output states for m channel uses that resolve the identity. From { pj, Pr(k j )} we
can then write down a Shannon mutual information for single-use encoding and m-
symbol codewords that must be maximized. Ultimately, by allowing for n-channel-
use symbols and optimizing over the priors, the signal states, and the POVM, we
would arrive at the capacity predicted by the HSW Theorem. Evidently, determining
capacity is easier via the HSW Theorem than it is via Shannon mutual information,
because one less optimization is required. However, finding a practical system that
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can approach capacity will require that we pay attention to the receiver measurement.
A.3 Quantum optics
Classical electromagnetic (EM) waves in free space in the absence of free electrostatic
charge and current densities are governed by the following Maxwell's equations5 :
8H(r,t)(Vx E(r, t) = -Po (A.24)
at
V.coE(r,t) = 0 (A.25)
E(r, t) (A.26)
Vx H(r,t) = o t(A.26)
V -oH(r,t) = 0, (A.27)
where E(r, t) and H(r, t) are the electric and magnetic field intensity vectors in free
space as a function of the 3D spatial coordinates r and time t. The permittivity (co)
and permeability (Po) of free space are constants satisfying POEO = C- 2, where c is the
speed of light in vacuum. General solutions to these equations can be obtained by
introducing a vector potential A(r, t) defined by E = -OA/Ot and H = (V x A)/Po.
By working in the Coulomb gauge (V-A = 0), it is straightforward to show that
A(r, t) must satisfy the vector wave equation
V 2 A(r,t) - A(r, t) = 0. (A.28)C2 at2
By using the method of separation of variables to solve for the complex vector poten-
tial, we may express A(r, t) = qj,,(t)ut,,(r) so that Eq. (A.28) is now expressed as
the decoupled mode equations
w
2
V2u,o(r) + -2uT,(r) = 0, and (A.29)
c2
d w(2ql,o(t ) = 0, (A.30)dt 2
5The development of field quantization in this section has been taken from the lecture notes of
MIT class 6.972, Fall 2002, taught by Prof. Jeffrey H. Shapiro.
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where Eq. (A.29) is the vector Helmholtz equation, Eq. (A.30) represents the dynamics
of a simple harmonic oscillator (SHO), and -w2/c 2 is the separation constant for doing
the separation of variables. The spatial mode index 1 _ (lx, ly, I_) is a triplet of non-
negative integers (not all zero) and a E (0, 1) is a polarization mode index. Upon
solving with the simplest boundary conditions in 3D cartesian coordinates, i.e., the
V - L x L x L cubical cavity, we obtain the following solutions,
u1, (r) = ej(ki.r)el,a and (A.31)L3/2
qjl,(t) = qz,,e - jWt, for t > 0, (A.32)
where kl = (27rlI/L, 27rly/L, 2rlz/L) is the wave vector for the spatial mode 1, satisfy-
ing kl-kl = (27r/L)21.1 = w2/c 2. Let us renormalize the harmonic oscillator temporal
mode function ql,,(t) as follows,
a,,(t) = q,W(t) (A.33)
= al,e-j.es, (A.34)
where al,,(t) is a dimensionless complex-valued mode function. By taking the appro-
priate derivatives of the vector potential, we can compute the complex electric and
magnetic fields:
E(r,t) = e 3  (a ej(w -k)r) a* ex(wltlr)) e (A.35)
L,)
H(r,t) jc h (auei(tk.r)
1,cy 2w 11i0L 
3
-a )ei(wl t- kr '•) ) k, x e,,,. (A.36)
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The stored energy in the EM field in the cavity is given by
H = -~oE-E + poH.H dv, which simplifies to (A.37)
= hw(a*',al ,, ). (A.38)
1,a
Note that the total energy is time independent as a1,,(t)az,,(t) is phase-insensitive.
The radiation field in Eqs. (A.35) and (A.36) is quantized by associating operators
&a,,(t) with normalized SHO mode function a1 ,,(t), whose real and imaginary parts
are the normalized canonical position and momentum operators, i.e.,
al,o(t) = al,a((t) + j 21,,(t), (A.39)
where the quadrature operators of the same spatial mode must satisfy the canonical
commutation relation [&ill,, a2z,o] = j/2. The field operator and its complex conjugate
for a pair of spatial modes must thus satisfy the commutation relation
[,,(t), ( ,I  (t)] = 65, 6,,,o,. (A.40)
The quantized field operators and the Hamiltonian (the total energy operator) are
thus given by
- e(rt) (,
-
)xer(wLtklar) e(wlt kr)e, (A.41)
h
H(r,t) Ejc (al i, -ei(wt-k1.r)
1,a
H c 2= 5 i [ ,O + &,,1,] (A.43)
1,a
l= a ,, + (A.44)
= +hwi [II, (A.45)I~2
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where 1 L,•,, aa,ia,,• is the photon number operator for the mode indexed by (1, a).
It is evident that from Eqs. (A.41) and (A.42) that the electric and magnetic field
operators can be written as the sum of a positive-frequency component and a complex-
conjugate negative-frequency component, i.e.,
E(r,t)= E+(r, t)+ E (r, t), (A.46)
fH(r,t) = H(+(r, t) + H-(r, t), (A.47)
where E(-)(r, t) = (+)t(r,t) and /(-)(r,t) = IH(+)t(r, t).
A.3.1 Semiclassical vs. quantum theory of photodetection:
coherent states
Let us assume that only one polarization is excited, the only excited modes are
+z going plane waves with wave-number w1/c = k1 = (2rl)/L; 1 E {1,2,...}, i.e.
Ix = 1, = 0, lZ = 1, impinging on an ideal photodetector. Also assume that the only
modes excited lie within a frequency band wo + Aw, with Aw < w. Further assuming
that we only look at the electric field in the time window to < t < to + T where
T = L/c, and normalizing the field operator to Vphotons/sec units by integrating
the field over the photosensitive surface of the photodetector, we have for the positive-
frequency field operator
a 2-+)(t) = j e-27rl"t/T for to t < to + T, (A.48)
where [en, &t] = 6nm. Semiclassical theory predicts the photocurrent i(t) to be an
inhomogeneous Poisson impulse train with rate function qlE(t)12, given that the de-
tector is illuminated by a deterministic classical field E(t). The noise inherent to this
Poisson process is what defines the shot-noise limit of semiclassical photodetection.
Quantum theory of photodetection, on the other hand, predicts the photocurrent
produced by the ideal photodetector to be a stochastic process whose statistics are
those of the Hermitian photocurrent operator %(t) = qE(+)t(t)E(+)(t). Just like the
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measurement of any other dynamical observable in the framework of quantum me-
chanics, the photocurrent statistics are governed by the quantum state of the field.
Non-classical states of the field such as photon number states, quadrature squeezed
states, etc., do not obey the photocurrent statistics predicted by the semiclassical
theory. We define classical states of the field to be those whose photocurrent mea-
surement statistics predicted by the quantum theory comply with what is predicted
by the semiclassical theory. Such states are known to be coherent states, and are
eigenstates of the positive-field operator !(+)(t) indexed by the complex amplitude
of the field E(f)(t). The general multi-mode coherent state of the field E(+)(r, t) is
given by
0 = @ o.},,,,(A.49)
S|E(+)(r,t)). (A.50)
where ai,,jIll,,)l,, = cval, cri,a)zi, is satisfied for each mode (1, o). It is easily verified
that the multi-mode coherent state is an eigenstate of
E (r,t) = hwj
i.e.,
E(+)(r, t) E(+)(r, t)) = E(+)(r, t)lE(+)(r, t)), (A.51)
with eigenfunction E(+)(r, t) = Z,, 2 (a:,,e - j(wLt - kir)) el,o.
A.3.2 Photon-number (Fock) states
Photon-number states (or Fock states) are states of the quantized field that have a
fixed number of photons in each mode, i.e. the measurement statistics of an ideal
photodetector on a Fock state is deterministic. A multi-mode Fock state is given by
the tensor product
n = , (A.52)
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in which each single-mode Fock state Inl,,a),, is the eigenstate of the corresponding
mode's photon number operator li^, , = ,L,•,i,, i.e.,
Ni,• InaGl,a•), = nh,,|y In,, )i,,, (A.53)
for n,, E 0, 1, 2, ... .
A.3.3 Single-mode states and characteristic functions
In all that follows, we shall drop the mode-index subscripts (1, a) and will refer only to
a single mode of the bosonic field, unless noted otherwise. A single mode, as we have
seen, is characterized by the non-Hermitian operator a, whose eigenstates la), a E C
are classical states, i.e., they yield Poisson statistics for an ideal photon-counting
measurement. The photon number operator N = t&a is a Hermitian operator whose
measurement counts the number of photons in the mode. Its eigenstates In), n E
{0, 1,.. .} are called Fock states or photon-number states, and they are non-classical
states. It can be easily verified that the field operator & takes a Fock state In) to a
Fock state with one less number of photons, In - 1), and the conjugate operator at
takes a Fock state In) to another Fock state with one additional number of photons
In + 1), i.e.
&In) = VIn - 1) (A.54)
atjn) = ivt Jlln + 1). (A.55)
Because of the above property, we shall call the operator & the annihilation operator
and at the creation operator of the mode. They are sometimes also known as ladder
operators. The Fock states form a complete orthonormal (CON) basis for all states
of a single-mode bosonic field, viz., (mjn) = 6mn and i = EC In) (nj, for I the
identity operator. Therefore, coherent states can be expanded in the Fock basis. Not
surprisingly, we obtain
I 0)=Z = In), (A.56)
n= o
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confirming the fact that the probability of counting m photons when a single-mode
coherent state is subject to ideal photon counting measurement is given by the Poisson
formula p(m) = e-1 12 12m/m!. The displacement operator is defined as
D)(a) = exp(aot - a*&). (A.57)
It displaces the vacuum state to a coherent state, D(a)10) = Ia). Coherent states
do not form an orthonormal set, unlike number states. The inner product of two
coherent states is given by
(cal) = exp a*0 - I(ltc2 + l/32) , (A.58)
and the squared magnitude of the inner product is given by | (afl) 2 = e- | -P 12 , so
that •a) and 1F) are nearly orthogonal when Ia - pi > 1. The coherent states form
an overcomplete basis of the single-mode state space, i.e., they resolve the identity
via
d2a (A.59)
= Oa)(a| = E n)(nl. (A.59)
n=O
The thermal state of a mode with annihilation operator & is an isotropic Gaussian
mixture of coherent states, i.e.,
r e-1a12/N
PTr= a) (ad2, (A.60)
where N = (Ni) is the average photon number in the state YT. The thermal state
can also be equivalently expressed as a statistical mixture of Fock states with a Bose-
Einstein distribution, i.e.,
00 Nn
T =E (N+1)n + l In) (n. (A.61)
n= o
From Eq. (A.61) we immediately have that the von Neumann entropy of the thermal
state S(pT) = g(N) " (1 + N) ln(1 + N) - N In N, because the photon-number states
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are orthonormal.
We define three kinds of characteristic functions for a single-mode state P:
1. Normally ordered: XP () = Tr(eCa te- *a) = elC2/2(
2. Anti-normally ordered: XP(C) = Tr(pe-c*aecat ) = e-12/2( ))
3. Wigner: XPw(() = Tr( e- C*a+C a&) = (D(t))
As is evident from the definitions above, if one of the characteristic functions is
known, the others can be computed easily. As examples, the antinormally-ordered
characteristic function for a coherent state |a) is eC" *- C*a-Cl 2 , for the thermal state
with mean photon number N it is, e- ( 1+N)I12 and for the vacuum state it is e-Kl 2.
The Husimi function Q,(a) = (a|Ija)/lr is a proper probability distribution over the
complex plane a E C and is the 2D Fourier transform of the antinormally ordered
characteristic function XP (), i.e.,
f() = Qp(a)ec*-*ad 2a (A.62)
Qs(a) = X(()e-ca*+*ad2 c. (A.63)
The state ^ can be retrieved from XPA() as follows
A= x ()e-cat e(*a d2 (A.64)
A.3.4 Coherent detection
Besides the photon counting measurement of an optical field that we described above,
the most commonly used optical detection schemes are the coherent-detection tech-
niques, known as homodyne and heterodyne detection.
1. Homodyne detection - Homodyne detection is used to measure a single quadra-
ture of the field. The measurement corresponds to measuring the Hermitian
quadrature operator JR(&e-Je). The actual realization of a homodyne detector
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a
signal
N+- N_2 NV-LO
50/so K = 2q NLO
50/50 local oscillator
* Semiclassical description: La - N(Re(ae-i9 ), 1/4)
* Quantum description: aog a ^e = Re(de- io)
Figure A-1: Balanced homodyne detection. Homodyne detection is used to measure
one quadrature of the field. The signal field a is mixed on a 50-50 beam splitter with
a local oscillator excited in a strong coherent state with phase 0, that has the same
frequency as the signal. The outputs beams are incident on a pair of photodiodes
whose photocurrent outputs are passed through a differential amplifier and a matched
filter to produce the classical output as. If the input a is in a coherent state Ica), then
the output of homodyne detection is predicted correctly by both the semiclassical
and the quantum theories, i.e., a Gaussian-distributed real number as with mean
acos 0 and variance 1/4. If the input state is not a classical (coherent) state, then the
quantum theory must be used to correctly account for the statistics of the outcome,
which is given by the measurement of the quadrature operator a(Se-jo).
is depicted in Fig. A-1. If the input a is in a coherent state Ia), then the out-
put of homodyne detection is a Gaussian distributed real number a0 with mean
acos 0 and variance 1/4. If the local oscillator phase 0 = 0, homodyne detection
measures a1, the real quadrature of the field. If the detected state is a Gaussian
state (see next section), then the outcome of homodyne measurement is a real
Gaussian random variable with mean (,1) and variance (Ah') = ((a - (ai))2).
2. Heterodyne detection - Heterodyne detection is used to measure both quadra-
tures of the bosonic field simultaneously. For a general input state p, the out-
come of heterodyne measurement (c1, c 2) has a probability distribution given
by the Husimi function of p given by Qk(a) = (aljIa)/r. If the input is a co-
herent state Ia), then the outcome of measurement is a pair of real variance-1/2
Gaussian random variables with means (R(a), Ž(a)).
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i+(t)
cos(WFt)
a
50/50
a1
a~2
I local oscdlato sin(wFt)
* Semiclassical description: {al, a 2 } SI, ai ~ N(a1 , 1/2)
* Quantum description: a 4-) a
Figure A-2: Balanced heterodyne detection. Heterodyne detection is used to measure
both quadratures of the field simultaneously. The signal field a is mixed on a 50-50
beam splitter with a local oscillator excited in a strong coherent state with phase
0 = 0, whose frequency is offset by an intermediate (radio) frequency, WIF, from
that of the signal. The outputs beams are incident on a pair of photodiodes whose
photocurrent outputs are passed through a differential amplifier. The output current
of the differential amplifier is split into two paths and the two are multiplied by a pair
of strong orthogonal intermediate-frequency oscillators followed by detection by a pair
of matched filters, to yield two classical outcomes a1 and a 2. If the input is a coherent
state Ia), then both semiclassical and quantum theories predict the outputs (al, a 2 )
to be a pair of real variance-1/2 Gaussian random variables with means (~(a), 3(a)).
For a general input state A, the outcome of heterodyne measurement (al, a2) has a
distribution given by the Husimi function of P given by Qp(a) = (ajPja)/7r.
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A.3.5 Gaussian states
For a single-mode state 5, let us define the mean field (e) = Tr(jia) and the covariance
matrix,
(Aa& at)
(Aat2)
(Al2)
(ALtAa>
(A.65)
where Aa -= - (a). The commutation relation [a, tt] = 1 implies that (AaA&t) =
1 + (AatAa). Also, the off-diagonal terms are complex conjugates of each other, i.e.,
(Aat2) = (Aa 2)*. Thus, the covariance matrix takes a form,
I+N
P*
(A.66)
For a zero mean field ((a) = 0) state, (AatAa) = (at&) is the mean photon number
in the state. Also, for states with (a) = 0, the correlation matrix
(aat)
(at2)
(&2)
(ata>
(A.67)
is identical to the covariance matrix K defined in Eq. (A.65). The symmetrized
covariance matrix is defined as Ks = K - Q/2, where
(1 0Q =- .(A.68)
0 -1
The Wigner covariance matrix (or the quadrature covariance matrix) is another equiv-
alent form of the covariance matrix of ý and is given by
SKQ( 2
1 (A1 Al&2 + A2 2A&l)
I(A&l1A 2 + A&2Ael1 )
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V1
V12
V12
V2
(A.69)
where & = &a + j&2, A 1  1 - (61) and Aa 2  a2 - (a2). The relationship between
these different forms of the covariance matrix is given by
UKQUt = Ks, (A.70)
where
U = (i j , (A.71)
satisfies UtU = 21, so that it is a scaled unitary matrix. The relationship between the
elements of KQ and K work out to be N + 1/2 = V1 + V2 and P = (V, - V2) + 2jV V2.
One definition of a bosonic Gaussian state is a state P whose Wigner characteristic
function Xw(C)- Tr (e - c*a+ ¢at) is quadratic in ((, *). An equivalent definition of
a Gaussian state is a state that is completely described by only the first and second
moments of the field.
Theorem 1.1 - The Wigner characteristic function XPw(y ) of a single-mode Gaussian
state ý with complex mean (a) = a and covariance matrix (A.66), is given by
X(() = exp [(a* - a*) + (P* 2) (N + 2 (A.72)
Proof - Expressing the Wigner characteristic function XPw (() Tr (pe - *a+cat) in
terms of the real and imaginary parts of C = (1 + j(2, we have
In [x(C(1, (2)] = In [(exp (-2j]152 + 2jC(2a))0]. (A.73)
Note that X(O0, 0) = 1. For a function f(j1, 2), such that f(0, 0) = 1, we have the
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following Taylor series expansion for ln(f((1, (2)) around ((1, (2) = (0, 0):
In(/f ((1, (2 = ) 1f(1(0,0) +(2f(2(0,0) + 2 [(12 (f,, (0,0) - f, (0, 0)2)
+(1 2(f 1(2 (0, 0) - 2f 1 (0, 0) f2 (0 , 0) + f2 1 (0, 0))
+(22 (f 2 2 (0, 0) - f(2 (0, 0)2)]
+h.o.t. (A.74)
Let us assign f((1, (2) = )X((1, (2) = (exp (-2j(1&2 + 2j)(21)), where the expecta-
tion is taken in the state /. As j is a Gaussian state, the Wigner characteristic function
must be a quadratic in ((1, (2) by definition. Hence, the expansion in Eq. (A.74) is
exact without the h.o.t. (higher order terms). The partial derivatives of f ((, (2) are
given by:
&dl (61(2)
f2i, 6 (2)
f11 ((1, •(2)
f(2 2 (61, 2)
f& 12 ((1 (2)
fc2,11 2)
= (-2ja2e-2j(1a2+2j(2a1)
= (2jzle-2j(1a2+2j(212a)
= (-_4ae-2(18a2+ 2 (2h1)
= (-4 2e-2jj182+ 2 j(281)
= ((-2j& 2 )(2jaz)e-2C1(2+2jC2&21)
= ((2jai)(-2ja2)e- 2j(•a2+ 2 (2a1)
(A.75)
(A.76)
(A.77)
(A.78)
(A.79)
(A.80)
Evaluating each partial derivative at (0, 0) and substituting in Eq. (A.74) we get
In(f(l 1 , 2 )) =
1
-2j1(i(2) + 2j3 2( 1 ) + [(2 (-4(a2) + 4(&2 2)
+(1(2 (4(a2&1) - 8(&2d1) + 4(&1a2))
+(22 (-4(ea) + 4(a1)2)1
= (-2j1022 + 2j' 2 a0) + 2 (_\-(2(A •) 2 (An&2
+(l2((2a1) - 2(a2)(&1) + - 1 &2)), (A.82)
where we used (Ol, O2 ) to denote the real and the imaginary parts of a. We can express
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(A.81)
X'V((1, (2) in terms of the entries of the Wigner covariance matrix KQ, by observing
that V12 = ( 1A 2 + A l) - (21) - 2(a2)(al) + (ala2))/2. Therefore,
In [Xw(I, (2)] = [(-2 02 + 2j2 ) -2 V2 + 2  1 v -2(1C2V12)] , (A.83)
which implies,
• 1, (2) = exp [(-2j•(a2 + 2j(2•1) - 2 (1•~V + CV - 2(•(2V12)], (A.84)
Substituting C1 = (C + C*)/2, (2 = (C - (*)/2j, N + 1/2 = Vi + V2 and P = (Vi -
V2 ) + 2jV1V2, we can express Xw(C() in terms of entries of the covariance matrix K as
follows,
xw(C() = exp [(a* - *) + (P*C2) (N + )IC2 . (A.85)
Multi-mode Gaussian states and the symplectic diagonalization 6 - Let us
introduce vector-valued annihilation operators by stacking the annihilation operators
of N independent modes as follows,
a= [al ... aN] (A.86)
is an N x 1 column vector of annihilation operators. Similarly, the column vector of
creation operators is denoted
_t= [L ... ^t ]T.  (A.87)
With no loss of generality let us initially restrict our attention to zero-mean Gaussian
states of N modes, such that the state is completely characterized by the 2N x 2N
correlation matrix
R [:][(-t)T a^] aa ')* (+ataTa a t (A.88)
6 The author thanks his colleague Baris I. Erkmen for this section, which has been partly adapted
from [12]
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where IN is an N x N identity matrix and * refers to element-wise complex conjuga-
tion.
Theorem 1.2 - Let & = [al ... aN]T be N modes of a field that are in a zero-mean
Gaussian state with 2N x 2N correlation matrix R, as given in (A.88). Then, there
exists S E C2Nx2N and A E C2Nx2N , such that
R = SASt, (A.89)
where StQS = SQSt = Q and A = diag{A1 + 1,... ,AN + 1, A1,..., AN}, with
Q = (A.90)
0 -IN
and A1,..., AN > 0.
Proof - We use Williamson's symplectic decomposition theorem on the symmetrized
(real-valued) correlation matrix for the quadratures, a 1 = [a + at]/2 and a2 -
[a - at]/2i, of the annihilation operators [83]. Then the expressions in the theorem
are obtained by transforming this quadrature correlation matrix decomposition into
the annihilation operator correlation matrix via the transformation
U = IN ilN (A.91)
LIN -ZINJ
The strength of a symplectic decomposition is the expansion of a into a new set
of unsqueezed modes with average photon number An, n = 1,..., N per mode.
Corollary 1.3 - Let t = [al ... &N]T be in an arbitrary N-mode Gaussian state
with mean (a) and covariance matrix R. Then a can be obtained via a symplectic
transformation on an N-mode field d that is in a tensor product of N uncorrelated
thermal (Gaussian) states.
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Proof - Consider the following linear transformation on a:
= S a] (A.92)
where S- 1 = QStQ is the inverse of the symplectic matrix that diagonalizes R.
Utilizing the symplectic diagonalization of R, we find that
Rd = A . (A.93)
Consequently, dn has average photon number (d~d~n) = An, for n = 1,... , N, where
An > 0 are the symplectic eigenvalues of R found in Theorem 1.2. Furthermore, all
modes {dn} are uncorrelated. Therefore, each mode can be represented as an isotropic
mixture of coherent states displaced by the corresponding mean, and the joint state
is the tensor product of N such states.
Corollary 1.4 - Let d = [dl ... dN]T be N modes in an arbitrary state. A symplectic
transformation on the N-modes, mapping d into & as
= L (A.94)
does not alter the von-Neumann entropy of the state; i.e. if pd and 3a denote input
and output the density operators respectively, then S(3d) = S(3a).
Proof - The symplectic transformation given in (A.94) is a canonical transforma-
tion, i.e., it preserves the commutation relations. Thus it can be implemented with
a unitary operator 6U, satisfying Ur(7t = U^rt^ = i [84]. The theorem and corollaries
collectively show that an arbitrary N-mode Gaussian state can always be linearly
transformed into a tensor product of N thermal states with no change in the entropy
of the joint state.
As a simple example, using the symplectic diagonalization of a single-mode zero-
mean Gaussian state / whose covariance matrix is given by Eq. (A.66), a unitary
squeezing transformation exists that transforms ý to a zero-mean thermal state rT,N,
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i.e., P = U/3T,NUt where /T,N is a zero-mean thermal state with mean photon number
N = /(N + 1/2)2 _ p 2 - 1/2. Thus the von Neumann entropy of a Gaussian state
whose covariance matrix is given by Eq. A.66, is given by S( ) = g(N).
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Appendix B
Capacity region of a degraded
quantum broadcast channel with
M receivers
In this appendix, we generalize the capacity region of the two-receiver quantum de-
graded broadcast channel proved by Yard et. al.[52], to an arbitrary number of re-
ceivers. In chapter 3, we postponed the general proof of the capacity region to this
appendix, but we used this result to evaluate the capacity region of the Bosonic broad-
cast channel with an arbitrary number of receivers. For the sake of completeness, and
ease of reading, we restate the set-up of the problem and go through the notation
before we do the proof.
B.1 The Channel Model
The M-receiver quantum broadcast channel JA-_y,...YM1, is a quantum channel from
a sender Alice (A) to M independent receivers Yo,... , YM 1. The quantum channel
from A to Yo is obtained by tracing out all the other receivers from the channel
map, i.e., A-Yo - Try,...,Y m , (VA-Yo...YM-1), with a similar definition for J'A-Yk for
k E {1,..., M - 1}. We say that a broadcast channel KA-Yo...YO 1 is degraded if there
exists a series of degrading channels eYk+ from Yk to Yk+l, for k E {0 , M- 2},
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satisfying
A- YM " "vM- 2-YM-1 YM-3-YM-2 . . . O y 1 O _Yo. (B.1)
The M-receiver degraded broadcast channel (see Fig. B-i) describes a physical sce-
nario in which for each successive n uses of the channel KA-Yo...YM_1 Alice communi-
cates a randomly generated classical message (mo,... ., mM1) e (Wo,... , WM-1) to
the receivers Yo,,..., YM-1, where the message-sets Wk are sets of classical indices of
sizes 2" Rk, for k E {0,... , M - 1}. The messages (mo,... ,mM1) are assumed to be
independent and uniformly distributed over (Wo,...,WWM1), i.e.
M-1 M-1
pwo,...,WM(mo,..., HM_1) = pwk (mk) = 1 2nRk (B.2)
k=O k=O
Because of the degraded nature of the channel, given that the transmission rates
are within the capacity region and proper encoding and decoding is employed at
the transmitter and at the receivers, Yo can decode the entire message M-tuple
(mo, ... , mM-1), Y1 can decode the reduced message (M - 1)-tuple (ml,..., mM-1),
and so on, until the noisiest receiver YM-1 can only decode the single message-index
rM-1. To convey the message-set mM-1, Alice prepares n-channel use states that, af-
ter transmission through the channel, result in M-partite conditional density matrices
mo -1 , Vmo-1 e W - 1. The quantum states received by a receiver, say Yo can
Y,n / y n,,ybe found by tracing out the other receivers, viz. 1 -- Try n...,Y• " y1-lJ
etc. Fig. B-2 illustrates this decoding process.
B.2 Capacity Region: Theorem
A (2nRo, . . . , 2nRM- , n, E) code for this channel consists of an encoder
Z" : (WoM -l) A•", (B.3)
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y5
{TM-1 -. . - Tk --}. - AT1i
Auxiliary complex-valued random variables Transmitter De
Figure B-1: This figure summarizes the setup of the transmitter and the channel
model for the M-receiver quantum degraded broadcast channel. In each successive
n uses of the channel, the transmitter A sends a randomly generated classical mes-
sage (mo,... ,mM-1) E (Wo,...,WM_1) to the M receivers Yo,...,YM-1, where the
message-sets Wk are sets of classical indices of sizes 2 Rk, for k E {0,..., M- 1}.
The dashed arrows indicate the direction of degradation, i.e. Yo is the least noisy
receiver, and YM-1 is the noisiest receiver. In this degraded channel model, the
quantum state received at the receiver Yk, 5Yk can always be reconstructed from the
quantum state received at the receiver Yk', 3Yk', for k' < k, by passing pYk' through
a trace-preserving completely positive map (a quantum channel). For sending the
classical message (mo,..., nM1) '_ j, Alice chooses a n-use state (codeword) A3"
using a prior distribution pjlii, where ik denotes the complex values taken by an aux-
iliary random variable Tk. It can be shown that, in order to compute the capacity
region of the quantum degraded broadcast channel, we need to choose M - 1 com-
plex valued auxiliary random variables with a Markov structure as shown above, i.e.
TM- 1 -+ TM-2 -- -. -4 Tk -4 ... --- T -+ An is a Markov chain.
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ate
Message mk E Wk = {I1,...,2 nRk
Degraded receivers Quantum measurement Decoded messages (estimates)
(POVM elements)
Figure B-2: This figure illustrates the decoding end of the M-receiver quantum
degraded broadcast channel. The decoder consists of a set of measurement oper-
ators, described by positive operator-valued measures (POVMs) for each receiver;A0  0 ý fAM 0
mo...m J m...m m on Yo, Yn, , Y respectively. Be-
cause of the degraded nature of the channel, if the transmission rates are within the
capacity region and proper encoding and decoding are employed at the transmitter
and at the receivers respectively, Yo can decode the entire message M-tuple to ob-
tain estimates (m~,...,m~ou1), Y, can decode the reduced message (M-1)-tuple to
obtain its own estimates (r:,..., rh,_, and so on, until the noisiest receiver YM-1,-1 M--1can only decode the single message-index mM_1 to obtain an estimate ). Even
though the less noisy receivers can decode the messages of the noisier receivers, the
message mk is intended to be sent to receiver Yk, Vk. Hence, when we say that a
broadcast channel is operating at a rate (Ro, th, R1 -1), we mean that the message
mk is reliably decoded by receiver Yk at the rate Re bits per channel use.
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a set of positive operator-valued measures (POVMs) - Amo...mM_ , A ...m
Am - 1 } on Yo", yin, ... , YM_-" respectively, such that the mean probability
of a collective correct decision satisfies
Tr (o..- M-1 AIk )) 1- A, (B.4)
\ k= 0
for Vm M- 1 G W u - 1'. A rate M-tuple (Ro,... , RM-1) is achievable if there exists a
sequence of (2 nRo,... ,2nRM-1, n, e) codes with ,n -+ 0. The classical capacity region
of the broadcast channel is defined as the convex hull of the closure of all achievable
rate M-tuples (Ro, .. . , RM-1). The classical capacity region of the two-user degraded
quantum broadcast channel with discrete alphabet was derived by Yard et. al. [52],
and we used the infinite-dimensional extension of Yard et. al.'s capacity theorem to
prove the capacity region of the Bosonic broadcast channel, subject to the minimum
output entropy conjecture 2. The capacity region of the degraded quantum broadcast
channel can easily be extended to the case of an arbitrary number M, of receivers.
For notational similarity to the capacity region of the classical degraded broadcast
channel, we state the capacity theorem first, using the shorthand notation for Holevo
information we introduced in footnote 6 in chapter 3.
Theorem B.1 - The capacity region of the M-receiver degraded broadcast channel
NA-Yo...YM_- as defined in Eq. (B.1), is given by
1
Ro • -I(A"; Yo|Ti),
Rk -I(Tk;YkTk+1) Vk e {1,...,M- 2},
n
RM-1 < I (TM- 1; Y•- 1 ), (B.5)
n
where Tk, k E {1,..., M - 1} form a set of auxiliary complex valued random variables
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such that TM-1 -+ TM-2 -... -- Tk -- ... T1 - An forms a Markov chain, i.e.
PTM_1,...,Ti,An (iM-1, .. ii, j) =1 PTM_ (iM-1) =M-PTkTk (ik-1 ik) PAnITI(jlil),
kk=M-1 (B.6)
where with a slight abuse of notation, we have used the symbols T1,...,TM-1 to
denote complex-valued classical random variables taking values ik E Tk where Tk
denotes a complex alphabet, as well as to denote quantum systems, by associating
a complete orthonormal set of pure quantum states with the complex probability
densities Tk (ik) of these auxiliary random variables. With further abuse of notation,
we have used An to denote a classical random variable. See footnote 5 in chapter 3.
In order to find the optimum capacity region, the above rate region must be opti-
mized over the joint distribution PTM_1,...,T,An(iM-1, ... , il, j). As Holevo information
is not necessarily additive (unlike Shannon mutual information), the rate region must
also be optimized over the codeword block-length n. The above Markov chain struc-
ture of the auxiliary random variables Tk, k E {1,..., M - 1} is shown to be optimal
in the converse proof which proves the optimality of the above capacity region with-
out assuming any special structure of the auxiliary random variables. Also, note
the striking similarity of the expressions for the capacity region given above, with
the capacity region of the classical M-receiver degraded broadcast channel, given in
Eqs. (3.8). Holevo information takes place of Shannon mutual information in the
quantum case, and because of superadditivity of Holevo information, an additional
regularization over number of channel uses n, is required.
The capacity region above can be re-cast in the Holevo-information notation that
we used earlier in this chapter for the two-receiver quantum broadcast channel. For
the channel model of the multiple-user quantum degraded broadcast channel we de-
scribed in the section above (pictorially depicted in Fig. B-1), our proposed capacity
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region (in Eqs. (B.5)) can alternatively be expressed as
1
=-- ZPTl(il) [S (EPAnIT(j il)jY)) Z- EPA|TIji1)S p( 1 ( )
Rk EPTkl(k+l)X Pki+l( kik ),P , Vke {1,...,M- 2},
ik+1
S PTk+l (ik+1) S Ep•ikjT+(kl M PTk ik+l(ik ik+1) S pk
ik+l i k ik
RM-1 < (iM-1,
- S PTMiM-1 iM I -- PTM1 (iM-1)S ( M-1i) . (B.7)
n
(sM 1 iM-1
Even though the capacity-region expressions above have been written for a discrete
alphabet, it can be generalized to a continuous alphabet of quantum states over an
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, in which case the summations in Eqs. (B.7) are
replaced by integrals (see footnote 17 in Chapter 3).
B.3 Capacity Region: Proof (Achievability)
Proof [Achievability (M = 3, single channel use)] - It is more instructive to do the
"achievability" part of the proof first, for M = 3 receivers. The general proof for the
M-receiver case is a logical extension of this proof. We need to prove achievability
only for the single-channel-use rate region (i.e., for n = 1 in Eqs. (B.5)), because the
same proof can be applied to multiple-use (larger) quantum systems of the transmitter
and the receiver alphabets to obtain the general capacity region. For any e, 6 > 0, we
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will show that for rate 3-tuples (Ro, R1, R2) satisfying'
I(A;YooT1)-I(1+2dIT) + 2R(;o, (B.8)
I(Ti; YiIT 2) -(1+ dl) • R 1 <I(T1;Yi1T 2) + 1 ,and (B.9)
0 < R 2 = I(T 2 ; Y 2 ) - , (B.10)
for finite positive real numbers do, dl, 1o, I,, there exists an (2nRo, 2nR1, 2nR2 , n, O(E))
code for the degraded broadcast channel .KA-YoY1Y2 . Below is a brief heuristic of the
proof, followed by the actual proof.
We will construct the required triply-indexed set of codewords f{ ,m,m2 }mkE2nRk
as follows. First, we will select a rate R 2 code for the channel ANT 2-YOY1 Y2 with code-
words selected in an independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) manner from the
distribution pT2 (i2), which conveys the message index m 2 E 2 nR2 to all the three re-
ceivers Yo, Y1 and Y2. We call these codewords the "primary cloud-centers" 2. There-
after for each i2 E T2 , we pick a code of rate R1 ,i2 and blocklength approximately
pr2 (i 2 )n for the conditional channel hJyoy with codewords selected i.i.d. according
to PT1 T2(ill i2 ). These codewords are called the "secondary cloud-centers". If the re-
ceiver Y1 knows i2, it can decode at rates approaching R 1,i2 r I(T1; YI T2 = i2 ), such
that the average rate R 1  E -i2 PT2 (i2 )Ri 2 is close to the desired rate at which Y1 can
decode the message index mi. Yo can similarly learn mi reliably at rates approach-
ing Ri. Then finally, for each i2 E T2, and il E T1, we pick a random HSW code
of blocklength approximately npT2 (i2)PTiIT2(i1 li2) for the conditional channel A/'2'AL
with codewords selected i.i.d. according to PAIT1 ,T2(jlil i2). If the receiver Yo knows
both i2 and ii (for our case as T2 T ---+ A is a Markov chain, Yo just needs to
know il), it can decode at rates approaching Ro ,i,il I(A; YojT 1 = il), such that the
average rate Ro i2,il PT (i2)PTIT2 (ill 2)RO,i2,il is close to the desired rate at which
Yo can decode the private message index mo0 .
1From now on, we will freely use both the I(X; Y), and the more explicit X(Px(x), y^p) notations
interchangeably, for Holevo quantities.2To read more about layered-encoding techniques for the classical degraded broadcast channel,
using "cloud-centers" and "clouds", see [3].
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B.3.1 Constructing codebooks with the desired rate-bounds
Let us choose arbitrary 6, c > 0. Pick
R2 = I(T 2;Y2) -6 (B.11)
= X (PT2(i2) , ) -6 (B.12)
< X (P Y (i12)) ~ro) _ 6. (B.13)
Because of the degraded nature of the channel,
I(T 2; Y) I(T 2; Y1) I(T2; Y) I(T; Yo, Y, Y 2), (B.14)
where the last inequality follows from the fact that the point-to-point channel NJT2- Y1Y2
between T2 and the joint receiver (Yo, Y1, Y2) can transmit information reliably at a
rate as least as high as the capacity of the channel N'T2-Y between T2 and one of
the receivers Yk alone. Hence by using HSW theorem for the channel hT 2 Y- Yoyy 2 , we
obtain an (R2, n, E) code { i3, A0, A A 2A 2  with all codewords chosen i.i.d. from
pT2 (i2) and of type P2(i 2), satisfying IP2(.) -pT 2 .(') 1 < 6, and for all m2 E W2,
Tr (A0  A1 ®A2 )Yony 2  1 (B.15)
m2 ®  2 m2) M2 >
where
n
n y 1n y n yYoY1Y2• o,I ® 1,l 2,1
1=1
are product-state codewords, with pmo x2 -yOy1y2 )®n (,l for . . .
being the 1th symbol of the received n-symbol codeword3 .
Let us define the cardinalities of the alphabets of T2, T1 , and the transmitter A,
3Note that throughout this discussion, each codeword symbol is transmitted in a single use of
the channel.
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as IT21 = d2, IT1I = dl and AlI = do. For each i2, define
RIh, ~ I(Ti; YiT 2 = i2) - i2 < d
< I(T; Yo, YiT2 = i2) - :5 di
= X(PTlIT2(il i2), Y1)- 6i2,
where
A• 2 6P2(i2),
for i2 E {1,..., d2}. Define
Ei2 A EP2(i 2), and
ni2 A nP2(i2),
{1,... ,d2}.
ni2  (i2)
l,i2 , ho *Trtl,i2,I
For each i2 E T2, there exists an (Ri,i2, ni2, i2) random HSW
S(i2) 
i2
M14,2 VM,i e {1,..., 2 nR1 " 2 }, for the conditional channel
_-1-yoyl , which satisfies
E 2-ni2Rl '1
_> 1 - fi2,
mnl,i2-1
Tni2
where each codeword jM,2 is chosen i.i.d. from PT1 IT2 (ili 2)thetye 11 (il~), uc tatlP 12*I~) ~iT 2 *I2)1 •6 ndtaioiiand each codeword is of
the type P112(illi2), such that IP112( i2) - PTlIT2('li2)11 ki2, and the expectation is
over the randomness in the HSW codes. Note that owing to the symmetry of the
random code construction, (B.22) may be equivalently expressed as
E [Tr (A i2 A Oni 21 1 - (B.23)
Also note that the personal rate to Y1 (to decode message mi), is given by
R1 = P2(i 2)Ri,i 2.
i2
(B.24)
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(B.16)
(B.17)
(B.18)
(B.19)
for i2
code
(B.20)
(B.21)
(B.22)
We also have,
d2
I P2 0 - PT2') 1 ('2) - T2 (2)1 - " (B.25)
i2=1
Using Eqs. (B.24) and (B.25), we now derive lower and upper bounds for R 1 as follows.
R = P2(i2)l,i2 = PT 2 (i2)Rl,i 2 2- (P 2(i2) - P 2 (i 2 )) R 1,i 2
i2 i2 i2
> PrT2(i2)Rl,i 2 - fP2 (.) - pT2()Ildl (B.26)
- PT2 [I(T1;Y IT2 = i2) - 2i2] - P2(") - pT2(.)Ildl
i2
= I(T 1;Y 1IT 2)- EPT2(i2)i2 - IP2 (.) - pT2()ldl
i 2
= I(T Y1;Y T2) - 6PT 2 p(i)P2(i2) - I P) pT2(.)Ildl
i2
> I(Ti; Y _T2 ) - 6d1
> I(T1; YT 2) - 6(1 + d1 ), (B.27)
where inequality (B.26) follows from (B.16). The upper bound is derived as follows:
R1 = P2(i2) •,i2 SZP 2(i2)I(T1; Y1T 2= i2)
= PT2 (i)I(T1; YfIT 2 = i2) + E (P2(i 2 ) - PT2(i2)) I(TI; Y •T2 = i2)
i2 i 2
< I(Ti;YI T2)+ P2 .)-pT2 (') 1 maxI(T1 ; YI T2 = i2)
i2
• I(T1; YI I T2 ) + 6 1 ,
where 1 A maxi2 I(T; Y IT2 = i2) is a finite non-negative real number. Combining
Eqs. (B.27) and (B.28), we have
I(Ti; Y1 |T2) - 6(1 + d 1) R,1 < I(TI; YI T2) + 61 (B.29)
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(B.28)
Now, given each i2 E T2, we define for each il E T1,
(B.30)
(B.31)
Ro,,i2l I(A; YoIT, = il) - bi2,il - do
SX (PATl(jiI1 ),iP) - j 2il,
i2 612P12(iIi2) 2 2)P1212)
where
(B.32)
Let us also define
Ei2z,il Ei2Pl 2 (illi 2 ) = EP2(i2)P1 2(ii 2), and
ni2,il ni2P1=2(i1Ii2) = nP2 (i 2)P 1l2(il i2 ).
(B.33)
(B.34)
Given a fixed i 2, for each il, there exists an (Ro,i2,i,, ni2,il, I 2 ,il ) random HSW code
A iA~i2 • AO(i2,il) E,1 f- c t h,,onl
PiAol,,, mo,i 2,l l; mo,i2,i• {1,..., 2r , for the conditional channel 2A-iY '
with each codeword chosen i.i.d. from PAIT1,T2 (j il, i 2) PAIT (jil), and each code-
word satisfying
2nRO'i2il
E 2[ -ni2 " 1 R° 'i2 'il T r ( A mo ,2,.l v) 2' lo2 ,ilE 2mi221 O i2 ,i ,0I
L MO,i2,i1
> 2 1 - ,i (B.35)
Note that owing to the symmetry of random code construction, (B.35) can alterna-
tively be expressed as
(B.36)
The personal rate to Yo (to decode its personal message mo), is given by
Ro = E P2(i 2)P1 2 (il i 2)R ,i2,i1.
i2,il
(B.37)
Lemma B.2 - Given two probability density functions p(x) and q(x) defined on the
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E Tr Ao(i2,il •) Oni2,il• 1 2 ilA1 1 ) _> 1 - 6i2,ii
same alphabet X that satisfy
E
xEX
p(x) - q(x)l < 6, (B.38)
and given that the conditional distributions p(ylx) and q(ylx) defined on the alphabets
X and Y, (x E X, y E Y) satisfy
E
yCY
Ip(ylx) - q(ylx)l < 6x, Vx, (B.39)
Then the joint distributions p(y, x) = p(y x)p(x) and q(y, x) = q(ylx)q(x) must satisfy
Ip(y, x) - q(y, x) I 5 6+ : 6xq(x).
XEX
E
(x,y)E(X,Y)
(x,y)E(X,Y)
Ip(y, x) - q(y, x)l
I (p(x) - q(x))p(y x) + (p(ylx) - q(ylx))q(x)
< K Ip(x)-
(x,y)E(X,Y)
= lp(x) - q(x)l
xGEX
< 6+ •6 xq(x).
XEX
q(x)l p(ylx) +
x±EXz(
(,y)E(,)
(X,Y)E(X,Y)
Ip(ylx) - q(yx) ) q(x)
Now, we use Eq. (B.37) and Lemma B.2 to derive lower and upper bounds on Ro.
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S
(Xy)G(XY)
(B.40)
Proof
Ip(y x) - q(ylx)l q(x)
(B.41)
(B.42)
(B.43)
(B.44)
(B.45)
The derivation of the lower bound proceeds as follows.
Ro = P2 (i 2)P 12 (i1 i2)R ,i2,il (B.46)
i2,il
SZPTlIT2(ili2)pT2(i2)ROi2,il - E (pTlIT2(illi2)pT2(i2) - P2(i 2)P1l 2(i l i2)) Ro0 i2,ih
i2,il i2,il
> PTj,T2 1(i1 2)Fo,i2,il - dO T IP jiT2(i1li2)PT2(i2) - P2(i2)P1j2 (iIi2)I
> EPT2,T 2 (il,i2) (I(A; YolT 1
i 2 ,il
- I(A; YolTi) - 6Z PT,T2(ili 2)P 2(i2)P12(illi2) - d
i2,il
> I(A; YolT1) - 6 - do(6 + 5)
+ P2(i),i2)
i2
P2 (i2)2 )
i2
= I(A; YoITi) - 6(1 + 2do),
where (B.47) follows from Eq. (B.30), (B.48) follows from Eq. (B.30) and Lemma
B.2, and (B.50) follows from the fact that plI(x)p2(x) < 1 for two probability
distribution functions pl(x) and p2(x) defined on a common alphabet. The derivation
of the upper bound proceeds as follows.
Ro = P2(i 2) P12(ili 2)R ,i2,i,
i2 ,il
I: P2(i2)P12(i  2)I(A ; Yoljr = il)
S PTz2 (i2)PTIT2(ilIi2)I(A; YOIT1 = ii)
i2 h1
+ E (P2(i2)P 12 (ili 2) - PT2 (i2)PTiIT2 (il li 2))
i2,il
I(A; YolTi = ii)
• I(A; YolTi)
+ max I(A; Yol T = i 1) P2(i2)P 2  (il li2) - PT2 (i2)PTIT2 (ilIi2) (B .55)
i 2 ,il
5 I(A; Yo IT) + 2Io, (B.56)
where Io 1 maxi, I(A; YolTi = i1 ) is a finite non-negative real number. Combining
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(B.47)
(B.48)
(B.49)
(B.50)
(B.51)
(B.52)
(B.53)
(B.54)
= i1) - i,1) - do (j
Eqs. (B.51) and (B.56), we have
I(A; YolT 1) - 6(1 + 2do) _ Ro < I(A; YoT 1i) + 2610. (B.57)
Combining inequalities (B.11), (B.29) and (B.57), we have constructed codebooks for
the degraded broadcast channel NA-YoYiY 2 transmitting the messages (mo, mi, m2) at
a rate 3-tuple (Ro, R 1, R2), that can be brought arbitrarily close to the postulated
ultimate capacity region (B.5) with M = 3 and n = 1, by choosing 6 small enough.
What remains to be shown, in order to complete the proof of achievability of the
postulated capacity-region, is to
(i) instantiate the codewords of the codes we constructed above, and
(ii) to construct measurement operators for the receivers to decode the messages,
and show that those measurement operators lead to an average overall error-
probability that goes as O(E) for sufficiently large blocklength n.
The above tasks are dealt with in the following two sections.
B.3.2 Instantiating the codewords
Let us denote the quantum states associated with the auxiliary random variables T1
and T2 as follows - Tk =- {k,1, k,2,. . ,k,dk}, for k E {1,2}. Recall that all the
T
n
codewords pm2, are of the same type P2 (), for n 2 E W2. Without loss of generality,
let us assume that the primary-cloud-center codewords are4
iTn  2,nl 2 2... nd2  (B.58)1 O2,1 2,2 2d2
d2
=0 e h2 i 2  (B.59)
i2=1
4 Note that 2k = 2,k 0 .. ~ 2,k (nk-fold tensor product). Also, recall from Eq. (B.21),
that n=n +n2 ... + nd2.
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and 7r2 (m 2 ) is a collection of permutations on n elements, such that
= 72(m2) ( T )2
€M 2 ,I
Vm2 E W2. (B.60)
For each primary-cloud-center codewordM , 2nR1 secondary-cloud-center codewords
,Tn
P, il,m2 are chosen for every ml E W1. Each symbol of the secondary-cloud-center
codewords X/1 ,m2 is chosen from i.i.d. from T, according to the distribution PT1 IT2 (i1 i2 ).
As 2 nR 1 = 2ld2 2 i2R1,2 (using Eqs. (B.24) and (B.21)), we may uniquely identify
each message mi e W1 with a collection of messages m1,i2 for i2 E {1,... ,d 2}, and
m 1,i2 E W1,i2 ! {1,... ,22nRi•i2 }. Hence, we have
Tnm 2
Aml ,m2 - r2(m2 r1,1
= r2(m2) 'Pm, ® T
-,r(m2) 11 1 ,2)
d2 i2=
M , mid2
(B.61)
(B.62)
(B.63)
Now, each one of
Tni2
the codewords -2T is of the sameXý11,i2 type P1 12('ji2). Hence, without
loss of generality, we can assume that5
Pni2
l1
A ni2,1 ni2,2 ... i2 ,d 1
" 1,1 ",2 '' l,dl
di
ij=1
^ ni2 1
(B.64)
(B.65)
and r,i2 (ml,i2) is a collection of permutations on ni2 elements, such that for each
i2 E T2,
ATP i2  n1, 2  1, 2  i2X101,i  =- 7r ,i (m ,i ) (Pi1 Vm 1 ,i2 E W1 ,i2 . (B.66)
Without loss of generality, mi = 1 can be mapped to (m,l,ml,2, ... , ,d2)
(1, 1, ... , 1), i.e.
T
n  Tll T12 1  
22
^'' 110 ^ 1 (B.67)
5Note that ni 2 ,il = ni2P1l 2 (illi2), and thus, ni2 = ni2,1 + ni 2 ,2 ±- - - -+ i 2 ,dl.
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Now we can define a permutation by cascading the permutations 71,i2 (m1,i 2),
d2
71.1(ni )  1,i2 1,2) (B.68)
i2=1
such that , =711i(mi) 1,1 Combining this with Eq. (B.61) we have,
rm l,m 7t2(2) O 7 1( ) P,1 (B.69)
- 7r2( 2 ) O r() n l,il. (B.70)
i2=1 i1=1
However, neither the primary nor the secondary cloud-center codewords are the ac-
tual codewords sent out by the transmitter, as they are after all drawn from hy-
pothetical auxiliary alphabets. With &' "l' E TI given, the final transmitted code-
words are drawn from Alice's alphabet around each secondary-cloud-center code-
word, and are chosen i.i.d. symbol-by-symbol from the conditional distribution
PAITi,T2 (j i1,i2) - PAIT( il1),Vi2 (because T2 -- --+ A is a Markov chain). As
2nRo = 1i2,i2 2ni2', Ro,° 2,i (using Eqs. (B.37) and (B.34)), we may uniquely identify
each message mo E Wo with a collection of messages m 0,i 2,il for (il, i2) (T1 , T2), and
mo,i2,il E Wo,i2,il { 1, . . . , 2n ,i•,l 1i, i2. Hence, the transmitted codewords are
given by
..A
n  / (B.71)
Pmo,m,,m2 2 "(2) 0 P,,1) (B.71)
-- 2 (n 2 ) o 7i(m/) Pmo,1, PnO,1,2  O,1,d1I
An2,1 An2,2 ^ PmAn2,dl ( And2'l 1 ,And2,2 .P mAnd2,dl
\rmo,2,1(8) rm0,2,2 m0,2,d 0 0(mO,d2,1 mO,d22 P  0,d2,dl
d2 di
2 (m 2 ) 1(mi Pm,ip1  . (B.72)
(i2=1 i1=1
In summary, given a message triplet (mo, mi, m 2), Alice first represents the message
mo as a collection of messages from smaller index-sets mo0,i2,il Wo,i2,il, and generates
the codeword pml,1 for (oo, mi = 1, m 2 = 1) as shown above. Thereafter, she applies
the permutations rF1(mi) and 7r2 (m 2 ) respectively in that order, to obtain the final
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codeword 4^A",m,m2 to be broadcast on the channel6 .
B.3.3 Receiver measurement and decoding error probability
The decoding process proceeds in three stages (M stages in general), which unravel the
information from the layered cloud-center and cloud encoding technique we employed
earlier. We start this section with a brief description of the decoding process and how
it works. We then follow it up with constructing the actual measurement operators
for the three receivers, and provide a rigorous error analysis in order to bound the
overall average probability of decoding error.
Steps of the decoding process
The following are the steps of the decoding process:
1. Yo, Y1, and Y2 measure { 0m2, {A 2 }, and { A 2  respectively on their re-
ryn
spective received states kyP,m0,m2, and they declare their respective results of
measurement, {h2 ), i ), r2  to be the common message W2.
2. Yo and Y1 permute their respective codewords according to 12-1(r~k)), for k e
{0, 1} respectively. If Yo and Y1 correctly decoded m 2 in step 1 above, af-
ter applying the permutations, they should jointly see a state that is close
ynyn
to P ,,1 They measure each block of ni,2 symbols, i2 E {1,..., d2}, using
6
(i) The joint received codewords are given by
y nynyn _ n
momlm 2 - AYoYiy 2 Pmomlm2 (B.73)
(ii) On averaging out the received codeword AI 2 over messages mo and mi, we obtain
Emo,m, [momi2 m2 Pwo,w (mo, ml)mo,mm 2
(mo,mi)E(Wo,W,)
= o 2 = NK YOYY 2  ) n (B.74)
(iii) To find the state received by Yo, we must trace out the other receivers:
Pmo,mi,m 2 = Y2 ( mi,m 2 ). (B.75)
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A O2)} and A'(2) respectively, and concatenate their measurement results
,,m(k)^(k) ^('k),d2 (k) k E {0, 1}, which they declare to be their de-
coded message W1.
3. Finally Yo applies the permutation ri-1 (rf()) and obtains a state close to o .2 mand obtains a state close to P ,l,.
d2 (di1 AO(i2,il) and con-It measures using the measurement operators i 2=1 = m,i2,i)andcon-
catenates its results {mo,i2, 1 2=ld1, to obtain the estimate roo) which it de-
clares as its decoded message Wo.
Construction of the measurement operators
The above procedure can be summarized by the action of the following POVM ele-
ments (measurement operators) for the three receivers, which (adhering to the nota-
tion set forth in the beginning of section B.2 above) are given by:
1. Y2- J 2 A.1.
2. Yi - {JAm
~ 2 }, where
A Am2 A 2  1 in~m A 2 , and (B.76)
3. Yo - {Aomlm2 }, where
{mom12 m2 1m2 mOIMlm2 mlm2 m,
/ d2
AO  2,,, = 1mm 2( & AA(iý2 ) and (B.79)
M11 272 2 m1,i 2
A\on& =rlh @ "l,i2) a 0 (i 2 ,i l )
-'mojz--moi,i
1,il
Sr, (mi) A• (i2,l .) (B.80)
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Error analysis
Our goal is to prove that with the codewords and the measurement operators we
have constructed above, the overall average probability of correct decision Pomim2 =
1 - O(e), where
Pmomm,2 = Tromim2 1 A2 1 •Y 'Y (B.81)
We will use the following two lemmas, whose proofs can be found in [52]:
Lemma B.3 - If 0 < A < 1, then
Tr(Aor) Ž Tr(Ap) - |p - oli. (B.82)
Lemma B.4 - If 0 < A < 1, and E[Tr(Ap)] > 1 - e then
(B.83)
Let us begin by defining two intermediate states in the decoding process:
0,xnm 2 a (nAO2  A 0 A 2)YY2Y ( A 2 n A 2  2
A V(Amljm 2 0 VA2 m0 2 ) 4gl 2 (ý[A A%1 m 0 Ai1 ).rm a mlm poait2 tdsommmca
-//yny ynyzn _,y~T ~ ;YoYnyn n/0~
Pr 0 1 2 A m 17 0 m0,ml ,mz V 2 m2 9 0,)M22 2
The average probability of correct decision Pmom1M2 can be expressed as
E[Pmomlm2] E [Tr (A0 mim 2 Y, n)]
" E [Tr (Ao pY momlm2 mml,m2
M olmm2 ^0M1M2)y
Il,/nylk n u / z n-E Y2 21 ]
[mo,ml,m2 - Pmo,ml,m2
-E [, ^ ,nyiYg P•E - , Y•"
mo,m1,m2 0MO 1 M2
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(B.84)
(B.85)
(B.86)
E [|I Ap/A- - p1 1 ] .
where (B.85) and (B.86) follow from Lemma B.3. In order to bound the last term in
(B.86), let us consider the following:
[Tr (Ao 9 1 A'eYOZYYm M(Ai2  0 Amlim 2  mO,MM 2
-( ~dP2 d 2
i2 1 2 22
r ATmi 2 l 2  2ror1, 1 2m) 2d2 2Tr ((Ao 0 2 1n
(i 2=1 i2=1
-E |Po _ Y/ d 2  d2
Ail22 \U 2 mii2 M1Sm1,i2 ,Pmii2=1Al(i2) YOyi2 =1 i2=1
d2>1 Sd2 n -'i2
= 1E- P2(i2) -
i2=1
= 1 - (E + 
-)
- El,
(B.87)'
(B.88)
(B.89)
(B.90)
VE (B.91)
(B.92)
(B.93)
(B.94)
(B.95)
(B.96)
where we define E1  e + •-_. Eq. (B.87) follows from Eqs. (B.77) and (B.79). Also
note that we drop the message index mo in (B.87), because the expectation averages
out mo, as the measurement operator (Aollm2 0 ( 1 m2) has no mo dependence. Equa-
tion (B.88) simply results from the fact that permuting the measurement operators is
equivalent to inverse-permuting the codeword instead. Equation (B.89) follows from
the definition of the permutation 7r2 ( 2), and (B.90) follows from Lemma B.3. In
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obtaining the first term in inequality (B.91), we drop the superscript Y2n from the
received-state density operator (because it doesn't change the value of the expecta-
tion, as the measurement (AIm2 0 A 1 m 2 ) acts only on the joint Hilbert space of
YoJ and Y1"), and we use Eqs. (B.61) and (B.63) to express Pmi, - m, •
To obtain the second term of the inequality (B.91), first note that (B.15) specialized
to m2 = 1, implies that Tr ((A 0 A 0 9 lA ,) "> 2 1- 6, Vml. Also note that by
,lo _ y y non, , ). oceynynyndefinition, o, - 0~ 1 2 ý Heml,1e
Lemma B.4 implies E [IPmo mi 1yn] _<n Vl|. Equation (B.92) follows from
the symmetry of random code construction, that we earlier observed in going from
(B.22) to (B.23). Inequality (B.93) follows from (B.23) and Eq. (B.94) follows from
the definition (B.20).
Continuing from (B.86), we have
E[Pmomam2] > E [Tr (Aomlmmn•)] -
= E Tr 7, (mi) mz (i i l)  7r2 ( 2) o;7r(ml) 0,S
2= 1 1 il i2=1 1=1
-/E - /IlA)(d d2 d
E "Tr 7r2 (M2) O 7r,( l) (& A (i 2' )  7r2.(M2) O 7r ( l)
d2  di d2 di
=r 1- r mo- -,i2,
i21 1 i2=1 i1=1
i2=1 i= 
\i2=1 11=1
= ( E Tr Ao(e2l) 'O)1 - - --
i2 1- (),
d2 dii2=1 i=1
d2 di
= 1 - L EP1J2(i i2)P2(i2) - V & -i2=1 i1=1E- + V + 8(e + 1_)
= 1 - O(E),
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(B.97)
moi2 il
nOi 2 ,i 10 I
d2  d1
21 i1=1
(B.98)
" ,ni2,il
Pro, i2 ,i1
(B.99)
(B.100)
(B.101)
(B.102)
(B.103)
(B.104)
(B.105)
where (B.97) follows from (B.86), (B.96), and two applications of Lemma B.4. Equa-
tion (B.98) follows from (B.80) and (B.72). Note that dropping the superscripts Yn
and Yn on the received joint quantum state in Eq. (B.97) doesn't make a difference,
as the measurement operators Aomolmim 2 act only on the Hilbert space of Yon . Equa-
tion (B.99) follows from the fact that the measurement operators {A o mlm m2 do not
depend on m 2, and hence can be chosen arbitrarily up to a permutation 7r2(m 2). Next,
we remove the permutations 72 (m 2) o rl(ml) from both the parentheses in (B.99),
so that the trace remains unchanged in Eq. (B.100). Equation (B.101) follows from
the symmetry of the HSW code construction, (B.102) follows from (B.36), (B.103)
follows from the definition (B.33), and (B.105) completes the proof.
B.3.4 Proof of achievability with M receivers
The proof of the achievability of the capacity region of the M-receiver degraded
quantum broadcast channel (B.5) is a straightforward generalization of the M = 3
case we proved above. We will not go through every single detail of the M-receiver
achievability proof here, but we will rather sketch the proof. Similar to the M = 3
case, we need to prove achievability only for n = 1, because the same proof can be
applied to n-use (larger) quantum systems of the transmitter and the receivers to
obtain the general n > 1 capacity region (B.5).
For any e, 6 > 0, we aim to show here that for rate M-tuples (Ro,... ,RM-1)
satisfying
I(A; Yo|T 1) - 6(1 + (M - 1)do) < Ro _ I(A; Yo|T 1) + (M - 1)61o,
I(Tk; YkITk+±1) - 6(1 + (M - k - 1)dk) < Rk I(Tk; Yk Tk+) + (M - k - 1)6Ik,
0 < RM_1 = I(TM-1; BM_1) - 6, (B.106)
there exists an (2 nRo,... , 2nRM-, n, O(e)) code for the degraded broadcast channel
JVA-Yo...YM-1, where dk I TkI is the cardinality of the alphabet associated with the
auxiliary random variable Tk and the cardinality of the transmitter's alphabet, Al
do. Ik maxik+1 I(Tk; YklTk+1 = ik+1) are finite non-negative real numbers.
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Using HSW theorem [27, 28, 29] for the channel ~T---Yo..YM-1, let us obtain a
(RM1, n, e) code , AOM- ' 1 AM- with all codewords chosen i.i.d.
from the distribution pTM_ 1(iM-I) of type PM-x, satisfying IPM_1 - PTM•_(.)1 5,
and for all mM-1 E WM-1,
M-1t SM ...Tr AM o -1 2 1 - E, (B.107)
\ k=O
'y & 1 nynwhere o -= i=1 Po=M---1, are product-state codewords. Treating these
codewords as the primary cloud-centers, for each iM-_1 E TM-1, we choose another
TniM-1
layer of codewords /m_,tM_ for the conditional channel A1,7- M picked i.i.d.
from the distribution PTM-21TM-1 (iM-2 iM-1), which form a random HSW code of rate
RM-2,iM_ . Taking the average of these rates over the entire codebook, the desired rate
bound I(TM-2; YM- 2 1TM-1) - 6(1 + dM-6) < RM-2 < I(TM-2; YM-21TM-1) + IM-2
can be established for RM-2. Continuing in this manner, we keep selecting HSW
codewords from the alphabets of the auxiliary random variables with the appropriate
conditional distributions, viz. by applying HSW theorem to the channel NAMTl' '.•. 3_,
to select a code of overall rate RI-1 close to the desired bound (B.106). Proving the
rate bounds involve applications of Lemma B.2 and simple manipulations similar to
those leading to the rate bounds for R, and Ro in the M = 3 proof we did earlier.
Codewords and measurement operators are selected in a layered way, exactly as
we did earlier for the M = 3 case. For the chosen measurement and codewords, the
bound for the average probability of correct decision works out to be
E[Pmo...mMl] 1 - (c + + V + V +... + ,M2) (B.108)
where Ea+1 = Ei + v/8, for i E {0,... , M - 3}, and eo E . Hence, E [Pmo...mM- ] 2
1 - O(e), as desired. The proof parallels the layered codebook construction technique
used for classical degraded broadcast channels, and works out pretty much in the
same manner as the M = 3 proof.
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B.4 Capacity Region: Proof (Converse)
Our goal in proving the converse to the capacity-region proof is to show that any
achievable rate M-tuple (Ro, ---, RM-1) must be inside the ultimate rate-region pro-
posed by Eqs. (B.5). Let us assume that (Ro, ... , RM-1) is achievable. Let {xn(mo,..., rM_ )},
and POVMs Ao... mM}, {A m...mMl},. ., {A i comprise a (2nh -  ... ,2n 1,n,)
code in the achieving sequence. Let us suppose that the receivers Yo,... , YM-1 store
their respective decoded messages in registers WVo,..., 7M-1. Then, for real numbers
En,k - 0, we have for k E {0, 1,..., M- 2}
nRk = H(Wk) (B.109)
< I(Wk; Wk) + nEn,k (B.110)
< X Pwk (mk), P^k + nEn,k (B.111)
-PWk+1(mk+l)X (PWk(Mk), Yk+1) nn,k (B.112)
mk+1
= I(Wk; YknIWk+1) + nE,k, (B.113)
where (B.110) and (B.111) follow from Fano's inequality and the Holevo bound
respectively. Equation (B.112) follows from concavity of Holevo information (as
Pik = mk+± PWk+l (mk+1)P k+1). For k = 0, we further have
mk
nRo < I(Wo; Yo IW1) + En,o (B.114)
_ I(An; Y&onW1) + En,O, (B.115)
where (B.115) follows from the Markov nature of (Wo,..., WM-) - An  Yo -*
... -- YZ_. We also have similarly, for En,M-1 --+ 0,
nRm_1 = nH(WM-_) (B.116)
< I(WMI-1; WVM1) + nEn,M-1 (B.117)
< x pwMl(mMII),A.l_ ) + nEn,M-1 (B.118)
- I(WM-1; YMZI) + niE,M_1. (B.119)
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Choosing Tk = Wk for k E {1, 2,... , ,M - 1} completes the proof.
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Appendix C
Theorem on property of g(x)
The converse proofs of the capacity region for the Bosonic broadcast channel with and
without thermal noise, in chapter 3, use a theorem on a property of the Bose-Einstein
entropy function, g(x) = (1+ x) In(1 + x) - x ln x, in order to conclude Eqs. (3.59) and
(3.90). In this appendix, we prove two lemmas which lead to the proof of a theorem.
After that, we show how the theorem implies Eqs. (3.59) and (3.90), as two simple
special cases.
Lemma A.1 - For all real numbers x > 0, C > 0, and 0 < r < 1, the following
inequality holds:
In (1 + ) > (1 + x) (C.1)
In(1 + ) - ( x+C)(1 + rx+C)
Proof - Define a function f(x) A x(1 + x) In(1 + 1/x). We claim that f(x) has the
following properties':
'Proofs -
1. We can express f(x) as, f(x) = x(g(x) - Inx). Therefore, lim__of(x) = limx.o(xg(x)) -
lim:,.o(x In x). It is readily verified by applying the L' Hopital's rule, that lim-,o(xg(x)) =
limo__(x In x) = 0.
2. By straightforward differentiation, f"(x) = 21n(1 + 1/x) - (2x + 1)/(x(1 + x)). Claim:
In(1 + y) < y(y + 2)/2(y + 1), Vy > 0. Proof: It is easy to see the following:
* Both the left and right hand sides of the proposed inequality go to zero at y = 0.
* Both In(1 + y) and y(y + 2)/2(y + 1) are positive for y > 0.
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1. limxof(x) = 0.
2. f(x) is a concave function, i.e., the second derivative f"(x) < 0, for x > 0.
3. f(x) is monotonically increasing for x > 0.
Given properties 1 and 2 above, we have f(hx) > 'f(x), for x > 0 and 0 < K < 1.
We further have from property 3 above, that for any non-negative real number C > 0,
f (Kx + C) > f (x), for x > 0 and 0 < K < 1. Combining the two above, we obtain
f(rx + C) > hf(x). Substituting the explicit form of f(x), we have Eq. (C.1), that
we set out to prove.
Lemma A.2 - The following holds:
d2
2g (9g-'1 (Y) + C) > 0, (C.2)
for y > 0, where C is a non-negative real number.
Proof-- Let us define p(y) - g (Kg-'(y) + C). Differentiating twice with respect to
y, we get
d2p(Y) r, nln1 d2 1 )( 6 )dy2  Kg-((y) + C dy2 -
21 d 2
_ 2 n g- (y) (C.3)(ig- (y) + C)(1 + yg-1(y) + C) (dy
Now consider the identity g(g-l(y)) = y, and substitute g-l(y) = x. Differentiating
* ln(1 + y) d y(y+2) for y 0.
Hence, In(1 + y) < y(y + 2)/2(y + 1), Vy > 0. Substituting y = l/x, we get f"(x) < 0, for
x > 0.
3. By straightforward differentiation, f'(x) = (2x+l) Iln(1+1/x)-1. Claim: ln(1+y) 2 y/(y+2),
Vy > 0. Proof: It is easy to see the following:
* Both the left and right hand sides of the proposed inequality go to zero at y = 0.
* Both In(1 + y) and y/(y + 2) are positive for y > 0.
y In(1 + y) [_ , for y > 0.
Hence, In(1 + y) 2 y/(y + 2), Vy > 0. Substituting y = 1/x, we get f'(x) > 0, for x > 0.
Since limxof(x) 0, f(x) must be monotonically increasing for x > 0.
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both sides of the identity with respect to y, we get (dg(x)/dx)(dx/dy) = 1, which
implies dx/dy = 1/(dg(x)/dx). Therefore, we get
d g-(y) = 1 (C.4)
dy In (1 + g1(Y)
and thus,
d2
=I 1 1
dy2 ( ) = g-l(y)(1+g'(y))[In (1i+ g( )]3 (C.5)
Substituting Eqs. (C.4) and (C.5) into Eq. (C.3) we finally obtain,
d 2p(y) In_ i_ (1 + • )+C)
dy 2  g-1(y)(1 +g'y)) [n (1 + - )2 In (1 + 1)
Kg-'(y)(1 + g-'(y)) (C.6)
(Kg-'(y) + C)(1 + Kg-1 (y) + C)
> 0, (C.7)
where the last inequality follows from using Lemma A.1, along with the fact that
9-1(y) > 0 Vy > 0.
Theorem A.3 - Given non-negative real numbers Xk E R•, for k E {1,..., n}, and
0 < K < 1, if xZ is defined by
E lg(xk) = g(XO), (C.8)
k=1
then the following inequality holds:
9g(Kxk + C) 2 g(nzo + C), (C.9)
k=1
where g(x) - (1 + x) log(1 + x) - x log(x), and C > 0.
Proof - Because g(x) is a 1 - 1 function, we can define unambiguously the inverse
function h(y) - g-1 (y), such that y = g(x) -x = h(y) for x,y > 0. Define Yk A
g(Xk), yk 9 g (gg-l(yk) + C) and l(yk) k Yk - Yk, for k E {0, 1,..., n}. Rephrasing
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the theorem in terms of h(y), we have the following theorem. Given
yo = Yk, k >, Vk, (C.10)
k=1
the following is true:
1 n y (C.11)
k=1
Using Lemma A.2, it follows that 1(y) = y - y' = y - g (ig-'(y) + C) is a convex
function in y, i.e. l"(y) < 0. Thus, Eqn. (C.10) implies
1(yo) 1 l1(yk), (C.12)
k=1
which implies
YO YO' nE (Yk - Yk) (C.13)
k=1
> - _ y' (C.14)
k=l k=l
Using Eq. (C.10), we thus have
n Yk 1 YO, (C.15)
k=1
which completes the proof. Eqs. (3.59) and (3.90) follow as straightforward conse-
quences of Theorem A.3, as shown below.
Corollary A.4 - Given
1
S2nRcg (9l kNk) = (7 13) , (C.16)
k
and 7r > 1/2, we have that
1
•2-• g ((1 - )tkf/k) k 9 ((1 - 7))3N) (C. 17)
k 2
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Proof - Substitute Xk q r/kNk, Xo A- qPN, n -A 1/ 2 nRc and ,K A (1 - rl)/r.
77 > 1/2, it follows that 0 < K < 1. Using these substitutions, Eq. (C.17) follows from
Theorem A.3, with C = 0.
Corollary A.5 - Given
(C.18)SEc 19 (7/0 kN•A + (1 - r7 )N)
and r > 1/2, we have that
S g ((1 - 77)3kN A + 7 N)
k
> g ((1 - r)PNV + rqN)
Proof-- Substitute Xk -  /3k kA + (1 - ,7 )N, xo 77ON + (1 - r7)N, n A 1/ 2nRc and
K A (1 - rl)/7r. As 7r > 1/2, we have 0 < K < 1. Using these substitutions, Eq. (C.19)
follows from Theorem A.3, with C = (27 - 1)N/r7 > 0.
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(C.19)
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Appendix D
Proofs of Weak Minimum Output
Entropy Conjectures 2 and 3 for
the Wehrl Entropy Measure
This appendix contains the proofs of the Wehrl-entropy versions of the weak conjec-
tures 2 and 3 that do not draw upon the Entropy Power Inequality (EPI). As we
pointed out in chapter 4, the EPI quickly leads to the Wehrl-entropy proofs for the
strong forms of all the minimum output entropy conjectures. We still include the
following proofs in the thesis for the sake of completeness, and because these proofs
could be of mathematical interest in their own right.
Wehrl entropy is the Shannon differential entropy of the Husimi probability func-
tion Q(yt) for the state 3 [64], i.e., for a single mode we have
W(i) = - / Q(p) In [IrQ(p)]d 2p, (D.1)
where Q(y) - (I|f| 1L)/1r with I|) a coherent state. The Wehrl entropy provides a
measurement of the state ^ in phase space and its minimum value is achieved on
coherent states [641.
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D.1 Weak conjecture 2
The following single-mode version of conjecture 2 was stated in chapter 4:
Weak Conjecture 2 - Let a lossless beam splitter have input & in its vacuum
state, input b in a zero-mean state with von Neumann entropy S(^B) = g(K), and
output 8 from its transmissivity-rl port. Then the von Neumann entropy of output 8
is minimized when input b is in a thermal state with average photon number K, and
the minimum output entropy is given by S(p3) = g((1 - ri)K).
The following is an analogous statement of the conjecture for the Wehrl entropy:
Weak Conjecture 2: Wehrl - Let a lossless beam splitter have input a in its vac-
uum state, input b in a zero-mean state with Wehrl entropy W(1^ B) = 1 +1 in (K + 1),
and output 6 from its transmissivity-rI port. Then the Wehrl entropy of output 6 is
minimized when input b is in a thermal state with average photon number K, and the
minimum output entropy is given by W(,c) = 1 + In (K(1 - l) + 1).
Proof - Before we begin the proof of the Wehrl-entropy conjecture, let us recall a
few definitions. The antinormally ordered characteristic function xA(() of a state 5
is given by:
xA()= tr (e *et) . (D.2)
Also, the antinormally ordered characteristic function XA(() and the Husimi function
Qý(Ii) = (pipIpI)/ r of a state p form a 2-D Fourier-Transform Inverse-Transform pair:
XP = AQ (p)e'*-(*'d22p, (D.3)
Qp(P) = xA J (e *+(*Yd2( (D.4)
As the two input states to the beamsplitter are in a product state, Eq. D.2 im-
plies that the output state characteristic function is a product of the input state
characteristic functions with scaled arguments:
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(D.5)
The input & is given to be in the vacuum state. Thus, the Husimi function and the
Wehrl entropy of the input & are given by:
W(PA) = 1.
(D.6)
(D.7)
Equation D.5, and the multiplication-convolution property of Fourier transforms (FT)
give us
1 (\%)1(1 -ar)
1 _l 1 ln 1
- rr I ( 1 - 77)
( :-r) (D.8)
Vil ri)
where, we used the scaling-property of FT: X•( (1/-)QW(P/V/-)"
If the state of the input b is a thermal state with mean photon number K, i.e.,
PB = 1/ e- ~I2/K1 )(a d2,
we find that
W(pB) = 1 + ln(K + 1), (D.9)
which satisfies the hypothesis of our Wehrl-entropy conjecture.
can then write out the Husimi function of the output state ý:
Using Eq. D.9, we
Q () = 1 2/(I+( )K)( 7(1 + (1 - 77)K) (D.10)
obtaining
W(3c) = 1+ ln(K(1 - 77) + 1), (D.11)
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for the resulting Wehrl entropy, which provides us with an upper bound to the mini-
mum output Wehrl entropy:
W(kc) < 1 + ln(K(1 - I) + 1). (D.12)
To show that the expression in Eq. D.12 is also a lower bound for W(ýc), we use
Theorem 6 of [67], which states that for two probability distributions, f(p) and h(p)
on C, we have
W((f * h)(p)) > AW(f(p)) + (1 - A)W(h(p)) - A In A - (1 - A) In(1 - A) (D.13)
for all A E [0, 1], where f * h is the convolution of f and h and where the Wehrl
entropy of a probability distribution is found from Eq. 4.2 by replacing Q(p) with the
given probability distribution. Choosing
If (p) _Q 1PA
1h(NY) E -1-ri
( ) , and (D.14)
1"-- )
( V t)) - A In A - (1 - A) In(1 - A).
(D.15)
It is straightforward to show that the Wehrl entropy of a scaled distribution
(1/x)Q(p/~/i) is given by
w(I Q( ))=W (Q(p)) + In x, (D.16)
for any x E R. From Equations D.16 and D.15, we obtain
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we get
- A) W 1W(c) 2 A (1 + In r) + (1
W(Pc) 2 A(1 + In 7) + (1 - A) (W(PB) + In(1 - 71))
-A In A - (1 - A) In(1 - A)
= A(1 + In ) + (1 - A) (1 + In(K + 1) + In(1 - 7r))
-A In A - (1 - A) In(l - A)
(1ln (K + 1)(1 - r )
= l+Aln +(1 -A) ( A)
= 1 + In(K(1 - 77) + 1)
(D.17)
where the last equality uses A = ql/(rq + (K + 1)(1 - 71)) E [0, 1], Vt, K. Therefore the
minimum output Wehrl entropy of 6 must satisfy the lower bound
W(Pc) 2 1 + In(K(1 - 7) + 1). (D.18)
The upper-bound (Eq. D.12) and the lower-bound (Eq. D.18) on the minimum
output Wehrl entropy coincide, and thus we have the equality:
W(Pc) = 1 + In(K(1 - i) + 1), (D.19)
which is achieved by a thermal-state PB with mean photon number K (Eq. D.24),
thus proving the conjecture for the minimum output Wehrl entropy.
D.2 Weak conjecture 3
The following single-mode version of conjecture 3 was stated in chapter 4:
Weak Conjecture 3 - Let a lossless beam splitter have input & in a zero-mean
thermal state with mean photon number N, input b in a zero-mean state with von
Neumann entropy S(iB) = g(K), and output ^ from its transmissivity-r port. Then
the von Neumann entropy of output 5 is minimized when input b is in a thermal
state with average photon number K, and the minimum output entropy is given by
S( c ) = g(rN + (1 - r)K).
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The following is an analogous statement of the conjecture for the Wehrl entropy:
Conjecture 3: Wehrl - Let a lossless beam splitter have input & in a zero-mean
thermal state with mean photon number N, input b in a zero-mean state with Wehrl
entropy W( B) = 1 + ln(K + 1), and output 6 from its transmissivity-71 port. Then
the Wehrl entropy of output ^ is minimized when input b is in a thermal state with
average photon number K, and the minimum output entropy is given by W(c) =
1 + ln(r7N + (1 -7 )K + 1).
Proof - Our proof of the Wehrl-entropy conjecture for the thermal-noise AA parallels
what we did for the vacuum-state ,A. As before, we have that
x~AC XA • B (V _ 77() (D.20)
Now, however, the input & is in a zero-mean thermal state with mean photon number
N. Thus, its Husimi function and Wehrl entropy are given by:
QA () = 1 2/( (D.21)Sr(N + 1)
W(PA) = 1 + ln(N + 1). (D.22)
From Eq. D.20, and the multiplication-convolution property of Fourier transforms
(FT) we get
QAc (m) =1 QA J - ) (D.23)
= *1 (77
1 e- li2/(n(N+1)) 1p
1rxq(N + 1) (1 -77 ) -7"  7 "
If the state of the input b is a thermal state with mean photon number K, i.e.,
P iBe- &Ia12/K ) (ald2ao,7rK I
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we have
W(pB) = 1 + In(K + 1), (D.24)
which satisfies the hypothesis of our thermal-noise Wehrl-entropy conjecture. Using
Eq. D.9, we can write out the Husimi function and the Wehrl entropy of the output
c:
1 -I 2/(1+(1-(D.25)
1• ) -+ (1 - n)K + nN)
W(kc) = 1+ ln(1N + K(1 - 77) + 1), (D.26)
which gives us the upper bound
W(Pc) < 1 + ln(]N + K(1 - 7) + 1). (D.27)
To show that the expression in Eq. D.12 is also a lower bound for W(pc), we use
Eq. D.13, and definitions in Eq. D.15 to obtain:
W(pc) > A(1+ln(Tr(N+1)))+(1-A)W IQQBp, V--7)) -A In A-(1-A) In(1-A).(D.28)
From equations D.16 and D.28, we find
W(c) > A(1 + ln(7q(N + 1))) + (1 - A) (W(pB) + ln(1 - r) )
-A In A - (1 - A) In(1 - A)
= (1 + ln(,(N + 1))) + (1 - A) (1 + ln(K + 1) + ln(1 - 7))
-A In A - (1 - A) In(1 - A)
S1 + A In ((N + 1)) + (1- A) In (K + 1)(1 -(l- A)
- 1+1ln(77N + K(1 - 7r)+ 1)
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(D.29)
where the last equality used A = ,(N+1)/(ir(N+1)+(K+1)(1-2r)) E [0, 1], Vq, K, N.
Therefore the minimum output Wehrl entropy of 6 must satisfy the lower bound
W(Pc) Ž> 1 + ln(7rN + K(1 - rq) + 1). (D.30)
The upper bound (Eq. D.27) and the lower bound (Eq. D.30) on the minimum
output Wehrl entropy coincide, and thus we have the equality:
W(ýc) = 1 + ln(,qN + K(1 - q) + 1). (D.31)
which is achieved by a thermal-state PB with mean photon number K (Equation D.24),
thereby proving the thermal-noise Wehrl-entropy conjecture.
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